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A b strac t

The elaGsical and quantum dynamice of a one-dimonDional atomic oyotem perturbed 
by a periodic electric field of frequency, fi, in the regimes of high and low field frequency 

is studied.
At high frequencies various ionisation mechanisms are considered in both dynamics. 

Wc show that for systems having analytic potentials, and for sufficiently high frequencies, 
the classical system can ionize through regular orbits, in contradistinction to the driven 
Coulomb system.

An ajea-pieserving map is constructed which approximates the classical motion well 
at high frequencies; explicit quantisation of this map, in terms of the Fourier components 
of the classical motion, provides a very efficient means of obtaining appro3dmate solutions 
to the one-dimensional, time-dependent Ôchrôdinger equation. The Morse oscillator is 
considered in detail: the classical map is found to agree well with the numerical solution 
of Hamilton’s equations. Classical and quantal ionization probabilities are compared and 
circumstances delineated where they agree.

Comparisons of various theoretical models with cscporimental data for the ionization of 
excited hydrogen atoms in low frequency microwave fields arc used to distinguish between 
tunnelling through and classical escape over the slowly oscillating barrier and between 
one- and many-state dynamieal processes. Formulae used to interpret low frequency laser 
multi-photon ionization data are found not to describe the experimental data which are 
best reproduced by the new semiclassical model presented here. Ranges of validity of 
other models are dehneated. <

A new analytic approximation for the solutions of the two-state equations of motion 
is obtained and used to predict the positions and widths of each member of the infinite 
set of resonances between any finite value of and 0. This analysis shows why recent 
experiments on the microwave ionization of hydrogen atoms by low frequency fields failed 
to observe any resonances.
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In trod u ction

In recent ycare, much work has boon devoted to the ctudy of nonlinear dynamice and 
chaos. A system is regarded as chaotic when its long time evolution depends so sensitively 
upon the initial conditions that it becomes do facto unpredictable and it has become 
increasingly clear that virtually all systems which are not obviously integrablc are prone 
to chaos, even seemingly simple systems with few degrees of freedom, Indeed, if wo allow 
time dependent systems, we can even observe chaos in systems with only one degree of 
freedom.

The study of classically chaotic systems has become one of the most popular and 
rapidly growing subfields in many areas of physics. In plasma physics, for example, 
it is relevant to the study of the confinement of ohargod particles in electromagnetic 
fields, such as particles in an accelerator (see, for instance, Rechester and Rosenbluth 
1978, Month and Herrera 1979 and Jowet et dl. 1985) whilst in astrophysics it plays 
an important role in our understanding of the great quantity of observed data on white 
dwarfs (Angel 1977) and the study of the stability of our solar system (Wisdom 1987). 
Atomic physics provides several examples of simple, yet non trivial, systems which are 
observable in the laboratory' and whose classical motion ojchibits all the chaotic features 
currently causing excitement. Many of these examples are essentially of a quantal nature 
and, because the linear Schrodinger equation that governs the quantal dynamics contains 
neither the local instability of the nonlinear classical equations of motion that allow for 
the onset of chaos nor the sensitivity to small changes in the initial conditions, there 
is a need to understand the manifestations of classical chaos in quantum mechanics, a 
problem which reduces to a study of the correspondence principle in a regime where the 
classical motion is irregular.

The development of quantum theory in the early decades of this century revolution 
ized physics. The seemingly unshalieable concept of a particle moving along a trajectory, 
sharply defined and uniquely determined by its initial position and momentum coordi
nates, was replaced by a description of electrons as wave packets whose position and 
momentum earry inherent uncertainties, classical mechanics could no longer be regarded 
as providing a correct description of the dynamics at the atomic level. However, estab



liahing a correspondence between clacsical and quantum mochanicc remained one of the 
fundamental problems of physics. Whilst solutions to particular problems, such as the 
quantization of simple systems have boon found, many questions remain unanswered and, 
together with the rapid growth of interest in classically chaotic systems and the eontin 
ued search for manifestations of chaos in quantum mechanics, the field of semiclassical 
mechanics has talcen on a now and crucial importance. After decades in the wilderness, 
classical mechanics is now being reinstated as a relevant theory for the study of atomic 
systems.

Two examples of atomic systems whose classical motion is chaotic involve highly ox 
cited hydrogen atoms in the presence of strong fields, in one case a periodically oscillating 
electric field and in the other in a uniform magnetic field. Each of these systems may 
be readily studied both theoretically and experimentally and can thus give insight into 
the relationship between classical and quanta! dynamics when the classical motion is 
irregular.

An excited hydrogen atom in a homogeneous magnetic field provides an example of 
a time-independent system of two degrees of freedom for which the clacsical dynamics 
exhibits a transition from regularity to chaos and its study has yielded several surprising 
results. For dominantly regular or dominantly chaotic clacsical motion, the short-ranged 
correlations in the quantum spectra have been directly linked to the shorter elassieal 
periodic orbits. The quantum mechanical energy level spectra has also been related 
to periodic orbits via a semiclassical series formula, with the information contained in a 
comparatively few isolated orbits being sufficient to describe the spectra with remarkable 
accuracy, even for the relatively low lying states* further details of current work in this 
field can be found in the review by Friedrich and Wintgen (1989).

Highly excited hydrogen atoms in a microwave field provide a physical realization of 
a timc-dcpcndcnt system for which the classical motion is chaotic; it is the study of this 
latter system which motivates the work presented in this thesis.

The microwave ionization of highly excited hydrogen atoms, first observed by Bayfield 
and Koch (1974), provided a new challenge for theorists. Quantal perturbation theory, 
which had previously been used to describe multiphoton ionization oacperiments, proved 
to be woefully inadequate for studying this new phenomenon, with between 50 and 100 
orders perturbation theory being needed to describe the microwave ionization process. 
The first theoretical study to provide reasonable agreement with the threshold fields 
observed experimentally by Bayfield and Koch (1974) and Bayfield et al. (1977) was 
provided by Leopold and Percival (1979) who carried out a purely classical, numerical 
simulation of the dynamics of a periodically driven Kepler system. Siffisequently, the 
onset of ionization in the quantal atom was linked to the onset of stochasticity in the



corresponding classical system, see Meerson et al. (1979).
Since then, the microwave ionization of highly excited hydrogen atoms has provided 

a rich source of study for experimentalists and theorists alike. In recent years, the exper
iments of Koch and co-workers, see van Leeuwen et al. (1985) and Galvez et al. (1988) 
and references therein, have considerably refined the original experiments to produce 
very accurate measurements, whilst the experiments of Bayfield et al. (1989 and refer
ences therein) have shown the way towards direct comparison with quantal calculations 
by restricting the electron to move coUinearly with the field, so producing quasi one
dimensional atoms.

From a theoretical viewpoint, the ionization dynamics of an excited hydrogen atom 
in a microwave field is complicated and incompletely understood. There are no rigorous 
theories to provide a guide to the system behaviour and, moreover, there are many pa 
ramctora defining an individual ejcperiment or calculation so it is very diflîcult to obtain 
an overall picture of the dynamical response. The two parameters defining the applied 
field, the field strength, F , and frequency, together with the initial principle quan
tum number, no, are the main system parameters, but it is convenient to measure these 
in terms of the scaled field strength, Fq, and frequency, Ho, see equation (1.1), page 9 
below; the classical ionization probabilities satisfy scaling laws (see Leopold and Per
cival 1979) and depend only upon the parameters Fq and flo and not upon F , and 
no separately. Other important parameters are the initial distribution of substates, the 
interaction time, the shape of the field envelope, X{t) in equation (1.27) below, and the 
strength of the static field, if present. Classically, the numerical integration of Hamil
ton’s equations is relatively straightforward provided regularization is used to remove the 
Coulomb singularity (see Leopold and Richards 1985, Rath 1990). The quantal study, 
however, is further complicated by the need to include the continuum, that is the region of 
phase space where the classical motion ceases to be bound, and the addition of a further 
parameter, Planck’s constant, to parameter space. In addition, for the large quantum 
numbers of interest here, oohdng the three dimensional Schrodinger equation numerically 
is prohibitively ejcpencive and probably not possible on the computers currently available.

For these reasons, following Jensen (1984), much of the recent theoretical interest has 
been devoted to the study of the one-dimensional atom, equation (1.26) below; this prob
lem, being computationally much simpler, allows quantal calculations to bo performed on 
relatively modest computers, provided approidmations to the continuum are made. One 
of the main findings of these theoretical studies, together with the recent experiments 
of Koch and co-workers, is that there are at least six distinct ranges of the scaled field 
frequency (see, for instance, Koch 1990) in which the dynamics of the problem, both one 
and three-dimensional, has quite different characteristics and needs different theoretical



models. The boundaries of these regions are approximate; some depend on both no and 
fio, but for the values of no currently used are given by the following inequalities.

R1 The tunnelling regime^ 07: at these very low field frequencies, experimen
tally observed threshold fields lie systematically below the corresponding classical 
values. Comparisons of experimentally obtained ionization probabilities with those 
calculated using various theoretical models (see Sauer et al. 1992 and chapter 4 
below) have shown that for values of the coupling strength Cs = uqFoCIq < 0.12, 
transitions between adjacent states can be neglected and the atom ionizes from the 
initial level via quantal penetration of the slowly oscillating potential barrier; this 
ionization mechanism has no classical analogue.

R2 The low-frequency regime., 0.05<,no<0.3: in this region the experimental ioniza
tion curves exhibit a great deal of structure which is not reproduced by classical 
simulations (see Richards et al. 1989b), One-dimensional quantal models have, 
however, reproduced this structure fairly accurately. Richards et gl. (1989b) have 

. shown that in this regime the quantal dynamics is well described by relatively few 
adiabatic states and that resonances between these states are responsible for the 
observed behaviour; this mechanism cannot be reproduced by classical dynamics, 
As Cs increases so does the required number of adiabatic states: for Cs > 1.5 
many states are needed and although the the quantum resonances persist there are 

.30 many that classical dynamics provides a good estimate of the average quantal 
behaviour. An equivalent explanation is given by Bliimel and Sniilansky (1987, 
1990) who link the experimented structure to ‘unresolved clusters of many Floquet 
avoided crossings’, see also Breuer et al. (1989).

R3 The semi classical regime., 0.1<,no<,1.2: here there is broad agreement between 
threshold fields obtained using classical three-dimensional simulations and experi 
mental results, see van Leeuwen et al. (1985), except at the low-order resonances, 
Où =  r / s  for integers r < d. Off resonance agreement is Usually good for all field 
strengths: on or near resonance, detailed agreement is not so good although the 
oretical studies by Jensen et ùl. (1989a) and Leopold and Richards (1993b) have 
linked quantal resonance effects to classical phase space structures.

R4 The transition regime^ l£0o^2« in this region the agreement between experimental 
and classically computed threshold fields begins to break down; quantal effects 
both lowers the experimentally obseinred threshold fields and raises thorn above the 
classical values, depending upon circumstances.



R5 The high-frequency regime^ Qq > 2: here there is a clear divergence of the three- 
dimensional classical and experimental threshold fields (see Galvez et al. 1988, 
Bayfield et al. 1989); for long exposure times, the classical thresholds decrease 
slowly with fîo, as Oy while the weperimental and quantal thresholds increase 
approximately linearly with Qq- This ‘quanta! suppréssion of classical chaos’ was 
first predicted by Casati et al. (1984). The theoretical reasons for these differences 
are still the source of some controversy. Casati et al. (1988) described the un
derlying dynamics producing the observed behaviour via the theory of ‘dynamical 
photonic localization’ and pointed to the cjdstence of a critical field strength, the 
‘delocalization border’, below which the quantal wave function is ‘escponentially 
localized’ in photon states, at least near the initial state, and above which there is 
‘diffusive’ ionization, An alternative theoretical explanation has been proposed by 
Leopold and Richards et al. (1989). Here, it was shown that the one-dimensional 
quantum dynamics is dominated by relatively few quasi-resonant states, that is 
those states whose energy differs from that of the initial state by an integer- number 
of the photon enorg)', and that this drastically reduces the effective density of states 
so making the classical and quantum dynamics quite different.

R6 The photoelectric effect:, fio > 0,5nu5 at those verj* high field frequencies the photon 
energy rises above the threshold for one-photon ionization, hÇl > 0.5/xe'^/(n^)^, and 
all vestiges of classical behaviour disappear, at least for weak field intensities, sec 
Koch (1990).

Whilst these boundaries have been determined for hydrogen, it seems likely that other 
systems will behave similarly. In this thesis we concentrate on the dynamical response 
of a one-dimensional system in frequency regimes R l, R2 and R5.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 1 we study the 
classical motion of an atomic system of one-degree of freedom in the presence of an 
periodic electric field via the Hamiltonian formulation of dynamics. Following Leopold 
and Richards (1991), we provide a rigorous derivation of the Hamiltonian of a hydrogen 
atom moving through a region containing a periodic electric field, give the generalisation 
of this to an arbitrary one-dimensional system and derive equivalent representations in 
which the dynamical response can be more conveniently studied when the field frequency 
is either very high or very low. For low frequency fields we show how a related conservative 
system can be used as a starting point in the study of the more complex time dependent 
problem. At high frequencies, we obtain an estim ate of the critical field strength required 
for the onset of ehootie motion and show that, for some systems, classical ionization can 
tolcc place through regular orbits, in contradistinction to the periodically driven Coulomb



potential. In addition, we conctruet an area preserving map which is applicable to a wide 
variety of one dimensional systems and which reproduces the exact dynamics remarlcably 
accurately at high frequencies.

Chapter 2 discusses some aspects of the corresponding quantal system. We re
view some of the techniques which have been used to date to solve the time dependent 
Schrodinger equation and highlight the problem of including the interaction with the 
continuum. In the low frequency regime we show how the quantal motion may be ef
ficiently described using the adiabatic basis representation of Richards (1987). Studies 
of the quantum dynamics of a hydrogen atom in the presence of a high frequency peri 
odic field have yielded two important, yet controversial, theoretical explanations for the 
discrepancies between classical and quantum dynamics in this regime of field frequency; 
‘stabilization- and ‘localization’: wc review some of the more important results in both 
of these fields of study. We end the chapter by providing an explicit quantization of the 
general classical map, derived in chapter 1, which provides us with an efficient means 
of numerically solving the one-dimensional time-dependent Schrodinger equation at high 
field frequencies.

In chapter 3 wc apply the classical theory developed in chapter 1 to the specific case of 
the Morse potential in the presence of a high frequency field. The Morse potential is often 
used to model molecular interactions with periodic electric fields (see Walker and Preston 
1977 and Goggin and Milonni 1988); its analytic properties mean that its response to 
a high-frequency periodic field is distinctly different to that of the Coulomb potential. 
By both numerically integrating the equations of motion and iterating the classical map, 
which wc find mimics the exact dynamics fairly accurately, wo shov/ that, at suflioiontly 
high frequencies, the driven Morse oscillator can ionize classically via regular orbits. In 
addition wc provide comparisons between ionization probabilities obtained by iterating 
the classical and quantal maps and, for the Morse potential in a high frequency field, 
delineate circumstances where there is agreement between classical and quantal dynamics.

Chapters 4 and 5 both consider ejtcited hydrogen atoms in a low frequency microwavo 
field. In chapter 4 we compare ionization probabilities calculated using various theoretical 
models with those obtained experimentally. These comparisons allow us to distinguish 
between tunnelling through and classical escape over the slowly oscillating barrier, formed 
by the combination of the Coulomb potential and the periodic electric field, and between 
one- and many-state dynamical processes. In particular, we find that theories which arc 
often used to interpret data for low frequency multi-photon ionization experiments fail to 
describe the experimental data presented here. We find that the new semiclassical model, 
derived in chapter 4, reproduces the experimental data remarkably well and delineate 
ranges of validity of other models.



In chapter 5 we re-investigate the quantal resonance behaviour experimentally ob
served in the low frequency regime. By obtaining a new, accurate and tractable solution 
of the two-state equations of motion, we are able, for the first time, to obtain approxi
mations to the resonance widths as Ho —» 0. In particular we show that the. width of the 
resonance at Qq ~  p~^ is approximately C  being a positive constant, and that
for the quantum numbers and frequencies dealt with in chapter 4 they arc too narrow to 
be observed.

Our eoncluoiono arc given at the end of each of the chapters 3, 4 and 5 where moot 
of the new results are presented.



Chapter 1

C lassica l T h eory

1.1 Introduction

In thio chapter wc otudy the Glaecical motion of an atomic system of one degree of freedom 
in the presence of a periodic electric field. For moderate field strengths, the classical 
motion of ouch a system is complicated as there io no general theory available to describe 
how a given syotcm wiU behave, Clearly, the response of the system depends upon a 
variety of parameters, the applied field frequency, 0 , field strength, F , initial principal 
action, /q» and the interaction time being the main system parameters. Fortunately, 
numerical solutions of Hamilton’s equations are relatively easy to obtain for specific 
oyotcmo and so it is not too difficult to œcplorc limited regions of parameter space in 
order to build up an approximate picture of the dynamical response.

In recent years, classical dynamics has played an important role in the theoretical 
study of the microwave ionization of highly excited hydrogen atoms. Indeed, the first 
theoretical study to provide reasonable agreement with the ionization thresholds reported 
by Bayfield and Koch (1974) and Bayfield et ai (1977) was provided by Leopold and 
Percival (1978, 1979) who, reasoning that because of the high principal quantum numbers 
involved, 63 < ny < 69, classical methods could be applied to the problem, carried out 
a purely elassieal numerical simulation of the dynamics of a periodically driven Kepler 
system. An important result of this work was the observation that ionization occurs 
elasoieally via unstable trajectories which do not lie on invariant tori; orbits on invariant 
tori do not ionize. In subsequent studies, Delone et al (1978) gave the new name ‘diffusive 
ionization’ to this process while Meerson et al (1979) linked the onset of microwave 
ionization in the' quantal atom to the onset of stochacticity in the corresponding clacsical 
system. It was further noted by Leopold and Percival (1979) that the classical ionization 
probabilities satisfy scaling laws and depend only upon the scaled, field strength and



frequency,

7b =  6 F, Ho =  — ^  n , with /q =  nofi, (1.1)

and not upon F , Q, and Iq separately; in equation (1.1), p and e are the reduced mass 
and charge of the electron respectively and Zxfi is Planck’s constant. The scaled field, 
Fq, io the ratio of the applied field strength to the moan Coulomb field while the scaled 
frequency, Qqi is the ratio of the applied field frequency to the unperturbed classical 
frequency; together, these provide a possible means of ejcperimentally measuring quantal 
effects (see Koch et ai 1989). Throughout this thesis we shall, where possible, use the 
scaled variables defined in equation (1,1) when considering the microwave ionization of 
excited hydrogen atoms.

Following the success of these early theoretical studies, many authors have used clas 
sieal dynamics to model the microwave ionization process. For the hydrogen atom, these 
studies have often considered the simpler one-dimensional model given by equation (1.26) 
below (see, for example, Jensen 1984, Leopold and Richards 1985 and Casati et ai 1988), 
although two-dimensional (Leopold and Richards 1986) and three-dimensional (Rath 
1990) calculations have also been made. Classical models have also been used to study 
other periodically forced atomic systems. In particular. Walker and Preston (1977) and 
Goggin and Milonni (1988) have considered the classical response of the periodically 
driven one-dimensional Morse oscillator.

In this chapter we otudy some aspects of the classical motion of an arbitrary one 
dimensional system in the presence of a harmonic field. We begin in section 1.2 by 
providing a brief overview of the Hamiltonian formulation of dynamics for a system 
of one degree of freedom. In particular, we introduce the concepts of time dependent 
canonical transformations and angle-action variables.

In section 1.3 we derive the Hamiltonian functions for both the one- and three- 
dimensional hydrogen atom in the presence of a microwave field and generalize this work 
to provide a Hamiltonian for an arbitrary system of one degree of freedom in the prcsonco 
of a periodic forcing term. The one-dimensional Hamiltonian so obtained docs not al
ways provide us with the moot convenient description of the motion, particularly for vorj' 
high or very low frequency fields. In such circumstances we show how time-dependent 
canonical transformations can bo used to obtain equivalent Hamiltonians which provide 
a more useful description of the dynamics.

The regime of low field frequency is discussed in section 1.4. We show that in the 
adiabatic limit, Q 0, where the action is an approximate constant of the perturbed 
motion, it is possible to use a related conservative system, the adiabatic Hamiltonian, to 
describe the dynamics.

In section 1.5 we concentrate on the high frequency regime and in particular we con



sider resonant motion, where the applied field frequency is an integer multiple of the 
unperturbed classical frequency. For such fields, we show how the Chirikov (1979) reso
nance overlap condition can be used to estimate the field strength required for the onset 
of chaotic motion. We find that this estimate depends crucially upon the smoothness of 
the potential and that for analytic potentials other ionization mechanisms may become 
important at very high frequencies. We investigate two such mechanisms in section 1.6 

where we derive the ‘mean-motion’ Hamiltonian which provides a good approximation 
of the motion in very high frequency fields.

Finally, in section 1.7, we generalize the work of Casati et al. (1988) on the Kepler 
map and Graham and Hohnerbach (1990, 1991) on the Morse map, to derive an area- 
preserving map which is apphcable to a wide variety of one dimensional systems and 
provides us with an efficient means of obtaining solutions to Hamilton’s equations when 
the field frequency is high.

1.2 H am iltonian dynam ics

In this section we provide a brief overview of the Hamiltonian formulation of dynamics 
for a system of one-degree of freedom: generalizations to higher dimensional systems can 
be found, for example, in Goldstein (1980).

Suppose we have a particle of mass, p, moving in the one-dimensional, time-inde
pendent potential, V{q)] the Hamiltonian function or Hamiltonian for such a system is 
defined to be

Ho{q.p) = ^ p ‘ + V{q), (1.2)

where q is known as the generalised coordinate and p as its conjugate momentum. The 
pah (y ,p) are called conjugate variables and define a point in two dimensional phase space 
representing the state of the system. During a particular motion of the system, (g,p) 
trace out a continuous curve in phase-space named a phase curvci a typical potential, 
y(g), and its phase curves are sketched in figure 1.1.

The time evolution of the conjugate variables, (g,p), is described by Hamilton’s equa 
tions of motion:

dq _  dHo dp _  dHo
dt dq ' dt d q '   ̂ ^

Note that the variable q need not describe the configuration of the system nor need p 
represent a physical momentum, though they frequently do have this meaning.

The Hamiltonian, Hq, has no explicit time-dependence and so its value is always 
conserved: for the systems of interest in this thesis its value is equal-to the energy, 
E. Henceforth, we shall refer to Hq as the unperturbed Hamiltonian for which we shall 
assume that Hamilton’s equations of motion have known solutions,
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F ig u re  1.1 Sketch of a typical potential, V{q)  ̂ and its phase curves.

In general, we shall be considering one-dimensional systems in the presence of an 
periodic field for which we assume the Hamiltonian can be written in the form

(1.4)

where Hi represents a time dependent perturbation. Hamilton’s equations of motion for 
the system described by H  are then given by equation (1.3) but with H  replacing H q. 

Note that H  now depends eocplicitly on the timCj and so its value io no longer conserved.
The general theory of time dependent Hamiltonians is diflBcult and only for special 

classes of time-dependent systems does a general theory exist. However, it is sometimes 
possible to consider the motion of a related conservative system or to use the solutions of 
the unperturbed sj^tem, Ho, as the starting point for finding approximate solutions to 
a more complex time-dependent system: for these reasons we first consider the motion 
described by the conservative Hamiltonian, H q.

1.2.1 C onservative H am iltonian system s

The contours of the conservative Hamiltonian, Hq, are invariant sets of the system. 
Hamiltonian systems have fixed points which are also invariant sets. The fixed points 
occur whenever the gradient of the Hamiltonian is zero:

~  ~  point). (1.5)

At fixed points the system is in equilibrium. The location and nature of the fixed points 
allow uo to determine an overall deccription of the motion. For one-dimensional conser
vative Hamiltonian systems only elliptic and hyperbohc fitted points can occur: elliptic

11



fixed points occur when the potential function, V(q) is at a minimum whilst hyperbolic 
fixed points occur at the maxima of V(q). Hyperbolic fixed points are joined by phase 
curves, called separatrixes^ that divide phase space into different invariant regions with 
different types of motion.

For conservative one-dimensional systems, the motion is usually periodic. Two dif
ferent types of periodic motion can occur.

1. When the velocity, q always has the same sign the motion is said to be a rotation,

2. When q changes sign the motion is said to be a libration.

For rotational motion, it is often more convenient to choose the coordinate q in the 
range [0, 27t] with the ends of the range identified. The Hamiltonian, Ho(g,p), is then 
27T-periodic in q.

1.2.2 T im e-dependent canonical transform ations

The coordinates, (?,p), used to formulate the problem do not always provide us with the 
moot convenient representation in which to study the evolution of a Hamiltonian oys 
tern. Other equivalent Hamiltonians, for which the equations of motion talce on a more 
convenient form, can bo obtained by maldng a canonical transformation to a new sot of 
conjugate variables, {Q,P). Such transformations may bo time-dependent and may bo 
applied to either the conservative Hamiltonian, H q, or the time-dependent Hamiltonian, 
H, and are particularly useful for two reasons. Firstly, they preserve the form of Hamil 
ton^s equations and secondly they are area-proscrving^ that is the Jacobian determinant 
of the transformation is unity,

d(Q,P) ^  dQ d P  d Q dP  ^
d(g,p) dq dp dp dq ’

This area-preserving property can be used to infer the existence of a function, F\{Q^ ç, t), 
(see, for example, Goldstein 1980, chapter 9) which generates the transformation (g, p) —> 
(Q, P) via

The function, is called a generating functiom note that it is only defined up to an 
additive constant.

In the (Q, P)-representation the Hamiltonian is

dF
K {Q ,P ,t) = . (1.8)

12



where q and p are expressed in terms of Q and P, after taking the time derivative, and 
the equations of motion are.

dt
dK
d P '

dP
dt

dK
%

(1.9)

The form of the generating function, Pi, requires q and Q to be independent vari
ables and thus does not exist for certain important classes of transformation, such as 
coordinate transformations in configuration space. However, other generating functions 
can be found by considering (P, g), (Q,p) or (P,p) as independent variables. There are 
four different types of generating function depending upon the choice of independent 
variable: Fi{Q,q,t), p 2(P,g, t), Fz(Q^pft) and Pi(P,p, t). The relationships between the 
dependent variables and the various generating functions are summarized in table 1.1 
and the new Hamiltonian is given by

T a b le  1.1 Table showing how the dependent variables are related to the various generating 
functions.

Generating
function q

Dependent variables
P Q P

Fi(Q ,g ,t) dPi/dq -d F i /d Q

F2{P,qft) dPi/dq d P i/d P

Fs{Q,pft) -dF s/dp -dP ^/dQ

Pt(P,P, t) -dF ^jdp d P i/d P

H (Q ,P ,t) =  H (g,p,t) +
dt ’ U — 2,3,4). (1.10)

Canonical transformations are used in many areas of classical mochanico, in particular 
the Hamilton-Jacobi theory, which is extensively explained in Goldstein (1980) and briefiy 
but elegantly by Landau and Lifshitz (1976), and are the classical equivalent of unitary 
transformations often used in quantum mechanics.

1.2.3 A ugle-action variables

The variables used to formulate a problem are not always the best for solving it. Indeed, 
for the systems of interest in this thesis, we will often use the solution of a relatively
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simple system as the starting point for finding the solution to a more complex system. 
In such circumstances it is best to choose variables so that the solution of the simpler 
problem is expressed in the simplest possible way: for the bounded motion of conservative 
Hamiltonian systems these variables are called angle-action variables.

For Hamiltonians of one-degree of freedom, such as Hq of equation (1 2 ) above, the 
motion is usually periodic in time and may be either librational or rotational. First we 
consider hbrational motion.

L ib ra tional m otion

The theory of angle-action variables requires that the phase curve be closed but not a 
separatrix. Specifically, we consider the unperturbed Hamiltonian, Hq of equation (1.2), 
with typical potential and phase curves shown by figure 1.1. In (ç,p)-representation the 
phase curve of energy, F?, is represented by the two-valued function

p(g, E) = ± ^ 2 p ^{E -  V{q)). (1.11)

The multivaluedness of this function is clearly unsatisfactoryj so we seek a new pair of 
variables, (0,1), with the properties:

1. each phase curve is labelled uniquely by / ,  which is constant along that curve;

2. each point on the phase curve is labelled by a single-valued function of 6.

In the (0,/)-representation, the contours are lines of constant 7, so that the Hamil
tonian is independent of 6 and, since I  is constant, 6 increases linearly with time. This 
is expressed in Hamilton’s equation of motion:

d l  dHo dO dHo _
d t ~  a s '  d t ~  a i  ~  (112)

The angle-action variables are obtained by making 9 increase by 27t in each period. Then 
9 io named the angle variable and I  the action variable. The phase curves in the angle 
action representation are thus straight fines parallel to the 0-axis, as shown in figure 1.2. 

The time-dependence of 9 is given directly by Hamilton’s equation (1.12),

9 =  uj{I)t 00, where w(7) =  (1.13)

is the angular frequency of the motion and 0q is an arbitrary constant. The dependence 
of the angle variable upon q is more complicated to derive and is given by

#(g) =  ^  ^  dq 'p iq 'j) .  (1.14)
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F igure  1.2 Phase curves in angle-action representation for librational motion.

Note that care must be exercised when evaluating 6(q) using equation (1.14) because
p{q, I) is a. multivalued function of q.

The Hamiltonian, Hu, in angle-action representation is obtained by comparing the 
area enclosed by a phase curve during one full period in the (g, p)-representation with 
the corresponding area in the (0, /)-representation; as the transformation (g, p) (0, 1) 
is canonical, these two areas are the same, see figure 1.3:

A{E)  =  (f dqp(q,E) = 2 f  dq J2 p {E  — V (g)) — f  d61 = 27t/, (1.15)
J Jqi(E) Jo

where V{q{) =  £", j =» 1,2. Thus, for librational motion^ the action variable is proper

(g.p) — > (0./)P A

F igu re  1*3 Area enclosed by a phase curve in (g,p)- and (0,/)-representations.

tional to the area and, as a function of the energy, E, is given by

I{E) = -  r  -  V{g)), (1.16)
Jqi

which is a monotonie increasing function of E  within each invariant region. By inverting 
equation (1.16) we can obtain the Hamiltonian, Hq{I) = E, as & function of the action. 
For potentials where there is a minimum energy, Eg, below which motion is impossible, 
the phase curves in the (g,p)-representation reduce to a point and I{E q) =  0; the action 
then has a natural boundary at /  =  0. - -

The action variable has the same dimensions as angular momentum; the angle variable 
is dimensionless and usually represents an angle in configuration space. Since the points
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(0,1) and (0 4- 27t, I) label the same points in phase space, the (0,1) coordinates can 
be represented upon a semi-infinite cyhnder, where 0 is the angle around the cyfinder 
and I  is the coordinate along its axis, see figure 1.4: on this cyhnder, q and p are both

F igu re  1.4 Representation of angle-action variables upon a semi-infinite cylinder. 

27T-periodic functions of the angle variable,

g(0 -I- 27t, / )  =  g(0,1), p{6 +  27t, I) =  p(0,1). (1.17)

A separatrix divides phase space into invariant regions which contain phase curves 
with different properties. Within each such invariant region either all motions arc periodic 
or none are. When the motion is periodic, angle-action variables may be defined but 
they are not defined on the separatrix itself nor are the angle-action variables in different 
invariant regions related.

R o ta tio n a l m otion

For rotational motion, the phase curves on the plane are not closed and the coordi
nate, g(t), is a continuously increasing or continuously decreasing function of time. The 
Hamiltonian is then periodic in q and, for convenience, we suppose this period to be 27T, 
Ho{q 4- 2tt,p ) = Ho{q,p).

As before, we require that each phase curve is labelled by an action, 7, and each point 
on a phase curve is labelled by a variable, 0, that is linear in time as in equation (1.13): 
the phase curves in each representation are shown in figure 1.5. T he action is then  given 
as a function of the energy by equating the areas between phase curves in the (g, p) and 
(0, 7)-representations:

= àqp{q,E), (1.18)

where p(g, jE?) is â function of q given by the solution to the energy equation, Ho(q,p) = E, 
which usually has more than one solution; for a Hamiltonian given by equation (1.2) there 
are two solutions corresponding to the different signs of the square root and representing
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F igu re  1.5 Phase curves in the angle-action representation for rotational motion.

rotations in opposite directions; Thus for each energy there arOj in this case, two actions 
defined by equation (1.18), corresponding to each direction of the motion.

DiflFerent choices of horizontal axis give actions differing from equation (1.18) by 
additive constants. Thus, unlike librational motion, for rotations there is no natural 
boundary for the action aud any arbitrary constant may be added to it.

The form of the equation for 6{q) is identical to equation (1T7) above but since p(g, I) 
is a single-valued function for rotations, 6{q) \s & continuously increasing or decreasing 
function of q.

Sem iclassical m ethods: quan tiza tion  of th e  action  variable

We shall often be concerned with providing quantizations of particular classical systems: 
for a one-dimensional system expressed in terms of angle-action variables, this is achieved 
using the prescription.

(n — 0, 1, 2, . . . ) , (1.19)

where 27rh is Planck’s constant and a  is the Maslov index (see Percival 1977). The value 
taken by the Maslov index depends subtly upon the topology of phase-space: for our 
purposes we simply note that a  =  2 for librations and a  =  0 for rotations give the 
correct quantization conditions for motion in a one-dimensional system.

1.3 T he H am iltonian and gauge transform ations

1.3.1 The H am iltonian for a hydrogen atom  in a m icrowave field

There arc currently two sets of experiments which subject an excited hydrogen atom to a 
microwave field but which produce these fields in different ways. Here^ wen follow Leopold 
and Richards (1991) and derive the equations of motion for both sets of experiments.
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The Koch experiment

In the experiments of Koch and co-workers (see Koch 1982, Koch 1990 together with 
section 4.5 below) an excited hydrogen atom, initially prepared in a microcanonical en
semble of substates, moves through a microwave cavity wit^ a linearly polarized field in 
the â direction of the motion. If Si, is the laboratory rest frame, with coordinate axes 
OXYZ,  then the electric.field in S'l is assumed to comprise static, and oscillatory 
components:

E' = [F, -f- A{z)Fm sm(nt  +  6 )] z, (1.20)

where A(z) represents a smoothly varying envelope which is zero outside some finite 
region, positive inside this region with A'(z) > 0 for z < 0 and A'(z) < 0 for z > 0; usually 
A(z) is an even function of z: in current experiments Fg = 0. In the reference frame Su 
moving with constant velocity V  with origin at the nucleus of the hydrogen atom, the 
vector and scalar potentials of this field are, on using the Lorentz transformation (see 
Landau and Lifshitz 1971 §24), and assuming V c, ,

Az =  ^  - A(z V t) cos (fit -l- 6) -l (^zVi)Fs ' ,  Aj =  Ay =  0, (1.21)
V F

-  4> =  - { z  +  V t ) F s - —^ A { z  +  V t )c os {9 . t  +  6), (1.22)

where Qxyz are the coordinates in Sh with OZ parallel to Oz and c is the speed of light. 
Assuming that A(z -I Vt)  varies little over the atomic diameter, it may be replaced by 
the function A{Vt)  =  A(t) of time only to give the Hamiltonian,

1 /  eFL \  ^
H  = - e F g Z - — , (1.23)

P  = p - \ - ^ A c ^ p + ^ ^ ^ X { t ) z c o s ( Q t  + 6 ), (1.24)

where (P , r )  are the conjugate variables.

The Bayfield experiment

The experiments of Bayfield (1987) and co-workers are different. The excited hydrogen 
atoms move through a wave guide perpendicular to its æds; the wave guide is excited 
to the TEiü mode and, in addition to this field, there is also a magnetic field present 
perpendicular to both the wave-guide and the direction of the motion, In the moving 
frame, 5h , the electric field is perpendicular to Vz and the vector and scalar potentials 
of the combined field are,

A  =  sin cos (fit -I- 6), <f> = -FgX, (1.25)
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where T  is the time of passage through the wave-guide, about 23.6 ns in the Bayfield 
et ai  (1989) experiments. The Hamiltonian is therefore the same as that given in equa
tion (1.23) except that z  is now in the direction perpendicular to the beam velocity and 
A(t) =  sin(7rt/T).

In the Bayfield experiments the hydrogen atoms arc prepared in an extremal Stark 
state, no »  IjTig =  n2 — ni =  72o — l,m  =  0; the electron is confined close to the field 
axis and its motion io well described by a one dimensional Hamiltonian which may bo 
written in the form,

1 „ p2 pP
JT(z,P, t) =  -—P  eFg —A(t) cos(flt -4- 6), z > 0. (1.26)

Z f j L  Z f J L i l

At  this point it shoiild be noted that the form usually used by theorists to model the Bay 
field experiments also neglects the static field, F ,, see, for example, Casati et ai  (1988).

1.3.2 The H am iltonian for a one-dim ensional system

We now provide a generalisation of the Hamiltonians derived in the previous section to 
obtain a Hamiltonian which describes an arbitrary one-dimensional system, described 
by the potential y(g), in the presence of an oscillating electric field. In particular, we 
wish to model the Koch experiments, and so we neglect the static field and re-write 
Hamiltonian (1.23) in the form,

Hm(q,P,t) = Ho{q ,p)+pX{t)^cos{Qt  + 6 ), (1.27)

Ho(q,p) = +  (1.28)

where p is the reduced mass of the system, F = eFm and fl the applied field amplitude 
and frequency, 6  the field phase and (g,p) arc the conjugate variables: henceforth we shall 
refer to equation (1.27) as the momentum gauge Hamiltonian. Note that the change of 
sign proceeding the cosine in equation (1.27) simply corresponds to a change in the 
definition of the field phase, 6, and has no effect on the dynamics. Whilst the derivation 
of Hamiltonian (1.27) was carried out with a microwave field in mind, it should be
noted that the same Hamiltonian can be used to describe laser excitation of ground state
hydrogen atoms, provided suitable changes in the parameters are made.

The time-dependent field envelope function, A(t), represents the finite extent of the 
field in the laboratory: typically, it is zero for a time t < 0  and for t > 0 rises monoton- 
ically to unity over a prescribed time. Ta, remains at unity for many field periods and 
finally decreases monotonically to zero at time t = Tm- In general,- it is important to 
include this envelope in smy theoretical, model because, for the experimental work car
ried out to date, the field is rarely switched on suddenly. Typically, \{t) takes the form
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F igure  1.6 Typical variation of the field-switch function, A(t), with t for 0 < t < Tm-

shown in figure 1.6: note that this diEoro from a typical lacor pulso which may have no 
flat portion to the envelope.

In order to accurately model expérimenta it io coocntial to incorporate the variation 
of \{t)  into any theoretical model beeauoe adiabatically and suddenly switched flcldc 
produce different effects. Classically, the initial conditions arc usually chosen to lie on an 
invariant torus of the unperturbed system. When the field is switched on adiabatically, 
the ensemble of initial conditions evolvoo onto a single invariant torus of the perturbed 
system; a sudden switch, on the other hand» projects each different initial condition onto 
a different initial torus of the perturbed system. Moreover, if the field is switched on 
suddenly the field phase, 6, plays an important role in the dynamics, see section 1.6 
below; it is then necessary to average results over 8 . For an adiabatic switch, on the 
other hand, the field phase has little effect on the dynamics, as is shown by the results 
presented in chapter 3.

The phase space of the unperturbed system, ^ ( g ,p )  of equation (1.28), is assumed to 
comprise a bounded and an unbounded region between which there is a single separatrix 
of energy . Typically, the potential, V'(g), will take the form shown by the solid lines 
of figures 1.8 and 1.9, see page 30 below. It is also assumed that the frequency, u^(E), of 
the unperturbed motion decreases with increasing energy. An orbit ionizes by,crossing 
the separatrix and remaining in the unbounded region until t > 7 ^ .

1.3.3 G auge transform ations

The Hamiltonian of equation (1.27) docs not always provide us with the Qiost convenient 
description of the motion, particularly when the field frequency is very high or very low. 
Other equivalent Hamiltonians can be obtained by making a general time-dependent
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linear transformation in phase space,

P = p  +  a(t), Q = q + b(t), (1.29)

produced by the generating function,

P2(P, q) = ( P -  ait))iq +  6(4), (1.30)

CO that in this representation, and on ignoring terms solely dependent upon time, Hamii 
tonian (1.27) becomes,

K{Q, P, t) = — + ^ (Q  ~ 6(4) +  — ^^A (4  cos(Qt +  6) — a{t) 4- /x6(f)^ — àQ. (1.31)

This Hamiltonian can be simplified by removing the term linear in P  and there are two 
obvious ways in which this may be achieved. It should also be noted that because the 
canonical transformation generated by p 2(P, q), equation (1.30), is linear, the  Schrodiuger 

equation corresponding to Hamiltonian (1.31) is obtained by replacing the momentum, 
P , by its quantal operator equivalent, P  =  —ihd/dQ.

1.3.4 The dipole gauge Ham iltonian

For law frequency ficldS) ^  w, a convenient description of the motion is obtained by 
choosing,

o(4 =  cos (Ht +  6), b{t) = 0, (1.32)

to give the dipole gauge Hamiltonian,

Hd{qijPi,t) =  +  V'(gi) -  9i ——(A(t)cos(Ht 4- 6)), (1.33)

where,
=  g, Pi = p 4 - ^A (t) cos(H< 4- 6). (1.34)

The initial state io almoot always described in terms of the conjugate variables, (qi,pi), 
or the angle-action variables, (0, / ) ,  of this representation and in this gauge pi = fiqi. 
Hamiltonian (1.33) reduces to the form usually used to describe the microwave ionization 
of hydrogen atoms (see, for example, Leopold and Percival 1979, Jensen 1982, 1984, 
Casati et ai 1987b, 1988, Bliimel and Smilansky 1987),

HdiquPu4  =  +  V{qi) 4- qiFX(t)sin(H< 4- 6 ), (1.35)

only when the field envelope changes insignificantly during one field period, that is when 
A/A H. This condition is satisfied for most eicperiments performed to date but may 
not be in future experiments. In particular, Hamiltonian (1.35) describes the dynamics 
incorrectly when the field is switched-on suddenly.
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1.3.5 T he acceleration-gauge H am iltonian

For high field frequencies, H »  a;, the dynamics is best described in the ‘acceleration’ 
gauge, obtained by setting

a(t) = 0, b(t) = — — f  dt  ̂A(t )̂ cos(Ht^ 4- 6), (1.36)
fJiû 2 yo

to give

^a(?2,P2,4 =  — P2 +  ^{Q2 — 6(4), (1.37)

with

P2 = P , 92 =  9 +  6(4- - (1.38)

This representation is useful when the field frequency is high because the perturbation 
is 0 (H -2).

It is important to note that the three Hamiltonians just described, equations (1.27), 
(1.33) and (1.37), provide equivalent descriptions of the dynamics but, for times 0 < t < 
Tm, the canonical variables, (p, 9), (p i,9i) and (^2, 92) are different in each of the three 
gauges.

1.4 Low frequency behaviour: the adiabatic H am iltonian

In this section it is assumed that the apphcd field frequency is very much less than the 
frequency of the unperturbed motion, H w, so that the dynamics is best described 
using Hamiltonian (1 33) In this case, the Hamiltonian for the system changes little 
during one unperturbed period and so the the principle of adiabatic invariance is valid, 
see Percival and Richards (1982, chapter 9). Classically, this means that the action of 
the perturbed motion is an approximate constant of the motion and so it is possible to 
use a related conservative system to understand the dynamics.

1.4.1 T he adiabatic H am iltonian

Consider a Hamiltonian having the general form,

^ ( 91,Pi, 4  — ^ P i  +  1̂ (91) -  /(f)9 i, (1.39)

where f{t )  varies slowly between finite limits ( /i , / 2). If it is assumed that A(t) varies very
little during one field period, so that f{t)  —FA(4 sin(Ht +  6), then Hamiltonian (1.39)
is just the conventional dipole gauge Hamiltonian (1.35).

The related conservative system is deseribed by the unperturbed adiabatic Hamilto 
nian (see Leopold and Richards 1993a), defined by,

H a d {q i ^Pi ) =  ^ P i  +  1̂ (91) — ^9i, (1.40)
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where /t is a constant. It is assumed that for / i  < /c < /2 the unperturbed system sup
ports bound motion with angle-action variables (0, 1 ) and generating function F2 {1 , 91; /c), 
parametrically dependent upon k (see Percival and Richards 1982). In this case the un
perturbed motion is periodic with frequency uad{I-, «)• Gubcoquently it will be useful to 
define u{I) = uad{I^^)  to be the frequency of the field-free system. All phase space 
variables are 27r-pcriodic functions of so can be expressed as Fourier scries; in partie 
ular, since the Hamiltonian is an even function of pi and pi =  pgi, it may be assumed 
that the Fourier development of the position coordinate has the form,

00

9i(0 ,/) =  9 i(/,/c )-f-^ Q fl(/,« )co ss0 , (1.41)
S=1

where 91 is the mean of 91 over an unperturbed orbit,

91 (.^,^) =  à0qi{0,I).  (1.42)

The variation of the perturbation of the original system, equation (1.39), is slow if 
the relative variation of f{t)  during one period is small, that is provided.

1ËZ
/  d< ^AD- (1.43)

In the case where f{t)  =  Fsin(H t -I- 6 ) we need the scaled frequency to be small, Hq =  

^!<^ad 1.
The time-dependent generating function, 7*2(7,91; /(4 ) ,  obtained by replacing « with 

f{t)  in the generating function for the unperturbed system, produces a time dopondont 
canonical transformation which, when applied to the original system gives the now Hamil 
tonian,

dFo
Ki{ 6 , I , t )  =  HAD{IJ{t))  +  - ^ ( / , 9 i ; / ) ,  (1.44)

where IlADi^if)  io the adiabatic Hamiltonian in angle action representation. Hero the 
partial derivative of F^il^qi]/)  with respect to time, is expressed as a function of the 
angle-action variables, (^,7), after differentiation with respect to U as f{t)  is a slowly 
varying function of time this term, being proportional to / ,  is small and in the adiabatic 
limit can be neglected to give the adiabatic Hamiltonian,

Jiri(0,7,4 — 7fyi£)(7,/(£)), (adiabatic limit, H 0). (1.45)

This approximation is valid provided changes in the classical action arc sufficiently small 
to be neglected and has the correct static field limit, ac the field frequency tends to zero.
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1.4.2 The breakdown of adiabatic invariance

The transformation between Hamiltonians (1.39) and (1.44) is exact provided the initial 
orbit remains in the region where the angle-action variables are defined. If the original 
system ionizes then this condition is violated and Hamiltonjan (1.44) is no longer valid. 
Hence, it is assumed that the apphed forces are not strong enough to ionize the system.

As the field frequency, H, increases from zero, the adiabatic approximation breaks 
down and the second term of equation (1.44) can no longer be neglected. It is then 
necessary to use the exact Hamiltonian (1.44) to describe the dynamics. Leopold and 
Richards (1993a) show how to obtain an expression for the time-dependent generating 
function, 72 (7 ,91; «), of the unperturbed system and its time derivative. The former can 
be defined in terms of the integral given by Percival and Richards (1982, page 112),

72(7 , 9i;/c) =  /  dqpi{T,q) = y/2jJ. f  dq yjE{I, n ) - V (9) +  «9, (146)
Jqo Jqo

where E(7, k) =  H a d{I^ «) is the unperturbed energy expressed in terms of the action 
and 90(7 , k) is the smallest turning point, corresponding to ^ =  0. Differentiation with 
respect to « gives,

dF2 _  n i  dEjdKArq
-  V 2 ^ E ( I , K ) - V ( g )  + ^ -

Provided 6 k is sufl&ciently small, first-order perturbation theory can be used to write,

E(I ,  k + Sk) = E{I, k) -  q(I, k)6 k + 0{Sk.^), (1.48)

which is a classical version of the Hellmann-Feynman theorem of quantum mechanics 
(see McWeeny and Sutcliffe 1969). Thus,

=  y  {gi(t) — 9i (7, «)}, (1 49)

where the integral is evaluated over one orbit of 77>i£)(7, «). Using the Fourier series 
expansion of equation (1.41) and setting 6  =  ojad{I^ «)t +  gives.

8 F2
1 oo 1

77— -Qa(7,«)sins0.  (1.50)
8 k  o ;4 /7 (f ,« ;)  ^  s

Returning now to the time-dependent system described by Hamiltonian (1.44) and writ-

f = f /
gives the following expression for Hamiltonian (1.44),

+ (1.52)
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This Hamiltonian is exact provided the orbit remains inside the separatrix of the unper
turbed system, equation (1.40), defining the boundary of the invariant region in which 
the variables (0, 1 ) are defined.

When the field is switched on over many field periods, so that Â/A H and f{t)  ~  
—F\( t )  sin(Ht +  6), Hamiltonian (1.52) becomes,

Ki($, I, t) = Had(I,  f i t ) )  -  FX{t)ü T  sin s$ cos(fit +  S), (1.53)
“  suad^ . j )

where other correction terme due to the field envelope are small and may be neglected. 
The major advantage of this representation is that the perturbation ie now proportional 
to FCl rather than just F.

Hamiltonian (1.52) can be treated either classically or quantally: the quantal be
haviour is discussed in chapters 2, 1 and 5 below; the clacsical behaviour is described by 
Leopold and Richards (1993a) where first order perturbation theory is used to approm 
mate the dynamics.

1.5 R esonant motion: th e resonance overlap condition

At higher field frequencies, H > w, and for sufficiently high field strengths, it is possible 
for the classical system to ionize via ehaotie orbits, Chaotic ionization occurs when a 
significant proportion of the orbits become unstable and the distribution in action satis 
fies, approximately, a diffusion equation (see Lichtenberg and Lieberman 1983, page 286). 
For resonant frequencies, H — ru  for integer r, an estimate of the field strength required 
for the onset of chaotic motion can be obtained by using the Chirikov (1979) resonance 
overlap method which estimates the field strength at which adjacent resonance islands 
intersect.

In order to derive the overlap criterion for the one dimensional system under conoid 
eration here, it is convenient to express Hamiltonian (1.27) in terms of the angle action 
variables, (0,7), of the unperturbed system, Ho{I):

H{0,1, t) =  Ho[I) +  FVi$,  /)A(f) cos(fit +  6), V{e, I) =  0 -  (1-54)

The perturbation, V (0,7), is a 2vr periodic function of the angle variable, 0, and honcc 
may be expanded in a Fourier series, so that Hamiltonian (1.54) becomes:

oo
ff(« ,7 ,t) =  ffo(/) +  i^A(i) X ! V ,(/)e"“ '’cos(fit +  «), (1.55)

where,
V.{I) = - ^ P  devie, l)exp{is6) ,  V . ,  = v ; .  (1.56)
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For sufficiently small fields the Kolmogorov-Arnol’d-Moser (KAM) theorem (see Arnol’d 
1978) ensures that the majority of straight-hne trajectories in angle-action space are only 
sHghtly distorted by the perturbation; the maximum distortion of the trajectories occurs 
at resonances, s =  ± r, where the phase s6  — Clt, is stationary. By writing 6  =  w(7)t4-0o, 
we see that this occurs when H =  rw(7) so that in the vicinity of the resonance at s =  r 
an approximate expression for Hamiltonian (1.55) is,

77(0, / ,  t) -  Ho{I) -H F A (4 |K (/)| cos(r0 - Ù t - 6  + Pr). (1.57)

where Pr{I) is the phase of the Fourier component, K(7) =  |K (7)|e“ ‘̂ ’’. By making a 
time-dependent canonical transformation,

+ J  = I - I r ,  (1.58)r r r

by means of the type 2 generating function,

F2 {J, e, t) = (J + I r ) ( 0 -  ~ t )  +  -Y(J), (1.59)

where Ir is a constant and 7(7) a suitable function of J , the new Hamiltonian is obtained:

K{i>, J)  =  Ho(J + I r ) - ^  + FX(t)\Vr{J + 4)1 cos(rV-). (1:60)

The unperturbed Hamiltonian, Hq, is now expeinded as a Taylor series to O(J^); on 
choosing the constant, Ir, to be the action of the exact resonance, so that ru{Ir) =  H, 
we obtain the following approximation to Hamiltonian (1.60):

jr(V, J) ^  y w '( 4 )  +  fA (l)|14(4)| cos(rV-), w '(4) =  (1.61)

where an irrelevant constant and higher order terms in the expansion of %.(/) have been 
neglected: the quantal equivalent of transformation (1.58) is given by Zaslavsky (1981).

Thus, for small perturbations, Hamiltonian (1.54) can be approximated in the vicinity 
of each resonance by the Hamiltonian of a simple pendulum; trajectories of the system 
close to the resonances are thus confined to narrow island chains in angle-action space. 
Between the resonances, the surviving KAM surfaces prevent trajectories from wandering 
from one resonance to another and so no net change in energy occurs.

In figure 1.7 we sketch the width of the adjacent resonance islands with increasing F. 
We see that as the perturbation increases, the resonance islands grow wider, in action. 
When the islands are sufficiently large the system can diffuse in action, or equivalently in 
energy, by wandering from one island chain to another. These transitionsx)ccur when the 
the field is sufficiently strong for the islands generated by adjacent resonances overlap.
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Increasing F — ►

Wr.
\

M r

T+1

Ir

F ig u re  1.7 Sketch showing how adjacent rosonance icland mdthc incroaso with increasing F, 
eventually causing them to intersect.

The width of the rcconancc icland in angle action cpace correcpondc to the width of 
the libration region of the pendulum,

and the separation of the resonances at r and r  +  1 is given by,

A /, =  |7,+i - ~ - ^ 4 ^ ,  r » l .  (1.63)
TU \-lr)

Referring onee more to figure 1=7, it ic clear that the zeroth order iolande overlap when the 
island width, Wt-, is greater than the separation, A/^. Prom equations (1.62) and (1.63) 
we see that this occurs when,

1 6 fA (() |1 4 ( /r ) |^ ^ ^  > rw(/r) =  fi (r »  1). (1.64)

Inequality (1,64) provides an approximate condition for the critical field required to 
destroy the KAM surfaces between the r  and r  +  1 island chains. If the system has an 
initial energy corresponding to an action lying between Ir and /r+ i, then the application 
of an oscillating field with amphtude greater than the critical field will cause the system 
to diffuse in action.

In extensive numerical calculations, Chirikov (1979) showed that the overlap condi
tion (1.61) provides a good cotimatc for the field otrength required for global ctochacticity. 
Jensen (1981) argued that secondary island chains, generated by the nonlinear interac 
tion of the primary resonance islands^ accelerate the destruction of the confining KAM 
surfaces and thus estimate (1.64) provides an upper bound on the critical field strength 
required for the onset of stochastic œccitation and ionisation of the system; more precise 
calculations of the island widths and separation for the r  =  1 and r =  2 resonances give 
values for the critical field approximately 10% lower than that obtained using the simple 
analysis given here (see Jensen 1984).
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For the Hamiltonian of equation (1.27), with V (0,1) defined by equation (1.54) above, 
condition (1.64) suggests that a significant proportion of orbits become chaotic for F > 
Fch  with.

Fch =
w(f)4 dw(7) - 1

r  =  [0/w ], (1.65)d l

where [a;] io the integer part of In appendbc A we chow that this criterion is gauge 
independent, so that Hamiltonians (1.27), (1.33) and (1.37), yield identical expressions 

for FcHr
The important point to notice in expression (1.65) is that Fch  is proportional to 

and that the rate at which the Fourier components decrease with 0 /w  depends 
upon the analytic properties of the potential. For analytic potentials, such as the Morse 
potential which is discussed in detail in chapter 3, Vr decreases faster than any power 
of r, see equation (3.7) page 70 belowj but for potentials with discontinuities in the nth 
derivative, Vr Thus, the critical field strength required for chaotic ionization
by high frequency fields depends crucially upon the smoothness of the potential: for 
analytic potentials it increases very rapidly with increasing field frequency whereas for 
the singular one-dimensional Coulomb potential it decreases.

1.6 H igh frequency behaviour: the m ean-m otion H am il
tonian

For high frequency fields  ̂ where 0  ^  w» the resonance overlap criterion described in 
section 1.5 can again bo used to give an estimate of the field strength required for the 
onset of chaotic motion. However, chaotic orbits are only significant for very high fields 
and so other ionization mechanisms may become important at lower field strengths. In 
this section, two such mechanisms are described, one which occurs when the field is 
switched on adiabatically, the other when it is switched on suddenly.

1.6.1 The m ean-m otion H am iltonian

For high field frequencies the classieol dynamics is best described by the Hamiltonian

Ha{(l2 ^P2 tt) — d-V{q2 ~ b(t)), (1.66)

b(t) — — — f  dt  ̂A(t )̂ cos(f2t^-l-5), (1.67)AiSZ Jo

which, it should be noted, is exact but remains time-dependent unless V{q) =  0. A 
simplification can be made by noting that during the course of one field period the 
variables, (^2, Pz)^ change very little and that the cjcact motion consists of a slowly varying
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average motion upon which are superimposed small, high-frequency oscillations. Thus, 
an approximation to Hamiltonian (1.66) can be formed by taking its average over one 
field oscillation to obtain the mean-motion, or ‘dressed’, Hamiltonian,

H{q2 ,P2 ) ~  ■^pld-V{q 2 ), . (1 68)

where
V(î2) =  ^  /  dt V(î2 -  m ) -  (1.69)J—TrfCl

For many functions, V(g), the integral for the mean-potential, equation (1.69), can
not be evaluated in terms of known functions; the field switch function, A(f), causes
further compUcations. Howeverj when the field ic turned on over a large number of field 
oscillations, so that X/X 0  and 6(f) ~  — (FA(f)//zfl^)sin(f2f -I- <5), then A(f) may be 
treated as a constant when computing V  to produce the mean motion Hamiltonian with 
the function, A(f), present as a slowly varying parameter,

H(q2 ,P2 \OL) =  ^ p \  + V{q2 ,ot), “  =  (1-70)

where,
^ ( 92, a) =  d(f>V(q2 -\-0 ism(f>), (1.71)

and the change of variable, <f> =  îîf I has been made, The theory of adiabatic invariance 
can riow be used to deduce that the mean-motion action variable is an approximate 
Constant of H.

The dynamics of Hamiltonian (1.70) is best understood by treating a  as a small 
parameter. The ‘space-translated’ potential, V{q2 +  o:sin0), can then be expanded as a 
Taylor series in asin<^ to give an approximation to Hamiltonian (1.66),

Ha ^  ^ p \  +  y{q 2 ) +  o:sin<^|^ 4- ^ ( a s in < ^ ) ^ ^  +  i ( a s i n < ^ ) ^ ^  +  0{a^).  (1.72)

Taking a time-average over one field period gives the following approximation to the 
mean-motion Hamiltonian,

Thio approximation can be used to establish some simple propertiec of the mean-motion 
potential, y (ç 2,a ), and obtain a quahtative description of the mean motion for \^ io u s  
values of the parameter a.

Using approximation (1.73), it cm  be seen that V{q) > V{q)Af V"{q) > 0. In 
figure 1.8, we show the mean potential, V{q), equation (1.71), corresponding to a potential 
of the Morse-type, V{q) =  (1 — e“^)^, for various values of the parameter a: the full curve,
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V { q , a )

F ig u re  1.8 Graph of V̂ (?2»«), equation (1.71), corresponding to the potential,
V{q) =  (1 — for various values of the parameter, a. Note that the full curve, with a  = 0,
represents y  (q).

V { q , a )

F ig u re  1.9 Graph of V{q2 tO), equation (1.71), corresponding to the . potential, 
V{q) = —1/(1 + 5^), for various values of the parameter, a. Note that the full curve  ̂ with 
a  — 0, represents y(q)
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with a: =  0, corresponds to the unperturbed potential, V{q). The important point to 
notice here is that the area under the soporatrisc of the motion^ and honcc the action of 
the mean-motion, must be a decreasing function of a.

A further example is given by the potential V{q) = —l/(H -ç^): the graph of V fe , a), 
equation (1.71), corresponding to this potential for various values of the parameter a  io 
shown in figure 1.9. This figure shows that for a < \/2 the mean potential is qualitatively 
similar to the unperturbed potential, but that for a. > the minimum at 52 =  0 
becomes a maximum and two other minima are created at 92 =

Because chaotic orbits are significant only for very high fields other ionization mecha 
niams may become important. Assuming that the mean motion Hamiltonian accurately 
describes the dynamics so that there is no chaotic motion, ionization can only occur if 
the motion crosses the separatrix and, within a time-dependent approximation^ there are 
only two ways in which this can occur; The first is when the field ic switched on suddenly; 
the second when it is switched on adiabatically. In both cases, the dependency of the 
separatrix of the mean-motion Hamiltonian upon F  is needed.

1.6.2 Sudden field switch

For a sudden field switch ionization can occur simply because the phase curve of the 
initial state intersects the separatrix of the mean-motion Hamiltonian. In this case the 
field phase, 6, becomes significant. The initial state is a phase curve of Hd in the (çi,pi) 
representation, equation (1.33): at time t = 0 each point on this phase curve starts 
moving on a different phase curve of H,  that is the initial position and momentum are,

F
P2{0) = P 1 -  — COS <5, 92(0) =  91, (1.74)

where (9 1 , Pi) lie on the energy contour of Hd{qi,Pi) = Ed, with pi given by

pI =  2fz{Ed -  y(9i)). (1.75)

Similarly, the value of the momentum, p2, on the separatrix of i7, with energy contour 

H{q2 ,P2 ) = E ^ , is given by,

. pl =  2li(E^-V{q2,a)).' (1.76)

By using the approximate mean-motion Hamiltonian (1.73), it may be seen that, for 
small O', y (92, CK) ~  y (92) =  y ( 9i ) .  On writing P2 =  P i  -  (F/fi)cos<$, equations (1.34) 
and (1.38), the following expression is obtained for the value of pi at which the initial, 
torus intersects the separatrix of if , ^

— 2pi —cos < 5 cos  ̂5 Ci! 2p(F —Ed)- (1.77)
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In appendix B, this expression is be used to obtain ionization probabilities as functions 
of the unperturbed dipole energy, Ed-, the apphed field strength and field frequency for 
the specific case of the Morse potential. In appendix C it is shown that for any potential 
the classical and quantal ionization probabifities for this process are similar.

1.6.3 A diabatic field sw itch

For slowly switched fields, the variable, a , of equation (1.70), varies slowly with time, 
a  —> a(t), and the principle of adiabatic invariance ensures that the action, / (a ) , is 
an approximate constant of the mean motion. For some potentials, the area under the 
separatrix, A(a), of f f  is a decreasing function of a; thus there is a critical value, «c, 
at which I  = A{ac)/ 2 'K̂ beyond which bound motion ceases and the system ionizes. An 
illustration is given in figure 1.10, where em orbit, denoted by the broken curve, is shown 
in a potential of the Morse-type, V{q) =  (1 -  e”^)^. Hero we see that as a  increases, 
the potential changes shape from that in panel A through panel B  to panel C, with a 
corresponding decrease in A{ot). Because the action of the mean-motion remains constant 
the energy of the orbit must gradually increase until, in panel D, it crosses the separatrix 
and ionizes.

Near the separatrix, the bound frequency, w, is small, so the ratio, fl/w, increases 
and the accuracy of the mean-motion approximation improves. However the principle 
of adiabatic invariance breaks down so that CKc, as given above, is only a very rough 
approximation. In practice, the breakdown of adiabatic invariance affects only a small 
proportion of orbits and is discussed at the end of this section.

A second example is given by the potential V{q) =  —1/(1 -1- 9^), shown schematically 
in figure 1.11. In this case, the mean-motion Hamiltonian acquires a separatrix at time, 
t =  tg, where a{ts) = \/2, and there are two possible outcomes depending upon whether 
the mean energy, J5, remains greater than the separatrix energy,

S® =  - ( 1  +  a  >  \Æ, (1.78)

or whether the mean energy becomes less than E^  at some time. As both E  and E ^  
are complicated fuuclious of A, we can determine whether or not this change occurs only 
by carrying out detailed calculations. Again, the invariance of the action can be used to 
obtain a qualitative description of the motion.

As a{t) increases through y/ 2  at t =  a separatrix is formed when the potential 
changes shape from that in panel A of figure 1.11, through panel B  to panel C. This change 
alters the nature of the phase curves: for t <ts  there is only one invariapt region — note 
that only energies F  <  0 for which the motion is bounded are considered here — and 
for t > ts there are three invariant regions. Imagine an orbit shown schematically by the
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a —2 . 0

F igure  1.10 Schematic picture of the motion in the potential, V{q) = { \—e with increasing 
a. The dotted line marks the energy of the same orbit in each of the panels A to D.

9 9

m
9 9

F igu re  1.11 Schematic picture of the motion in the potential, V{q) = —1/(1 + with 
increasing a. The dotted line marks the energy of the same orbit in each of the panels A to D.
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dotted line in figure 1.11: as t increases, the action I  of this orbit remains appro^dmately 
constant. For times slightly larger than ts, the area A{a) under the separatrix will be 
small so the mean energy of this orbit must satisfy E  > . Thus when the separatrix
is created, and immediately after, the orbit will begin to oscillate about the two centres 
at Q2 =  àzQm, so its amplitude and period will increase dramatically.

As t increases further, the area under the separatrix increases, and when the action 
I  satisfies I  A{t)/2Tr we must have E  ~  E ^ . Now it is helpful to imagine the orbit 
rather than the phase curve. If a(t) increases still further at a time when the particle 
is not near Q2 = 0, then by the next time it reaches the vicinity of Ç2 =  0 it will find a 
barrier which it has insufl&cient energy to cross: it will then start oscillating in one of the 
two wells centred on q2 = içm* Because the potenticd is even, the action variable of this 
new motion will be approximately 7/2. Precisely on which side of Ç2 =  0 the particle 
ends depends upon the initial conditions and the form of X{t).

1.6.4 Breakdown of adiabatic invariance

The action is an approximate constant of the motion provided that the frequency of the 
unperturbed motion is not too small. Here, it is found that some orbits behave as though 
the action is almost constant even though there is a time when the ‘frozen’ motion has a 
zero frequency, that is at the instant when the separatrix and mean-motion energy are the 
same, thus violating a condition required for the principle of adiabatic invariance to hold. 
This paradox may be resolved by noting that the mathematical proof of the adiabatic 
invariance of the action variable (see, for example, Percival and Richards 1982, chapter 9) 
concerns all orbits: what happens here is that some orbits behave as if the action is an 
approximate invariant, even though w(t) =  0 at some instant. The physical reason for 
this is quite simple: the equations of motion are local in the sense that a particle at 
point Ç2 is not immediately affected by changes at a different point, q'2 , provided the 
potential at q'2 is unchanged. Therefore, for the example considered in figure 1.11, if E  is 
the mean-motion energy and E^(t)  the slowly changing separatrix energy, then if E^(t)  
changes from just below to just above F  at a time when the particle is at the far turning 
point, it will not notice the change until it reaches the new turning point near 52 ^  0, a,t 
which point it will just assume the nature of the motion in the newly created invariant 
region. Some orbits will, however, will be significantly affected by this small change in 
E^{t) ’, these will be the orbits which are close to the new unstable fixed point when it 
is created. Precisely how these orbits are affected is a complicated problem which is not 
considered here.

The two ionization mechanisms described in this section involve simple properties of 
time-independent Hamiltonians and clearly have their quantal analogues which, for large
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quantum numbers, will give similar ionization probabilities. However, the effectiveness of 
these mechanisms depends upon the properties of the potential. This is discussed further 
with reference to the Morse potential in chapter 3 below.

1.7 Classical area-preserving maps

Whilst it is relatively easy to integrate HamUton’s equations numerically, this can prove 
to be exceedingly time consuming, particularly when one ic malting a systematic search 
of parameter space. A more efficient approach is to use a classical map to apprommate 
the dynamical behaviour, The idea of using a map to approjdmate the dynamics is based 
on the simple, yet ingenious, idea due to Poincare of using a stroboscopic classical map 
to give the change in the dynamical variables over one period of the external field. In this 
section, we generalize the work of Casati et al. (1988) on the Kepler map (see also Graham 
1988, Nauenberg 1990) and Graham and Hohnerbach (1990, 1991) on the Morse map to 
derive an area-preserving map which gives the change in the appropriate variables over 
one orbital period and which is applicable to a wide variety of one dimensional systems. 
In the next chapter, we shall provide an explicit quantization of this map

1.7.1 The general classical map

Following Richards et al. (1989a), we write Hamiltonian (1.27) in terms of the angle- 
action variables of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, H q, see equation (1.54) page 25 above, 
and expand the 27r-periodic perturbation, V{6 , I) ,  as a Fourier series to obtain Hamilto
nian (1.55), namely,

oo
H{e,I , t)  = Ho{I) + F\{t )  ^  V,{I)e-'‘‘'cos(üt + 6 ). (1.79)

a= —OO

First order perturbation theory then gives the change in the action variable during time, 
t, to be,

AI{$0 , t) = iF sV,{I)e-^^0X{t) f  i t '  cos(nt' +  S), (1.80)
1——OO ®

where 6  =  uj{I)t 4- and it is assumed that the field envelope, A(t), changes little over 
the time, t, so that it may bo treated as an approximate constant. The following analysis 
assumes that the perturbation is weak enough for this approximation to A / to be reason
able for times comparable to the unperturbed period. In practice, a periodic perturbation 
causes the invariant tori to brealc up, but even when this happens, perturbation thoorj*̂  
stiU provides a reasonable approximation to the motion in the vicinity of the unperturbed 
tori for short times.
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In order to progress, it is convenient to express the applied frequency, fl, in terms of 
a large integer, r, and a detuning parameter, x:

Q, = uj{I){r -  x), r  >  1, |x| < 1/2, ' (1.81)

and to define time in terms of the unperturbed frequency, t = 27rr/a;. Then for times,
r  ~  1, the integrals of equation (1.80) are dominated by the resonant terms at s =  ± r;
on ignoring all other terms the following eaEpresoion for the change in the action variable 
is obtained,

A/(^o, r) = rF | V r ( 7 ) |A ( r )  -\-r6 o - 6  + Pr),

=  r’F(r,/)A (r)sin(7Txr +  r^o -  <5-1-/0r), (1.82)

where Pr{I) is the phase of the Fourier component, 14(7) =  |T4(7)| exp(—i/^r), and the 
first equation defines F (r, 7). Talcing an average over the detuning parameter, w, oeuuiu 
ing T large, and using the result. / (1,83)

- 1/2 TTXr T

gives,
• 5 ^ ( r ,7 ) ~ ^ F |l4 ( 7 ) i ,  , (1.84)

since rw(7) ~  fi. .
The perturbation results, equations (1.82) and (1.84), are now used to approximate 

the motion by a map: for a suddenly switched field it is convenient to write thio map in 
the form,

7jt+i =  I k+  r{Ik)T{r(Ik),h) cos'ifjk, r(7) =  0/w(7), (1.85)

^  \ =  r{I)0 ), (1.86)

where the subscript r  is now treated as a continuous variable.
One consequence of this construction is, that an iterate 7* — 7^+i corresponds to

the transformation of the original variable 7(t) I{t  -f T{t)) through a time interval, 
T{I{t),iij{t)), dependent upon the initial values of both if; and 7. This poses no problem 
for the classical map where it is possible to keep track of the time elapsed along any 
orbit. However, the quantal evolution of the map corresponds to an iterate of a curve in 
phase space so the correspondence between the original time and the number of iterations 
is lost. This is a potentially serious problem for the quantization of such maps and is 
discussed in chapter 2, section 2.7. ^

In appendix A it is shown that the map (1.85) and (1.86) is gauge independent, so
ionization produced by a suddenly switched field, as described by equation (B.6), cannot
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be included in this formulation. Neither does it accurately describe the system when the 
mean-motion has a significantly different frequency to the unperturbed system, although 
it could clearly be modified to deal with this case, see the discussion in section 1.7.2 
below.

There are two problems in using equations (1.85) and (1.86) to approximate the 
classical motion. First, since the variables {9,1) are conjugate, the variables {'ip,I) are 
not and second, the map, being an approximation, is not area-preserving. The first 
problem is simply dealt with by finding the action variable, conjugate to using the 
generating function,

= w(/) =  (1,87)

giving the appropriate action variable

(■«>
which is just the unperturbed energy divided by the applied frequency; in section 2.7
of chapter 2, we shall show how the quantization of this variable approximates the
quasi-resonant levels defined by Richards et al (1989a), or the ‘photonic-states’ of Casati 
et al (1988). Then, since A £  ~  (u)(/)/Q)A/, the next approximation to equation (1.85) 
of the classical map is,

£k+i = ^k-\-E{r, I(£k)) cos ipk, r =Tl/(jj{£k)- (1.89)

The map of equations (1.86) and (1.89) is not area-preserving, but is approximated 
by the generating function,

FiiSk+ui^k) = ^k+ii^k -  J^{r{£k+i),£k+i)smipk + 27rl{£k+i) (1.90)

and the map produced by this is area preserving:

^k+i =  ^k +^{f' ,5k+i) cos ipk, r = d/uj{£k+i), (1.91)

V'fc+i =  i ’k +  \ sinipk- (1.92)

This is our final approximation to the classical motion.
In order to use this map it is necessary to solve the implicit equation (1.91) for £k+i^ 

but this is generally easier than solving Hamilton’s equations and appears to be the 
necessary consequence of forcing the map to be area-preserving, except in the case of the 
Coulomb potential for which Kepler’s laws ensure that the function F  is independent of 
£. In chapter 3, it is shown that ionization probabilities given by this inap are a very 
good approximation to those obtained by numerical integration of Hamilton’s equations.
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Classical ionization is defined to have occurred if the right hand side of (1.89) is larger 
than the separatrix energy, 8 ^ =  so the classical ionization probability from the
state of action per unperturbed period of that level is,

=  (  +  ^  (1,93)
y 0 otherwise.

1.7.2 The m ean m otion map

As was pointed out in the previous section, the map, equations (1.85) and (1.86), is gauge 
invariant. Consequently, ionization produced by a suddenly switched field, ac discussed 
in section 1.6.2 above and described by equation (B.6) of appendix B, cannot occur. 
In addition, the unperturbed frequency, w(7), occurs in the formulation. However, at 
very high field frequencies the correct unperturbed motion is that produced by the moan 
Hamiltonian (1.70), page 29, and so the map will be inaccurate whenever the mean- 
motion has a significantly different frequency to the unperturbed system.

A more accurate map can be constructed by Fourien analyzing the potential of the 
mean-motion, equation (1.71) page 29, and retaining only the lowest harmonics,

V"(92 +  a  sin «/)) ~  V{q2 ,ot)-\-Vi{q2 ,ot)sui4>, (1.94)
_  1 /•’T
^ 1(92, a) =  —  / d<f>V{q2 +asm(f))sm(l>, (1.95)

ZTT J —7T

so that an approximate Hamiltonian is, for a suddenly switched field,

H  ■^P2 -\-V(q2 , a ) + Vi{q2 ,ot)sin{üt-\-6 ), (1.96)

where a  =  Thio Hamiltonian can be treated in the same manner as the original
Hamiltonian in order to produce a map equivalent to that of equations (1.85) and (1.86).

Li chapter 3, classical results for the map based upon thio Hamiltonian arc presented 
and shown to be in better agreement with exact calculations than the results obtained 
from the original map, equations (K91) and (1.92), see table 3.2 and figure 3.13 on 
pages 78 and 88 respectively. There is, however, a caveat: the mean-motion map is 
superior if the field is switched on suddenly, but for slowly switched fields an extra term, 
representing the change in a , is needed and this is not easy to approximate. Indeed, for 
very high frequency fields the change in a  during one orbital period is large and can no 
longer can be regarded as adiabatic, even for very slow field switches.

For the quantal map, which we shall derive in section 2.7 below, approximation (1.96) 
becomes important at large a  and high frequencies because the number of quasi-resonant 
states is different according as V or V is used and this will produce significant changes 
in the quanta! ionization probabilities.
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1.7.3 Local behaviour and the standard map

The dynamics of the map equations (1.91) and (1.92) is difficult to understand. However, 
by expanding about the initial value =  H(Iq)/ÇI of S and defining the new variable:

V = {e-£a),. ' (1.97)

the following local approximation to the map of equations (1.91) and (1.92) is obtained:

'P k + i  =  V k  + K ,c o s ' 4 > k ,  /c =  J ^ ( r , / o ) ,

^*+1 =  '•Pk + T V . ^ u  ^  =  (1-98)

where higher order terms in the expansion of Tir^S)  have been ignored and an unessential 
constant has been dropped in the expression for Thus, the local approximation,
equation (1.98), yields the staudeud map with parameter, K  =  «T, the classical dynamics 
of which has been studied by several authors (see the review by Chirikov 1979 and 
references therein). For values oi K  )#> 1, most initial values of tp lead to chaotic or 
diffusive motion, with diffusion coefficient «^/2 (see Lichtenberg and Lieberman 1983, 
page 286). For Ff ~  1, regular and chaotic trajectories co-exist. This gives a criterion 
for the onset of chaotic motion, namely FT > 1, with the same functional form, but 
a different numerical coefficient, as equation (1.65), page 28, which is based upon the 
resonance overlap condition:

_  1 M t o )  , . . .
-  4 ,02  d /  • (19*)

The map (1.98) should provide a reasonable approximation to the motion in the 
vicinity of the initial action: for the Id-hydrogen atom, Casati et al  (1988) have compared 
iterates of the classical Kepler map with the numerical solution of Hamilton’s equations 
and found reasonable agreement.
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Chapter 2

Q uantal th eo ry

2.1 Introduction

In chapter 1 the cloGGical dynamics of a ono dimensional system in the presence of a 
periodic field of amplitude F  and frequency Q was studied. Despite the complendty of the 
problem and the lack of a rigorous theorj*̂  to describe the behaviour of a given system, 
numerical solutions of Hamilton’s equations are relatively easy to obtain. Thus, it is 
possible to cjcplore limited regions of parameter space in order to build up an approximate 
picture of the dynamical response for specific systems.

In this chapter the dynamics of the corresponding quantal system is considered. The 
study of the quantal dynamics of ouch a system is far more complicated largely because 
of the need to include the effects of the continuum, that is the region where the classical 
motion ceases to bo bound. In addition, a further parameter, Planck’s constant, has been 
added to parameter space and again no rigorous theory csdsts to provide a guide to the 
behaviour of the system.

2.2 T he Schrodinger equation and gauge transform ations

In general, the study of a quantal particle moving in a three dimensional potential, y ( r ) ,  
under the infiuencc of a classical periodic field described by the vector potential, A (r, i), 
in the Coulomb gauge involves finding the solution, of the Schrodinger equation,

~  ( -m V  -  '  +  V{r)  I  (2.1)
d'i  f , / .

where e is the electron charge, /x the reduced mass, c the speed of light, 2tt?i is Planck’s 
constant, ~ihV  io the momentum operator and where, for the reasons discussed in sec 
tion 1.3.1 above, the spatial variation of the vector potential describing the field has 
been neglected, A (r ,t)  A(t); As with the classical Hamiltonians described in chap 
ter I, other equivalent Schrodinger equations may be obtained by malting unitary gauge
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transformations. By making the transformation,

er.A{t)t) = exp — 1-

Uc

the Schrodinger equation (2.1) is transformed to .the dipole .gauge,

(2.3)

A third form may be obtained by using the so called ‘Kramers Hennoberger’ transforma 
tion (see Kramers 1956 page 262 and Henneberger 1968),

^a(r , t )  = / x ^ ( t )  =  eE{t). (2.4)

In this ‘space-translated’ frame, the acceleration gauge Schrodinger equation is,

+ V ( r a { t ) ) (2.5)

It should be noted that the Schrodinger equations (2.1), (2.3) and (2.5) are all related 
by time-dependent unitary transformations and therefore make identical physical pre
dictions. However, the operators which correspond to true physical observables differ 
in all three cases. This should be compared with the corresponding classical situation 
where the canonical variables (g,p), (9i,pi) and (?2jP2) of the Hamiltonians (1.27), (1.33) 
and (1.37), described in section 1.3.3 above, are different in each of the three gauges for 
times 0 < t < T^.

For all but the simplest of cases, there is no known analytic solution to the three 
dimensional Schrodinger equation and, for the high quantum numbers of interest here, 
numerical solutions are prohibitively expensive. Thus, attention is usually restricted to 
the simplified, one-dimensional model which is usually expressed in the dipole gauge,

= + m  = eE(t), (2.6)

or equivalently, using Dirac notation,

=  H \ m ) .  n x ,  t) = (xi$(<)), (2.7)

where H  is the Hamiltonian or energy operator, obtained from the Hamiltonians dis
cussed in chapter 1 by replacing the momentum variable, p, with its operator equivalent, 
—ihdldT.. Whilst numerically it is far more efficient to solve equation (2.6) than its full 
three-dimensional counterpart there are still no known analytic solutionsrfor the systems 
of interest here. In some circumstances, for instance the hydrogen atom in the pres
ence of a static electric field (see, for example, Bayfield and Pinnaduwage 1985, Bayfield
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and Sokol 1988a, 1988b) where the electron is constrained to move along the field axis, 
the one-dimensional model provides a good approximation to the fully three-dimensional 
problem. Further simplifications are always made by making approximations the to con
tinuum or neglecting its effect completely.

Much of the work published to date has concentrated on the one dimensional hydrogen 
atom; the remainder of this chapter concentrates on this specific system and is organised 
as follows. Firstly, in section 2.3, the various approaches used to solve equation (2.6) 
are reviewed. In section 2.4 the problem of including the effect of the continuum is 
highlighted and four different approximations are discussed. Section 2.5 concentrates 
on the low-frequency regime; in particular, the adiabatic basis e^cpansion (sec Richards 
1987) io introduced. In section 3,6 the high frequency regime is considered and finally, in 
section 2.7, we provide an explicit quantisation of the classical map derived in section 1.7 
above to give a general quantal which, for high field frequencies, provides a simple and 
efilcicnt methqd of obtaining approîdmate solutions to the one-dimensional Schrodinger 
equation (2.6).

2.3 Solving the Schrodinger equation

There arc two main approaches to obtaining the solution of Schrodinger’s equation. Ono 
method is to use Finite Difference methods to solve the partial differential equation (2.6) 
exactly. A more usual approach is expand the time dependent wave function in terms of 
an appropriate set of basis functions. Both methods are described in this section.

2.3.1 F in ite  difference m ethods

The major advantage of using finite difference methods to solve Schrodinger’s equation is 
that the continuum io automatically talcen into account, However, to solve Sehrodingor’s 
equation numerically io exceedingly time consuming, even when carried out on suporcom 
puters. The method involves solving the equations on a finite grid and this introduces 
an added complication; an approximation has to be used to account for the non physical 
behaviour which may ocCur if the wave function reaches the edge of the grid: one method 
is to introduce a complex, or optical, potential (see, for instance, Leforestier and Wyatt 
1982) at the edge of the grid to ‘absorb’ the wave function. For the one-dimensional 
model of a hydrogen atom, the Coulomb singularity introduces still further difficulties.

The use of a finite difference method for solving the time-dependent one-dimensional 
Gchrodinger equation involves a partial spatial discretisation together with the algorithm,

=  (l -  ( l  +  (2.8)
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for unitary time evolution by a step A t  of the wave function at grid-point j: the method 
is stable for At =  0((Ax)^), where A x  is the separation of consecutive grid-points in the 
spatial mesh. This procedure leads to a tridiagonal linear system of equations which can 
be solved by an efficient ‘two-sweep’ method (Richtmyer 1957).

Finite difference methods have been employed by several authors to study a one
dimensional quantal model of the ground state hydrogen atom, the so-called ‘soft-core’ 
model, in the presence of an oscillating electric field, (see for example Bardsley and 
ComeUa 1989, Su et al. 1990 and Burnett et al. 1991) whilst Goggin and Milonni (1988) 
utilized the finite difference approach in their study of the driven Morse Oscillator.

2,3.2 Basis expansion m ethods

The more usual approach is to expand the time-dependent wave function |^(t)) in terms 
of an appropriate cot of baoic functions in order to reduce the problem to the solution of 
a set of prdinary differential equations, Ono method is to use the bound and continuum 
eigenfunctions of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, |n) and |t)  respectively, where

Ho\n) = En\n), {n\m) = (2.9)

FfolA;) =  Ek\k), {k\k') =  6 {k -  k'), (2.10)

so that the wave function is then written,

=  l^ an (t) ln ) +  f  d t  a t( t) |t) , (2.11)
n •'

where the sum is taken over all bound states and the integral over the whole continuous 
spectrum: On using the orthogonality of both bound and continuum state wave functions 
the time-dependent Schrodinger equation (2.7) reduces to an infinite set of ordinary 
differential equations for the amphtudes On- For the one-dimensional hydrogen atom 
these take the form,

=  EnOn -  f{t)  ^ ^  {n\x\m)àm +  ^  dk (n|x|A:)afc^ , (2.12)

i ^ ^  =  Ekak -  f{t)  ^ 4- dk' {k\x\k')ak^ . (2.13)

However, no analytic solution to equations (2.12) and (2.13) has yet been found and 
solutions arc usually obtained by truncating the sums and integrals and using an approx 
imation to talce the coupling with the cuutiuuum  into account. However, truncating the 
basis introduces its own problems; for the ono-dimensional hydrogenic basis, where there 
arc an infinite number of bound states, the matrbc elements (n|x|m) are large, as can bo
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seen by using the Heisenberg correspondence principle to give, for m,

, , , . f n  + m \ ‘̂ Jg{s) 0.103(n-1-m)^
. * =  - - « ,  (2.14)

where J*(x) is an ordinary Bessel function and a standard asymptotic oaspanoion (sec 
Abramowitz and Stegun 1965, equation (9.3.33)) has been used. The matrix elements, 
equation (2.14), decay slowly as n —> m -I- W, W >  1; this is caused by the Coulomb 
singularity and can be overcome by an efficient choice of basis (sec the discussion of 
sections 2.5.1 and 2.6.1 below and, in particular, equation (2.56) on page 55). However, 
(n|x|m) increases as and this is a more serious problem. For states n no, the 
couplings are very largo and, as the energy separation decreases as this means that 
a very small time-step is required to deal with these states numerically. Bliimel and 
Smilansky (1987) found that when a large number of bound states are strongly coupled, 
basis truncation may introduce large errors, with satisfactory convergence obtained only 
with a basis of more than 400 bound states.

In their study of the one dimensional hydrogen atom in the presence of a microwa^T 
field, Casati et al (1984) considered an approximation with a truncated basis of hy
drogenic states which excluded the continuum completely. A further simplification was 
made by neglecting the switch function. Thus equation (2.12), with V(x) = —l/ |x | and 
f ( t )  =  FcosQt,  was reduced to,

dOn ’'maa
i U - ^  = EnOn-\-FcosQ,t ^  {n|x|m)o^. (2.15)

m=nmin

The total number of states used was about 200 in a typical range 20 < n < 226 with Timm 
chosen to lie approximately 20-40 levels below the initially excited state, no; a further 
decrease in Umin was shown to have no appreciable infiuence on the dynamics.

A similar expansion, this time in terms of a basis of unperturbed oscillator states, 
was used by WoJlter and Preston (1977) in their study of the quantal response of a driven 
Morse oscillator far below the dissociation threshold. Again, the continuum and switch 
function were ignored and sufficient basis states were included to ensure convergence of 
results; typically, only the lowest twelve oscillator states were required.

2.3.3 F loquet theory

Another frequently used method exploits the time-periodicity of the Hamiltonian to con 
struct the unitary time evolution operator, equation (2.20) below, by numerically inte
grating the Schrodinger equation for each state in the basis over a'single field period, 
T  2t /CI] solutions of the Schrodinger equation can then be found at longer times by 
simply applying the time evolution operator to the initial state. Although this method
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has tremendous numerical advantages when the interaction time is large, it only describes 
the evolution within the bound space since the coupling to the continuum is difficult to 
include. In addition, it cannot be used to model the effect of the field switch, A(t), which 
introduces other frequency components, although for A <C 1 this effect may be incorpo
rated approximately (see Breuer ct al. 1989 and references therein), An extensive review 
of the Floquet approach is given by Chu (1985).

By considering a quantal system driven at frequency Q. and described by the T- 
periodic Hamiltonian H(t),

H ( t ^ T )  = H(T),  T  =  27t/Ü, (2.16)

Shirley (1905) utilized Floquet^s (1883) theorem to show that there exists a complete set 
of states {(pkW) of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation,

(ff(t)  -  =  0. (2.17)

which can be chosen with the property,

\(f>k(t)) =  exp(-iekt/n)\uk{t)), (2.18)

k&(( +  T)) =  |ut(^)), (2.19)

where the real parameter, e*, is called the quasi-energy and where the states, |u*(t)), are
known as the quasi-energy or Floquet states.

In order to describe the time evolution of quantum states subjected to the dynamics 
defined by H{t), the time evolution operator is used,

ÿ ( t ; , t < ) = f e x p ( - i /  d t i f ( t ) ) ,  (2.20)

where T  is the time-ordering operator. The time evolution operator, Û(t f ,  U), transforms 
the state, |'F(ti)), at initial time, t = U, into the state, |^ ( t/)) , at time, t = tf.  Applying
Ù{tf ,t i)  to the states, |ufc), over one cycle, T, gives, on using equation (2.19),

Û(ti-\-T, ti)\uk(ti)) = exp{-Ï€kT/n)\ukiU)}. (2.21)

Therefore, the states |ut(t*)) diagonalize the one-cycle time-evolution operator U{U + 
T,ti)  and, because,^ is unitary, the quasi-energies, e*,, are real and the states, |ufc), are 
orthogonal and complete. The quasi-energies, e ,̂ determine the spectrum of Ù{ti-\-T, U) 
and hence contain valuable information regarding the dynamical properties of H{i).

As mentioned earlier, the time-evolution operator is usually constructed numerically. 
The easiest way of achieving this is to expand the time-dependent wave function in terms 
of a basis consisting of N  unperturbed states and then to integrate the resulting set of
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differential equations, see for example, equation (2.15) above, over one period, T, with 
N  linearly independent initial conditions. For each different initial condition |\E (̂to)), a 
column of the time-evolution operator can be constructed using the relation,

|^(to +  T)) = Û{to 4- T; ^o)l^(^o))- (2.22)

The solutions to the Schrodinger equation can then be found at longer times simply by 
multiplying hy Û{to -\-T, to) = Û{T),

|$((o +  NT)} = Û(T)^\9(to)).  (2.23)

When the effect of the continuum is included, the quasi-energies, e*,, become complex 
(see Yajima 1982 for a rigorous proof) and the time-evolution operator is no longer 
unitary: this problem is not addressed here. Instead, we proceed by discussing other 
methods used to date to model the coupling to the continuum.

2.4 Inclusion o f the continuum

As was mentioned at the start of this chapter^ one of the major difficulties encountered 
when solving the Schrodinger equation is the need to approadmate the effeet of the con 
tinuum. In this section we discuss the methods which have been used to date.

2.4.1 A  d iscrete representation

In their study of the one dimensional hydrogen atom in the presence of an oscillating field} 
Susskind and Jensen (1988) made an ejcpansion of the time dependent wave function in 
terms of the bound and continuum eigenfunctions of the unperturbed hydrogen atom and 
introduced a discrete representation of the continuum. Using this method, the authors 
were able to obtain numerical solutions of the Schrodinger equation. Discretization of 
the continuum consists of dividing the continuous index, k, into Nc segments in [0, kmax]i 
each centred at kj, j  = l\Nc,  with width Aj.  The integral over the continuum states in 
equation (2.12) can then be approximated by,

roo i ‘k j + A j / 2
/  dk{n\x\k)ak — V , /  dk {n\x\k)aki
Jo

Nc
-  (2.24)

i=o
where it is assumed that {n\x\k)ak varies little on the scale Aj.  A similar approximation 
is also applied to equation (2.13) to obtain,

roo /  f k + A j / 2  \
/  dk'{k\x\k')ak> — Y ] I { k \ x \ k ' ) a k > A j d k ' ( k \ x \ k ' ) a k >  ] . (2.25)
*'0 j=0,k^kj \  Jk-Aj/2 J
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However, because the divergence of the matrix elements, (A:|x|A:'), causes numerical diffi
culties, the authors were forced to neglect the continuum-continuum trcinsitions.

With this scheme, the authors note that the bound states and the discretized con
tinuum can both be treated in the same way by truncating the bound states to a finite 
number. No, and expressing the problem in terms of a large set of ordinary differential 
equations. If all the Aj  are chosen to be equal, then this prescription is essentially equiv 
aient to putting the one dimensional hydrogen atom in a large box of length proportional 
to ATI.

However, discretizing the continuum introduces two additional constraints. Firstly^ 
if the discretized continuum states are chosen with an equal spacing in fc, where A k  ^  
kmax/Nc^ then the minimum energy resolution of the discretized continuum is,

A E  — kmaxA.k ~  ^ 2 ^  , (2.26)

and this limits the time of integration, On using the time-energ)' uncertainty relation^ 
we see that the approximation fails after Tc field periods, where.

For longer times the number of continuum states, Nc, must be increased in order to 
resolve the continuum adequately. Secondly, the requirement that {n\x\k)ak varies little 
on the scale Aj  introduces an upper limit to the energy considered.

2.4.2 The Sturm ian basis

The wave function can be expressed in terms of any complete set of basis functions. 
For problems involving a one dimensional hydrogen atom in a strong static electric or 
magnetic field the so called Sturmian basis functions have often been used in preference 
to the hydrogenic eigenfunctions (see, for example, Rotenberg 1970 and Edmonds 1973).

The Sturmian basis has the advantage of being both complete and discrete. These 
properties make it convenient to use in problems where continuum effects are important 
without having to deal with the inconveniences which arise through using the hydrogenic 
continuum wave functionSj such as discretizing the continuum or dealing with singular 

matrix elements. Another advantage of using the Sturmian representation is that the 
matrix elements are easy to evaluate^ being given in terms of simple, algebraic expres 
sions. However, the Sturmian functions have no direct physical significance and in order 
to interpret the results of S tu rmian calculations it is necessary to project back onto the 
basis of bound and continuum hydrogenic states. In addition^ when highly excited bound 
states and low- energy continuum states play an important role in the dynamics^ numor 
ical calculations require at least twice as many Sturmian functinnn to achieve the same
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resolution as carefully chosen bound and discretized continuum states of the hydrogenic 
basis, see Susskind and Jensen (1988).

For the one-dimensional Coulomb potential, with orbital angular momentum quantum 
number I =  0, the Sturmian functions, S{x), are defined by the eigenvalue equation,

— — J 2  S  =  EqS, T > 0, E q < 0 , /? > 0, (2.28)2 dx^ X

with S{x) =  0 for T < 0 and S{x) bounded as a; —► oo. The fixed parameter E q charac
terizes a particular basiSj [5'^(a;)} , with each element of the basis being characterized by 
the eigenvalue (3. In other words, Sturmian functions satisfy a Sturm Liouville problem 
where the eigenvalues are the coefficients of the Coulomb potential.

Multiplying by /3~  ̂ and rescaling x hy P reduces equation (2.28) to the Schrodinger 
equation of the unperturbed hydrogen atom,

with En = 'EoP~^- Therefore, the Sturmian functions are related to the hydrogenic 
eigenfunctions, by,

roo  2
S p { x )  = C<t>n(ISx) with y  dxSf>(x)-Sp>{x) = 6 0 0 ' (2.30)

and where C is a proportionality constant determined by the normalization condition.
A Sturmian basis was used by Casati et ai (1987b) in their numerical study of the mi

crowave ionization of highly excited hydrogen. Using up to 600 Sturmian basis functions 
they solved Schrodingor’s equation for a one-dimensional hydrogen atom in an oscillât 
ing electric field. By recursively evaluating the hypergeometric functions in the formal 
expressions for the projection onto the bound states of the hydrogenic basis, the authors 
were able to study the excitation of bound states in the prcsenco of a strong perturba 
tion. Unfortunately, the complexity of the corresponding expressions for the projection 
of the Sturmian basis onto the hydrogenic continuum states prevented Casati and co 
workers from performing a detailed study of the ionization process. This was remedied 
by Susskind and Jensen (1988) who derived convenient, formulae for the projection of the 
Sturmian basis onto both the bound and continuum states of the hydrogenic basis, thus 
enabling them to compare these two different approaches to the solution of Schrodinger’s 
equation.

2.4.3 P rojection  operators and decay factors

Bliimel and Smilansky (1987, 1990) used a quantal one dimensional model to study the 
hydrogen atom perturbed by a low frequency field. By using projection operators, the
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equations of motion were written in the form of coupled differential equations for the 
bound and continuum states. By formally integrating equation (2.13) for the continuum 
states, Schrddingcr-a equation was reduced to an integro differential equation in which the 
kernel describing the bound continuum transitions was approjdmatod by a combination of 
decaying exponentials. Continuum-continuum transitions were neglected. Briefly, given 
the Hamiltonian

H{x,t) = H o {x )-V {x , t ) ,  (2.31)

Hq(̂x ) — —--------- , V(x,t) = F xs in fi t ,  (2.32)

where the energy spectrum of Ho is given by equations (2.9) and (2.10) above, Bliimel 
and Smilansky used the orthogonality of the states |n) and |fc) to obtain equations (2.12) 
and (2.13) for the amplitudes On(t) and ak(t) respectively. On ignoring continuum- 
continuum interactions, equation (2.13) was formally integrated to give,

h ( i )  = T f  dt'exp{iEkt'/h)F  sin Ç lt '^ {k \x \m )Omit'), (2.33)
n Jo m

where ak{t) = exp{—iEkt/îi)bk(t). Inserting this result into equation (2.12) gives, 

i^ô„(i) =  EnOnit) -  F s in O ty ^ f  {n\x\m)am(t)
m V

4- —J  dt'Knm{t ~ t')E sin Oit'cLrnit'')  ̂ (2.34)

w h ere  th e  k ern el, A ‘„m (t — t ' ) ,  is  d efin ed  by,

Hnm(s) = f  d t  (n|T |t) exp(-iEts/%)(A;|±|m), s = t -  t' > 0. (2.35)
Jo

This integro-differential equation is then converted into a set of first-order differential
equations by expanding FT(s) in a finite series of decaying exponentials. The authors
caution that truncation of the basis may produce large errors if not dealt with correctly.

One of the main conclusions of this work is that there exist ‘window states’ nw  ~
such that all ionization occurs from levels in the vicinity of nw- As noted by

•Leopold and Richards (1991), it is curious that Bliimel and Smilansky’s expression for
nw  is independent of the apphed field frequency. In the low-frequency limit considered by
Richards et ai (1989b), it is shown that the state \nw) overlaps most with the adiabatic
state at the barrier top whereas in the high-frequency hmit, where one- or two-photon
ionization is permitted, it is clear that nw  must depend upon the field frequency. Thus,
Leopold and Richards (1991) believe that the window states, and hence the decay rates
of Bliimel and Smilansky are valid only at low frequencies.

^The role played by window states in the low-frequency regime is discussed further in section 2.5, 
below.
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2.4.4 A  sem îclassical ionization mechanism

Following Bliimel and Smilansky, Leopold and Richards (1991) also include the contin
uum using decay factors, providing two approidmations to these decay factors both based 
upon classical perturbation theory. One approjdmation uses purely elaecical dynamics, 
the other uses semiclaooicol methods. Both these approsdmations are obtained using the 
classical Hamiltonian,

H{z,P ,t) = H o { z ,P ,F , ) - ^ ^ j j ^ P c o s ( , n t  + S), (2.36)

Noi^'P'E's) =  —  cFeZj z > 0 ,  (2.37)Zfi z

where Fg represents the constant static field used in the experiments of Bayfield and 
co-workers (see, for example, Bayfield and Pinnaduwage 1985, Bayfield and Sokol 1988a, 
1988b) to maintain the one dimensional nature of the wave function. The presence of the 
static field has the effect of lowering the eontinuum threshold, so that the unperturbed 
system, 7/u, supports only a finite number of bound states and has a potential barrier 
with saddle energy, — - 2e\/Fg. The time dependent wave function is then ojcpanded 
in terms of the bound states of the unperturbed Hamiltonian,

I») =  ^  k (()|,:, f . )  exp[-ig .,(f.)(/A )|, (2.38)
n  -

where,
ffo(z, P, F.)\n,F.) =  {En{F,) -  i£ „ (F ,)) |n ,f.) , (2.39)

to give the usual coupled equations for the amplitudes b„(t),

i n ^  = ~i£nK  -  ^  cos(fit +  6 ) ^  6„(n, F.\P\m, F,} exp[i(£„ -  E,„)t/h], (2.40)
a t fill ^

where /  =  FfxA(t), Sn(Fg) are the complex parts of the energy introduced to model 
the interaction with the continuum and P  is now the momentum operator. In deriving 
expressions for the ionization rates, the following assumptions are made:

1. for times comparable to the unperturbed electron period classical perturbation 
theory is a reasonable approximation to the exact classical dynamics: this was 
checked numerically;

2. if the energy becomes greater than the saddle energy. Eg =  —2 ey/F^, then in this 
time there is a neghgible chance of it returning to the neighbourhood of the initial 
energy;

3. direct ionization occurs only from those states where =  (n^/no)Dg »  1;
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4. tunnelling through the barrier gives a negligible decay rate compared with that 
produced by the periodic field for the quantum numbers of interest, no^30; note 
that this final approximation is not essential.

The classical approximation is obtained by assuming that the field envelope, A{t), 
varies sufficiently slowly for it to be considered constant. An approximation to the 
maximum energy change during one period, T(n), of the classical atom initially in a level 
n is then obtmned using classical first order perturbation theory,

max(AE) =  enfrzr{l), (2.41)

where Zs{I) are the Fourier components of z{t), I  = nh  and u(I,Fs)  are the action and 
frequency of the unperturbed classical orbit respectively, and r  ~  D/cj. In the presence 
of a static field, Fg, direct ionization occurs from level n if,

max(AjF) > —2 ey/F^ — En{Fg), (2.42)

When this condition holds, the total classical ionization probability from level n  is.

For smaller max(AF) direct ionization is classically inaccessible and = 0. The total 
classical ionization probability per unit time, is. obtained by dividing Vf' by the 
unperturbed period giving a classical estimate for the complex part of the energy for 
level n  of,

= 5 ( 1 = Y =
where F“  ̂is the lifetime^ of level n. The authors note that for the high quantum numbers 
and moderately high fields used in current experiments, equation(2.44) provides a good 
approximation to the decay factors. However, as the field frequency increases, the number 
of photons needed for direct excitation to the continuum decreases and semiclassical 
effects become more important.

The semiclassical approximation is obtained by using WKB wave functions to evaluate 
the semiclassical transition am plitude, 3^^(E,n), from a bound level, n, to the continuum 
state of energy E. The total ionization rate into all the continuum states is then,

P f  =  r  «  f;  J*(«). (2.45)

^Further discussion regarding the lifetime.of a  quantum  sta te  in the  presence of a  sta tic  electric field 
is given a t the beginning of chapter 4.
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where Jk{ot) is a Bessel function of order k, {x} is the integer part of x  and kmin is the 
minimum number of photons required for direct excitation from level n to the continuum. 
The final semiclassical expression for the complex part of the energy of level n  is,

kr
, fl -  -

47t I 2C  =  i d  -  Jo(a)=) -  E  1 . (2.4V)
k—\

where the Bessel function addition theorem (see Abramowitz and Stegun 1965, equa^ 
tion (9.1.76)) is used to express the infinite sum as a finite sum. If kmin = 1, the sum is 
zero.

In the limit of one-photon ionization with weak fields, kmin =  1, û: 1, the authors
show that the senuclasGical approximation reducec to the Formi golden rule; in the oppo 
site limit, kmin »  a  1, the classical expression (2.44) is recovered. The authors also 
show that the semiclassical method naturally gives rise to structure in the continuum 
usually associated with ‘above-threshold ionization’ peaks in laser ionization of ground 
state atoms.

2.5 Low frequency theories

As mentioned briefiy in section 2,3,2 above, using the hydrogenic basis states can, in 
some situations, bo numerically very inefficient because a large number of basis states 
are needed to provide an adequate description of the system. In such cases, the one- 
dimensional Schrodinger equation can only be solved on large computers. One such 
situation arises when the frequency of the apphed field is small compared with the un 
perturbed atomic frequency, Oo 1. One method which has been used to study the 
quantal dynamics of an excited hydrogen atom in a low frequency field involves the 
introduction of an adiabatic basis which we now describe.

2.5.1 The adiabatic basis expansion

Motivated by the need for a numerically efficient one dimensional quantal method which 
could be readily extended to include higher dimensional systems but at the same time 
retaining the essential physics, Richards (1987) used an approximation, vahd for low 
frequencies, to obtain a set of coupled equations which can be solved using a relatively 
small, time-dependent, basis, The aim of this apprommation was not to obtain quantita 
tive agreement with e]cperimentally obtained ionization probabilities but to describe the 
qualitative features of the dynamics, in particu lar the dependence of ionisation probabil 
ities upon the various system parameters.
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The starting point is the static hmit of the one-dimensional system consisting of an 
electron in a Coulomb and periodic field,

1 o
H  = — p -  — -  X > 0. (2.48)

For constant /  < 0 the spectrum of H  is discrete; for /  > 0' the spectrum is continuous 
but for large initial quantum numbers, no > 30, and for energies below the classical 
saddle,

E  < E ,U ) = -2eV 7, ( /  > 0), (2.49)

the lifetimes of the resonant states are so long that this part of the spectrum may be 
considered discrete, Richards (1987) used these adiabatic states as a basic for- an cxpan 
sion of the time-dependent wave function, |^(t)), in the hmit where the field frequency 
is smaU with respect to the unperturbed energy splitting, that is when Do <K 1. The use 
of these adiabatic nstatcu introduces a significant part of the time dependence of the wave 
function into the basis, thus reducing the number of basis states required. When /  < 0 
then,

l^(^)> =  ^ o ,k { t ) \k , f )e x p  J  dt' Ek(f(t ')^  , ( /  < 0), (2.50)

where,
H A D if) \K f)  = E n i f) \k , f ) .  (2.51)

and H ad is the adiabatic Hamiltonian introduced in section 1.4 of chapter 1 above: the 
adiabatic states, \k , f ) ,  aie simply the eigenstates of HAD{f)‘

When /  > 0 it is necessary to include the continuum and an cjcpansion similar to that 
of equation (2.50) is used but with a complex energy term, Sn{t), included to take into 
account couphng with the continuum. Inserting this expansion into the time dependent 
Schrodinger equation gives the following equation for the transition amplitudes:

T T  -  ■ <=■“ >

with Sn{t) =  0 when /  < 0. The major advantage of this representation is that the 
coupling is now proportional to FQ. rather than F.

After obtaining approximations to lifetimes, energy levels and matrix elements, cqua 
tion (2.52) was integrated with initial quantum numbers no =  30,60 and various field 
strengths. The author was then able to obtain the relative variation of the ionization 
probability with the system parameters. The main result of these calculations was to 
show that the ionization probability has a resonant structure clearly associated with the 
no no 4-1 transition, which is of course absent in the classical approximation.

In chapter 4, wo consider the situation where the field frequency is sufficiently small 
for there to be negligible couphng between states; by using the adiabatic basis and
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neglecting the coupling terms, we are able to integrate equation (2.52) to obtedn ionization 
probabilities for the fully three-dimensional hydrogen atom. In chapter 5 we follow 
Richards et al  (1989b) and consider the weak coupling regime in which few states are 
significantly coupled together; in this case a reasonable approximation to the dynamics 
is provided by a two-state approximation.

2.5.2 Expansion on unperturbed basis states and F loquet theory

The dynamics of the hydrogen atom in a low-frequency field, flo<,0.4, has also been 
studied by Bliimel and Smilansky (1987, 1990) using the one-dimensional quantal model 
described in section 2,4,3, As mentioned at the end of that section, the major conclusion 
of this work is that there exist ‘window’ states, nw  ~  such that all ionization
occurs from states in the vicinity of nw^ By comparing calculated ionization probability 
curves with experimental results, Bliimel emd Smilansky advance a physical picture of 
‘ionization’ as a two step process consisting of excitation from the initial state, |no), to 
states inside the 'window’ which then decay with appreciable rates into the continuum. 
By using the Floquet approach, the authors propose two distinct mechanisms through 
which excitation to a window state, \nw)^ can occur:

1. as the field strength increases the Floquet states, broaden until one or more 
of them has an appreciable overlap with both |no) and \nw)' the authors claim 
that this mechanism io responsible for the onset of quantal ionization as a function 
of the field strength;

2. at certain specific values of the field frequency and strength, two quasi-energy 
levels, and e„, undergo an avoided crossing^; at the avoided crossing, linear 
combinations of |it^) and \ut,) have appreciable overlaps with both |no) and |nw.') 
which leads to an enhanced transfer of probability between the initial state and 
the ionization window. This mechanism is hnlccd by the authors to sub ionization 
threshold structures observed in experimental data.

Breuer et al (1989) have also used the Floquet approach, with a basis consisting solely 
of bound states, to study the excitation of the one dimensional hydrogen atom in a low 
frequency field. Here, the non-monotonie behaviour observed in experimental ionization 
probabilities is again linked to the behaviour of the Floquet states in the vicinity of 
avoided crossings of the quasi-energy spectrum.

Note that the theoretical calculations of both Bliimel and Smilansky (1987, 1990) and 
Breuer ei al (1989) were carried out using a basis of unperturbed hydrogenic states and

’A t avoided crossings two quasi-energies become almost equal.
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are thus, numerically, far leeo efficient than calculations carried out using the adiabatic 
basis discussed in the previous section.

2.6 H igh frequency theories

When the field frequency io very high, the usual method of solving the time dependent 
dipole gauge Schrodinger equation (2.3), see page 41, by expanding the wave function 
in terms of the unperturbed basis functions, as described in section 2.3.2 above, is nu
merically very inefficient: for n »  tiq, where no is the initial state, the matrix elements, 
(n|z|m), are large, showing a rapid increase with (m +  n) see equation (2.14), so that a 
large number of basis states arc required to describe the dynamics in the vicinity of no 
adequately. In such situations, it is more efficient to uoc the momentum gauge repreoen 
tation, for which the Hamiltonian is given by equation (1.26), page 19; for convenience 
we re-write this in the form,

1 p2 ^
H(^z,p,t) =  ——p -----------—X(t) cos(Çlt 6 ), z > 0. (2.53)

On expanding the wave function in terms of the bound states of the unperturbed 
hydrogen atom

=  ]^6n(()Wexp[-LE;nt/%)|, ' (2.54)
n

we obtain the following coupled equations for the amplitudes 6n(£),

i % ^  =  - —4 ^  cos(fi£ 4- hm{n\p\m) exp[i(En -  Em)tlfi], (2.55)
d t  m  . .

where p is the momentum operator, We now see that for high frequencies these equations 
have two advantages over those in equation (2.12), page 43, obtained using unperturbed 
hydrogenic basis states with the dipole gauge Schrodinger equation (2.3):

1. the coupling terms are 0(Q~^) so that the overall coupling between states is re
duced;

2. the matrix elements are, on using the Heisenberg correspondence principle,

^  ® =  (2-56)

which decay more slowly with increasing s than those of z, equation (2.14) above, 
but decrease with (m 4- n) rather than increase,
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2.6.1 C om pensated energy representation

A similar approach was used by Leopold and Richards (1989) in their study of the quantal 
response of a one-dimensional Hydrogen atom to a high-frequency time-dependent field. 
By using the conventional dipole gauge Hajniltonian, equation (1.35) given on page 21 
above, the authors noted that for high frequency fields a classical orbit comprises seg
ments of ellipses upon which are superimposed small, high-frequency oscillations and 
conjectured that the quantal dynamics should be similar so that the high n-states should 
play a relatively uniniportant role in the quantum dynamics. This unimportant oscilla
tory behaviour was removed by using the compensated energy representation of Leopold 
and Percival (1979). Classically, the rate of change of momentum is given by,

P = - ^  = | , - / W ,  (2.57)

SO th a t ,  for large  v a lu es  o f  z , th e  rap id  o sc illa tio n s  m a y  b e  rem o v ed  b y  in tr o d u c in g  th e  

c o m p e n sa te d  m o m e n tu m  P c  w ith ,

Pc(£) =  p(£) 4-a(£), a(t) = J  (2.58)

This new momentum defines the compensated Hamiltonian,

He = -  J ,  (2.59)

and as this is an approximate constant of the motion, Leopold and Richards (1989) sug
gested that a basis expansion using the eigenstates of He rather than those of Hq would be 
numerically more eflScient. It should be noted that the compensated Hamiltonian (2.59), 
is similar to Hamiltonian (2.53) above, but not the same as He is an approximation. 

Diagonalization of He was carried out by introducing the ‘compensated energy’ states,

C„(z,£) =  (z|n) exp[-iza(£)/^], a(£) = /(£ ) , where J7cC'„(z,£) =  E„C„(z,£). (2.60)

Thus, on writing the wave function as,

'I/(z,£) ^  ^6„(£)Crt(z,£)exp(-ijEn£/^), (2.61)
n

Leopold and Richards (1989) obtained equations of motion for the amplitudes, bn{t), 
similar to those given by equation (2.55) above.

Using this representation, Leopold and Richards (1989) were able to show that, for 
moderate fields which axe slowly switched on and off, only the few quasi-resonant states, 
nfc, defined by,

—M  ^  k N, (2.62)
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for some suitable M, N ,  where no labels the initial state (see also Jensen et al 1988), 
are significantly populated and found that a basis comprising typically between ten and 
twenty compensated energy quasi-resonant states provided a remarkably good and effi
cient basis. For f2o »  1, many states lie between these quasi-resonant states and thus 
there is a drastic reduction in the effective density of states lôading to differences between 
classical and quantal behaviour in this frequency region. Even for ?%o 3> 1 the differences 
between the high-frequency classical and quantal motion described by the dipole gauge 
Hamiltonian (1.35), see page 21, are quite dramatic. By considering a simple model, 
Leopold and Richards (1989) showed that for moderate values of the principle quantum 
number, no, the classical limit is only achieved for very strong fields for which the ion 
ization times are short, On the other hand, for fixed field strengths and variable rio, the 
authors suggest that the classical hmit is reached only for no 3r2g-

2.6.2 The Kram ers-H enneberger transform ation and stabilization

Other authors have also studied the high field frequency regime. Gavrila and Kamin
ski (1984) developed a non perturbative theory to describe cleetron-atom interactions in 
intense, high frequency, laser fields, Briefiy, by assuming the laser field to be described 
by the electrodynamic potential,

cF
A{t) =  —̂ècosCtt, (f> = 0 (2.63)

where c is the speed of fight and ê is the polarization vector, and applying the time- 
dependent Kramers-Henneberger transformation, r  —» r  4- a{t) (see Kramers 1956, Heu- 
neberger 1968 and also equation (2.4), page 41 above) , the authors obtained the accel
eration gauge Schrodinger equation,

+  V{r + a{t))j  (2.64)

where
g ft F

a{t) = ------- / dt'A{t') = oq Bin Qt, ao = -------------------------(2.65)
f iC  J o  fX\L

which is the quantal equivalent of the acceleration gauge Hamiltonian (1.37), see page 22 
of chapter 1.

At this point there arc two problems regarding the Kramers Hennoberger transforma 
tion which should be highlighted: firstly, there is no advantage to be gained in employing 
the Kramers-Henneberger frame to study the one dimensional Coulomb potential; sec 
ondly, gauge transformations are only exact for constant field envelopes.

Using the Floquet ansatz, described in section 2.3.3 above, Gavrila and Kamin
ski (1984) cast equation (2.64) in the equivalent form of a system of coupled, time- 
independent differential equations for the Floquet components of the wave function,
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containing the quasi-energy E  which is, in general, complex. By keeping |ao| ~  0(1) with 
respect to O, an iteration scheme was developed to solve these equations with successive 
steps containing increasing powers of 0 “ .̂ To the lowest order, the system reduces to 
the time-independent Schrodinger equation,

+  Vo(aoj^)^ (2.66)

for the Floquet component, where,

Fb(ao,r) =  - /  d<f>V(r + aosmcf)), (2.67)
7T J —-̂

is the mean or ‘dressed- potential. This is the quantal equivalent of the classical mean 
motion Hamiltonian described by equation (1.68), see page 29 of chapter 1, with |ao| =  
aX{t). To the next order in the iterative procedure, multi-photon processes become 
possible and an imaginary part is obtained for E  together with expressions for the n- 
photon decay rates.

Using this prescription, Pont and Gavrila (1987) and Pont et al. (1988) calculated 
the levels of a ground-state hydrogen atom interacting with an intense, high-frequency, 
laser field. The time independence of the Schrodinger equation (2,66) lead the authors to 
predict that a high-frequency field would not ionize the system. This effect, whereby the 
ionization probability decreases whilst the field amplitude increases over some intors^al, 
the field frequency remaining fixed, has since been termed ‘stabilization’, although this 
term is not always clearly defined; the definition of stabilization often differs between 
papers and occasionally within a single paper.

The theoretical prediction of atomic stabilization has since been a source of great 
controversy. The described approach assumes that the atom can be eicposcd to a con 
stant, high intensity, high-frequency field; however, high powered lasers are invariably
pulsed so that the effect of the field switch must be taken into account. In addition,
the experimental observability of such an effect has also been brought into question (see 
Bardsley and ComeUa 1989, Pont and GavrUa 1990) because the states are very short 
lived at intermediate field strengths and may not survive the buUd-up of intensity in a 
true laser field. Recently a v a s t  amount of theoretical and computational effort hao boon 
directed towards resolving this controversy. Only a few of the major contributions are 
mentioned here.

In an attempt to resolve this controversy, several authors (see, for example, Bardsley 
and ComeUa 1989, Su et al. 1990, Burnett et al. 1991, Pont et al. 1991) have made 
time-dependent calculations in the Kramers-Henneberger frame using a simpler one
dimensional atomic model, the so-caUed ‘soft-core’ model, V{x) = —l / > / l  -I- x^, with 
the field ampUtude either being switched on gradually over a number of field periods
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to some constant value, or switched on and off. These calculations provide qualitative 
confirmation of some of the predictions of stabilization thcorj^ in that either the ionization 
rate, after the initial switch on time, or the total ionization probability after the pulse, io 
an increasing function for ‘small’ field strengths but, at higher field amplitudes, reaches 
a maximum and then decreases.

Tang and Basile (1091) questioned theoretical calculations using a one dimensional 
model, noting that these may lack many of the fundamental properties of the real three 
dimensional atom. By numerically integrating both one- and three-dimensional time- 
dependent soft-core models in the momentum gauge and using a Gaussian envelope for 
the vector potential (Knight 1993) to switch the field on and off, the authors found 
that only for extremely short pulses did the system exhibit a significant probability of 
surviving at the end of the pulse. Further, it was shown that the one dimensional model 
exhibits a higher siirviml probability than the three-dimensional. These findings were 
confirmed by independent numerical studies of the three dimensional atom by Kulander 
et al. (1991) and Horbatsch (1991).

Time-independent calculations using Floquet methods (see for instance Pont and 
Gavrila 1990, Dorr et al. 1991, Vos and Gavrila 1992) also show that, in some cases, 
for fixed field frequency, the ionization rate decreases with increasing field strength until 
some minimum is reached after which it increases. However, there is no reason to suppose 
that the mechanisms producing these time independent stabilization effects are the same 
as those which produce time-dependent stabilization.

One of the principal difficulties encountered in the study of these strong field effects 
has been the lack of good analytic approximations from which physical insight can bo ob 
tained. All the results quoted above have been produced by fairly intensive computations 
which provide little physical insight and, moreover, do not allow for a systematic inves
tigation of parameter space. Indeed, for frequencies high enough to produce one-photon 
ionization, there appears to be no simple explanation for the observed phenomenon. At 
lower frequencies, where two photons are required to reach the continuum, recent ex
perimental observations by Jones and Bucksbaum (1991) of highly stable Stark states of 
barium irradiated by an intense, short-pulse laser field suggest that this phenomenon is 
best explained in terms of the model presented by Burnett et al. (1991) where coupling 
to excited states is responsible for some of the behaviour. Whether this experimental 
observation of suppressed ionization is a true manifestation of atomic stabilization ao 
understood from a purely theoretical point of view remains to be seen.

A quite different stabilization mechanism, valid for short pulses has been suggested by 
Richards (1993). By considering the one-dimensional hydrogen atom in the presence of 
a high-frequency field, where the interaction time is shorter than, or comparable to, the
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classical orbital period and the frequency, Q, is sufficiently high that one or two photon 
ionization is possible, the author is able to make analytic approximations to obtain the 
dependence of the ionization probability on the field strength. For the case where the 
field frequency is sufficiently high to produce one-photon ionization, the author finds that, 
after an initial rise, at relatively weak fields, the quantal ionization probability reaches 
a local maximum at that field for which the energy transfer, Clh, becomes classicedly 
accessible. Thus, in this case, it is seen that stabihzation cam be interpreted as a ‘rainbow’ 
phenomenon, the low intensity side of the maximum being on the dark side of the rainbow 
with oscillations on the bright side.

From these few examples it seems plausible that there is no single mechanism for 
stabilization but that different mechanisms occur for different types of fields.

2.7 The quantal map

As has already been seen, solving the time-dependent Schrodinger equation is exceedingly 
time-consuming when there are many coupled states. For this reason any approximate 
scheme enabling the time-dependent Schrodinger equation to be integrated with relative 
ease is welcome. This section considers one such approximate scheme which is applicable 
for scaled frequencies Do > 2.

The idea of using a map as an approximate quantal evolution operator for the one
dimensional hydrogen atom perturbed by a periodic field was first introduced by Casati 
et al. (1987a) (see also Casati et al. 1988 and Graham 1988 for details). The derivation of 
this map, the so-called quantum Kepler map, was based upon the construction a classical 
area-preserving map, which gave the change of the appropriate dynamical variables over 
one orbital period of the electron, followed by a direct quantization of this map. More 
recently, Graham and Hohnerbach (1990, 1991) have developed the Morse map using a 
similar technique in order to study periodically driven molecular vibrations in the Morse 
potential in both the classical description and its quantal counterpart. In this section, 
these two specific results are generalized to provide a quantal map appUcable to a wide 
variety of one-dimensional systems (see also Dando and Richards 1990).

2.7.1 D erivation  o f the general quantal map

In this section the general quantal map is derived by obtaining an expUcit quantization 
of the classical map, given by equations (1.91) and (1.92) on page 37. The connection 
between quantal operators and classical generating functions is described in detail by 
Miller (1974); in this case, since our derivation assumes the perturbation to be small, 
the pre-exponential factor can be ignored and the quemtal operator further simpUfied by
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noting that the generating function, equation (1.90) above, is simply the product of the 
evolution for the ‘free’ motion, 27tI, and the ‘kick’, Tsmi/). Thus,

Û =  exp Pexp {F{T,£)s\ni) + s\n7l)F{f,èŸj (2 .68)

where £ is the operator conjugate to ^  =  —ihd/&i/j, the product has been symmetrized 
and where P  is a projection operator onto the bound statcG, that is those values of £ for 
which the action I{£)  is defined, < £^ = /Q, where E^  is the separatrix energy. The
eigenfunctions of £ are approximations to the quasi-resonant states, equation (2,62), in 
angle-action representation and the eigenvalues of £ are the integer labels of these states 
with the origin chosen, for convenience, to coincide with the initial state, Iq =  no^. In 
order to avoid confusion capitals are used for these eigenvalues, so that

£{K) = Ho{noh)/Q, + KU, K  = - L , " - , M  (2.69)

where the M  -I 1 is the omalleot number of photons required for direct ejccitation from 
the initial state to the continuum and where L is some lowest level usually chosen to 
ensure convergence, see Leopold and Richards (1990). One must be careful to avoid 
confusion between the classical iterates £k and the quanta! eigenvalues £{K). Notice 
that the values of the action variable, J, corresponding to these eigenstates, that is the 
solutions of the equation £q -f NU =  Ho{I)/Q., are not necessarily integer multiples of U, 
that is they do not coincide with the original states of Hq, except possibly at particular 
values of D. Moreover, many states of H q may lie between consecutive eigeuslates of U, 
see for example equation (2.62), page 56 above.

The eigenvalues of £ are neither bounded above nor below. This m clearly unphysical 
but, in most, circumstances, unimportant. The higher states are removed by the projec
tion operator, P; the lower states cause no problem provided they remain insignificantly 
populated. For the quantal calculations presented in chapter 3, it is found that convor 
gence is achieved before the value of L, equation (2.69), becomes unphysically large. It 
is also found that L  can often be predicted using classical dynamics.

The operation of U on the wave funetion io the quantal equivalent of one iteration 
of the classical map (1.91) and (1.92). The most significant difference being that for the 
classical map it is possible to keep track of time along the individual orbito, whoreac this 
is impossible for the quantal map. A quantal state is represented by a classical torus: 
classically, we can take each point on the torus and follow its time evolution; quantally, 
each state now lies on a different classical torus having a different fundamental frequency 
and hence the meaning of time is lost (see also Casati et al 1990, Leopold and Richards 
1990).
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The M th iteration of the initial state |0) is then Û ^ \ 0 ) and the ionization probability
is

=  1 -  |â " |0 > |4  (2.70)

A convenient way of using U is to construct its matrbt representation in the eigenstates 
of £, that is

{i}\N) =  expiiNrp), (2.71)
V27T

and an easy way of obtaining the matrix elements of the exponential of an operator is to 
find each column by solving the set of coupled differential equations

^  'E ,{N \Ê sm ^  + sini>:F\P)UpR, (2.72)

by integrating from z =  0 to z =  1 with initial conditions Unr{0 ) — Since the
right hand side is non-zero only for P  =  iV ±  1 and since the basis of quasi-resonant 
states is relatively small, it is a quite trivial task to solve these equations. The resultant 
matrix is, however, unitary so ionization io missing; thio io because couphng to the con 
tinuum has been removed by including only bound ctatoc in equation (2.72), the function 
T {r , 6 ) being undefined in the continuum bccaucc the action I  io defined only for bound 
motion. For the Morse potential Graham and Hohnerbach (1990, 1991) have overcome 
this problem by extending the classical unperturbed Hamiltonian, H q, into the region of
unbound motion, £  > £ ^ , —oo < ^  < oo, and thus obtain an analytic continuation of
T{r,£)  into the continuum. Here, we adopt the semiclassical approximation of Leopold 
and Richards (1990), outhned in oeotion 3=1.4 above, which mimics the classical ioniza 
tion of equation (1.93), see page 38, and which we consider to be more realistic as the 
meaning of the analytic continuation oi T{r,£)  is unclear and, moreover, requires the 
Fourier coefficients to be analytic functions which restricts the class of potentials to those 
for which the coefficients can be obtained in closed form; the method outlined below is 
not limited by this constraint.

The basis of our approximation is the classical ionization probability per ‘kick’, 
P^{£k) of equation (1.93). This can be incorporated into the differential equations (2.72) 
simply by adding a decay rate —D[N)UNR/ii to the right hand side, where D{N) =  
P^{£{N))/2  with £(N)  the ‘energy’ of the quasi-resonant level N.  A uniform semiclassi
cal approximation to this decay rate is given by equation (2.47) above, with a = T {N )/h ,  
P{N) = T{r{N),£{N)).

Thus the final set of equations for the matrix elements are

=  -D {M )U m r  + \ { P ( M ) + P { M - 1 ) ) U m - xr - :

=  -D (N )U n r  (2.73)
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+ \  m N )  + F{N  -  1)1 C/w-i « -  (T̂ (iV) +  F{N + 1)1 Un+1 „)

=  - D ( - L ) U ^ l r - \ { H - L ) + H - L  +  1) )U- l-h i i -

These equations can be used to obtain the matrix elements of U  and then the iterates 
of the wave function are obtained either by multiplication of the matrix or by finding 
ils eigenvectors. Some results for the application of thio map to the Morce oscillator are 
presented in the next chapter.

2,7.2 D ynam ical P hoton ic Localization

The response of excited hydrogen atoms to a high-frequency microwave field, Do > 1, 
has been a source of interest and controversy for both theoreticians and experimentalists 
since Casati et al. (1984), using a quantal one-dimensional model, observed a quantal 
limitation of classically chaotic m otion and predicted that classical and quantal ioniza
tion mechanisms are different for a wide range of field strengths. The authors further 
conjectured that the quantum excitation process is determined by competition between 
a diffusive process that would be predicted classically and the ‘localizing’ effects of quan
tum interference, which tends to suppress the diffusive broadening of the wave function 
at a maximum spread, the so-called ‘localization length’. f

Using a curious mixture of classical diffusion theory and quantum mechanics, Casati 
and co-workers obtained an expression for the localization length in terms of the classical 
local diffusion coefficient and determined quantitative conditions for diffusive ionization 
to take place in the quantal system (see the review by Casati et al. 1987b for details). 
In particular, the authors pointed to a ‘window’ of field strength, determined by the 
classical chaotic border, Fc h  defined by equation (1.65), page 28 of chapter 1, below 
which there is no diffusive motion, and the ‘delocalization border’, Fd  of equation (2.77) 
below, which defines the critical value of the field strength above which the increase in 
the classical diffusion coefficient, and hence the localization length, triggers an unending 
escape of the wave function into the continuum despite the paralyzing effect of quan^ 
tum interference. It was claimed that within this window of field strength the classical 
diffusive process is ‘frozen’ by quantum effects and a quasi-stationary distribution over 
the unperturbed levels is reached. This phenomenon has since been termed ‘dynamical 
photonic localization’.
' An unsatisfactory aspect of this theory was its inability to account for the form of 
the localized distribution, in particular the chain of equidistant multiphoton peaks in 
the tail of the steady-state distribution function observed in numerical simulations by 
Casati e£ al. (1984, 1987b). For this reason, the authors were unable to estimate quantal 
ionization rates using localization theory.
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An alternative theoretical approach, suggested by Casati et al (1987a, 1988), which 
confirmed the older results and, moreover, allowed for a gross description of the whole 
distribution, was based upon the construction of the quantum Kepler map. Thus a close 
connection was established between the hydrogen atom problem and the quantum-kicked 
rotator^, a simple quantal model whore the numerically observed quanta! limitation of 
classical chaotic excitation (see, for instance, Casati et al 1979) had been formally related 
by Fishman et al (1982) and Grempel et al (1984) to Anderson localization, a theory 
originally developed to describe the effects of disorder on electronic wave functions in a 
spatiaUy-periodic, one-dimensional, lattice.

A more direct link between the quantum Kepler map and the one- dimensional lattice 
equation, derived by Shepelyansky (1987), led Casati and co-workers to predict that the 
localized distribution should be exponential in the number of absorbed photons^ the form 
of the steady-state distribution being ‘borrowed’ from the results obtained by Chirikov 
and Shepelyansky (1986) for the quantum-kicked-rotator, namely.

2|iV-iVo|
(2.74)

where N  — labels the ‘photonic state’ and is equal to the number photons absorbed
by the system, is the photonic localization length and N q = —[710/ 2^ 0] labels the initial
photonic state; here, [z] denotes the integer part of x.. By assuming that F > FcHy 
equation (1.65), so that the classical motion is chaotic and the distribution in action 
/ ( n , r )  obeys, approximately, a Fokker-Planck equation,

W  =  (2.75)

where Dd is the classical diffusion rate, Casati et al (1988) used a simple heuristic ap
proach to show that, for the hydrogen problem^ an estimate for the photonic localization 
length, 1̂ , may be obtained by setting it equal to the constant diffusion coeflScient of the 
classical Kepler map.

For ^  AO , where AO =  [no/2fio] is the number of photons needed for ionization from 
the initial state, the corresponding ionization rate is negligible so that homogeneous 
exponential localization is expected.

The decreasing tail in the distribution function, ftq of equation(2.74), for increasing 
N  shows the ‘exponential photonic localization’ behaviour which can be expected for 
liP Nj. At higher field strengths, the localization length increases until, at «  Nj,

^Interest in the  quantum -kicked-rotator was originally m otivated by the  known chaotic dynam ics of 
the  corresponding classical system, the standard m ap discussed in section 1.7 above.
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the distribution extends fax enough for there to be appreciable transport of action to the 
continuum and occurs for scaled fields with,

nV6
=  v m '  (2.77)

where Fd is the ‘delocalization border’ (see Casati et al 1988).
To account for the experimental cut-off®, ric, Brivio et al (1988) defined the ionization 

probability to be the total probabihty above the level n = ric (see also Casati et al 1990). 
An estimate for the 10% threshold field was then obtained by evaluating the integral®.

L̂  diî/Æ -  0.1 R c -  ~ r f  1 • (2-78)

where i? =  jA" — iVo|. It is this border that is often referred to as being the closest to the 
expérimental threshold for 10% ‘ionization’ and was used to analyze the experimental 
results of Bayfield et al (1989) and Galvez et al (1988).

At this point, it should be noted that localization theory only describes some ‘average’ 
behaviour of the system when fig > 2 and l̂ p Nj. It does not encompass the physics 
producing the experimentally observed resonances nor does it take into account the effect 
of the field envelope or the total interaction time: the final-state distribution is given with 
the field envelope at its maximum value. Nor has it yet treated the case of a static field 
superimposed with the microwave field so crucial to the quasi-one-dimensional experi
ments of Bayfield et al (1989) where the good agreement obtained between theoretical 
predictions and experimental results was claimed to validate the theory of photonic local
ization. Perhaps more surprisingly, and also somewhat paradoxically for a theory used to 
understand the ionization process, the continuum, or more significantly the interaction 
time, does not feature in this theory.

That there is indeed a range of field strengths for which the quantal probabihties are 
localized but for which the classical system is chaotic is now accepted as theoretically 
correct. Furthermore, recent experimental results of Galvez et al (1988) and Bayfield 
et al (1989) confirm that for Oq > 2 the experimental ionization threshold is higher than 
that predicted by classical dynamics, although no detailed measurements of the excited- 
state population have yet been made so there is, as yet, no direct experimental evidence 
for quantal localization. However, the more precise predictions of Casati et al (1988) 
regarding the underlying dynamics giving rise to the observed behaviour, namely the 
existence of the delocalization border, F/j, equation (2.77), below which the quantal

^Experimentally, ‘ionization’ often consists of true transport to  the  continuum .pfus excitation to  final 
n -sta tes above some cut-off n-value, Uc, determ ined by static electric fields used in the  appauratus for 
particle defiection and detection, see Koch (1990) for detadls.

® An analytic estim ate for the  integral (2.78) is given by Chirikov (1989).
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probability is exponentially localized and above which there is ‘diffusive’, ionization, are 
still a source of some controversy.

Leopold and Richards (1989) studied the response of a one-dimensional hydrogen 
atom to a high-frequency microwave field using the compensated energy representation, 
described in section 2.G.1 above. For wealc fields they found exponential decay of the quan 
tal probabilities, as predicted by Casati et al. (1988), but that the range of fields for which 
this behaviour occurred was not given by the condition Fq < F^, equation (2.77). In
stead, they conjectured that the existence of an appro3dmate selection rule (see Richards 
et al. 1989a), which drastically reduces the density of states, was the main reason for 
disagreement between classical and quantal dynamics at high-frequencies; the relevant 
parameter was found to be the reduced action given by,

(2-79)

For A  < 1 transitions between adjacent quasi-resonant states are classically forbidden 
and the theoretical quantal probabilities were found to be smaller than the classical. 
For > 1, it was found that the wave function was spread over many quasi-resonant 
states but that this was not a sufficient condition for classical dynamics to provide a good 
description of the motion, thus contradicting the prediction of Casati et al. (1988) that 
for Fq > Fd the quantal and classical excitation processes will be similar.

A further study by Jensen et al. (1989b) found the quantal distributions to be very 
different to those predicted by localization theory. The authors developed an alternative 
theory which provided both an estimate of the width of the quantum distribution and 
a necessary condition for diffusive ionization. Again, the relevant parameter was found 
to be the reduced action A  of equation (2.79). For X < 1, a two-level approach was 
used to show that each peak in the distribution is dominated by a single photon-state. 
As A  increases, the height of each succeeding photon peak increases and the two-level 
model breaks down; the narrow photon peaks are all strongly coupled and the quantum 
picture is well described by the few quasi-resonant states (see Richards et al. 1989a). 
For X 2, neither the two-level nor the truncated basis theories could be applied. 
Instead, Jensen and co-workers used the high density of coupled states to write down a 
set of master equations (see, for example, van Kampen 1981) to describe the transport of 
probabihty between the photon resonances, an approach which neglects all interference 
effects. These master equations were then approximated by a classical Fokker-Planck 
equation from which the authors concluded that the diffusive description is only valid 
when A " ^  2. This gives a new criterion for the onset of quantal ‘diffusive’ ionization:

Fo > F r ~  2.4f!o''V"o- (2.80)
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Thus, Jensen et al (1989b) predict that dynamical photonic localization theory is only 
applicable for Fr /F d — 0.23A;^^ »  1; that is when the number of photon pcalio between 
the initial state and the continuum is large, N j  »  19. Thus, it would appear that 
localization theory is only valid at much larger quantum numbers than are accessible in 
current experiments.

Koch (1990) has made a very careful study of the Galvez et al (1988) and the Bayfield 
et al (1989) experimental data. For ric = 89 localization theory roughly reproduces 
the mean behaviour of the experimental data of Galvez et al (1988) but for ric = 175 
significantly overestimates the 10% ‘ionization’ threshold. Both n-cutoflF values satisfy 
the Casati et al (1990) criteria for the applicability of localization theory, A/. The 
author concludes that the photonic localization theory does not quantitatively reproduce 
experimental data for all conditions so far investigated and that the distribution over 
final bound atomic states n tiq is not the one ‘borrowed’ from the kicked-rotator 
model, given by equation (2.74) above. These conclusions diflfer from those presented by 
Bayfield et al (1989).

Whilst localization theory does not agree quantitatively with all experimental and 
numerical data, it should be recognized that its prediction of the quantal suppression 
effect, now verified by two independent experiments (Galvez et al 1988 and Bayfield 
et al 1989) and many calculations (see, for example, Casati et al 1988, Leopold and 
Richards 1989 and Jensen et al 1989b, Jensen et al 1991), was crucial in drawing both 
experimental and theoretical attention to the region of high-scaled field frequencies. The 
elegant route along which Casati and co-workers developed the theory should be also 
be acknowledged. However, a clear implication is that the present version of photonic 
localization theory does not correctly describe transport to the final, bound n-levels that 
are far from the initial level, uq.

In the next chapter we use the classical and quantal maps, derived above in sections 1.7 
and 2.7 respectively, to study the classical and quantal motion of the Morse oscillator in 
the presence of a periodic, high-frequency, field. We provide further numerical evidence 
that localization theory, as described in this section, does not describe correctly the 
quantal evolution of this system.
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C hapter 3

T h e M orse  oscilla tor in  a h igh -freq u en cy  field

3.1 Introduction

In this chaptor wo prooont roDultc of numorioal oaloulationc carried out in the region of 
high field frequency, Aa a model for our diacuecion we consider the driven Morse
oscillator, described by Hamiltonian (3.1) below.

The analytic properties of the Morse potential mean that its response to a high 
frequency periodic field is distinctly diflferent to that of the one-dimensional Coulomb 
potential. In particular, we see that the Fourier components of the classical motion, 
see equation (3.7) below, and hence the critical field strength required for the onset of 
chaotic ionization, increase with increasing field frequency. This means that at very 
high frnqiienGieSj the cyctom may ionize \da the mean motion mechanisms diocuoocd in 
chapter 1, section 1.6 above. By numerically integrating Hamilton’s equations of motion, 
and by iterating the area-preserving map derived in section 1.7 above, we are able to 
delineate ranges of field frequency, for both suddenly and adiabatically switched fields, 
for which the classical system ionizes through regular orbits. In addition, by comparing 
ionization probabilities obtained by iterating both the claesical and quantal maps we arc 
able to dehneate circumstances where the classical and quantal dynamics agree.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2 we apply the 
classical theory, described in section 1.5 and 1Î6 above, to the driven Morse oscillator: 
First, we use the resonance overlap condition, equation (1.65) on page 28 above, to 
obtain a theoretical expression for the critical field strength required for the onset of 
chaotic ionization. Neact we consider- the mean motion dynamics and obtain expressions 
for the threshold fields required for the onset of both sudden and adiabatic moan motion 
ionization» By comparing these threshold fields we are able to predict the boundaries 
of three different regions of field frequency for which the classical ionizatwn mechanisms 
will be different.

In section 3.3 the numerical methods used to obtain the classical and ionization
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probabilities presented in sections 3.5 to 3.7 are described. The classical probabilities 
are obtained either by numerical integration of Hamilton’s equations or by iterating the 
classical area-preserving maps derived in section 1.7 above; in section 3.4 we discuss the 
accuracy of these classical maps, The quantal probabilities ^ e  obtained by iterating the 
quantal map described in section 2.7 above.

In sections 3.5 to 3.7 we compare the numerically calculated classical and quantal 
threshold fields and ionization probabilities with the theoretical values obtained, in sec
tion 3.2 for each of the three ranges of field frequency delineated in section 3.2. Finally, 
in section 3.8 we present some conclusions.

3.2 A pplication to  the M orse oscillator

In this section we obtain expressions for the critical field streng ths required for classical 
ionization to take place by each of the mochanicmo doGcribod in chapter 1 for the spécifie 
case of the periodically driven Morse oscillator for which the Hamiltonian corresponding 
to equation (1.27), see page 19, is given by,

i?m = ' +  1 (̂1 “  Gxp[—aç])^+ p —nr A(t) cos(f2t-f 5). (3.1)
I f J L  p L i C

The separatrix energy, Vqj and the length scale or ‘Morse parameter’, a, can be related 
by introducing the variable As = ^/2 jI%/a, which is the action of the separatrix, that 
is the area under the separatrix divided by 27t. The number of bound states the well 
can support is the integer part of AsfTi- We also introduce the-following dimonsionless 
variables; the scaled energy and field,

_ E _ 2 ulE  ^ _ F  2iiF

where for bound motion, 0 < e < 1. In terms of these scaled variables, the angle-action
variables, (^, J), of the unperturbed system are,

1(e) =  A s(l -  y/l -  e), exp[-ag(0)] =  -— , (3.3)
i  — COS u

and the unperturbed frequency is,

w(7) =  =  ^ ( A  -  I) =  —^ \ / l  -  6. (3.4)

Henceforth, it will be convenient to describe the initial state of the system using the 
initial scaled action and energy,

Ao =  Io/Aa, £o = A q( 2 - A o), (3.5)

respectively, where Iq is the initial value of the 2u:tion variable.
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3.2.1 The resonance overlap condition

For a general one-dimensional system, the critical field strength, F c h -> for the onset of 
chaotic motion is given by equation (1.65) on page 28. In order to obtain an expression for 
F c h  for the system under consideration here, we need to  calculate the  Fourier coefficients; 

from equation (1.56), page 25, these are,

(3.6)

=  ^ ( 2^ )  • (2.7)

In terms of the scaled veuriables, equation (3.2), and on substituting equation (3.7) into 
the expression (1.65) we obtain the scaled critical field strength for the onset of chaotic 
motion in the periodically driven Morse oscillator:

T being the ratio of the applied frequency to the unperturbed frequency. For field 
strengths, P > PcH^ we expect a significant proportion of the motion to be chaotic. How
ever, the analytic properties of the Morse potential mean that the Fourier coefficients, 
Vr of equation (3.7), decrease rapidly with increasing field frequency with a correspond
ing increase in the magnitude of PcH^ see the full curve of figure 3.1 on page 73: for 
Bufficiontly high frequency fields, this moans that the classical system may ionize via the 
mean-motion mechanisms which were discussed in section 1.6 above.

3.2.2 M ean-m otion

In section 1.6 above wo considered two simple ionization mechanisms which arc valid 
when the mean-motion Hamiltonian (1.68), see page 29, provides an accurate description 
of the dynamics, one which occurs for sudden field svdtcheo and the other for adiabatic 
ovdtchoo. Hero, wo obtain analytic expressions for the critical field strengths required 
for the onset of both sudden and adiabatic mean motion ionization in the driven Morse 
oscillator. These enable us to predict the field frequencies at which ionization by the 
mean-motion mechanisms will predominate.

For the Morse potential, the mean-motion Hamiltonian, see equation (1.68), page 29, 
becomes

TÏ =  - ^ pI +  Vb{l -  2Io(aa) exp(-aç2) +  Io(2aa) exp(-2aç2)}, (3.9)

where Jo(æ) is a modified Bessel function of zero order, not to be confused with the initial 
action, and a = FA(t)/fj.^l^.
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For the mean Hamiltonian (3.9), the action of the separatrix is,

Io(aa) . H a a )  
a y/Io{2aa) ‘ y/Io{2aa)’  ̂ ^

which is a decreasing function of a. Quahtally, this means that the number of bound 
states of the mean Hamiltonian, that is the integer part of A sjh ,  is also a decreasing 
function of a. The mean-motion angle-action variables (0,1) are,

7(e) =  Â , - A s V l - ê ,  (3.11)

exp[-ag2 (ë)l =  -  Jo(2aa)(l -  Ë) cos«’

where e =  E /V q is the scaled mean-motion energy with 0 < ë < 1 for bound motion, and 
the mean-motion frequency is,

ôJ(/) =  ^=- =  — {As -  I) = — A s V l  — 5. (3.13)
oi p fJ>

Firstly, we consider a sudden field switch.

Sudden field switch

For suddenly switched fields, the condition for ionization to occur is given by equa
tion (1.77), see page 31 above,

— 2pi ̂  cos 6  4- cos^ 6  2fi{E^ — Ed). (3.14)

In terms of the variables defined in this section, the following expression for the value of 
Pi at which the initial torus intersects the separatrix of i f  is obtained:

where O =  v4gra^(l — Ao)/p, and F = a^AlP/2 p. In appendix B, equation (3.15) is 
used to calculate the ionization probability, PsuD: as a function of Aq and r  averaged
over the field phase, 6 . However, by setting 5 =  0 and pi =  y/2 p>E =  aAay/Ao{2 — A ) ,  
an approximation to the critical field strength required for the onset ionization by the 
sudden mean-motion mechanism, that is the field strength at which 9 1  =  0  is the value 
at which the initial torus intersects the separatrix of if , can be obtained

which, for high frequencies, is eonoiderably lower than fields needed for chaotic ionization. 
This can be seen in figure 3.1 on page 73 where we show the theoretical curves given by
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Pc H and PsuDt equations (3.8) and (3.16) respectively, for A q =  0.5 and 1 < r  < 12. This 
type of ionization occurs only because the field is switched on suddenly and the averaging 
approximation is valid. Similarly, an approximate threshold field for 50% ionization can 
be obtained by setting 5 =  0 and obtaining the value of p  in equation (3.15), at which 
Pi =  0 is the value at which the initial torus intersects the separatrix of H. This is,

Ao =  2r(l -  A a f .  (3.17)

Adiabatic field switch

When the field is switched on adiabatically, the action, / ,  equation (3.11), of the mean- 
motion Hamiltonian (3.9), is an approximate constant of the motion and therefore re
mains close to its initial value, I q. The area under the separatrix, A(o:), of ff, is

A ( a )  =  27T Â  =  27T.4. (2 .1 8 )

which is a decreasing function of a; note that in equation (3.18), I q{x ) is again a modified 
Bessel function of zero order. Thus, the critical value of the field strength for adiabatic 
ionization to Occur is given by the value of a  at which the area under the separatrix
becomes equal to the area under the initial phase curve,

A  =  ~  2ar^(l -  A)^^AD- (3.19)

For aotAD > 1, that is A  < 0.8, this critical field strength is given to within 5% by

"  5 ^ (’ " ’ (2-2°)
on using the asymptotic form given by Abramowitz and Stegun (1965, equation 9.7.1). 
For high frequoncios, Pad is considerably lower than the fields needed for ehaotic ioniza
tion, PcH- This is shown in figure 3.2, see page 74, where the theoretical curves given 
by PcH and Pa d  ̂ equations (3.8) and (3.18) respectively, are depicted for A  =  0.5 and 
1 < r  < 12.

3 .2 .3  P r e d ic te d  b e h a v io u r

By comparing the theoretical threshold fields obtained in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, that 
is PcH^ PsuD and Pad of equations (3.8), (3.16) and (3.20) respectively, we are able 
to make some predictions about the theoretical classical ionization process at different 
values of the field frequency. We consider two ways of switching the field on-; suddenly 
and adiabatically.
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For a suddenly switched field, we use the values for Pch  and Psud^ equations (3.8) 
and (3.16) respectively, to estimate the values of at which we expect ionization to 
occur through chaotic orbits and through the mean-motion mechanism. In figure 3.1 
the theoretical curves given by Pch  (full curve) and PsuD (broken curve) for A q = 0.5 
and 1 < r  < 14 are shown. For fl<,12w, Pch < PsuD which suggests that, classical

S jO-,

4.0
C H

2.0

S U D

OX)
8 122 4 6 10 14

T = n /w

F igure  3.1 Graph showing the dependence of Pch  (equation (3.8)), full curve, and Psud  
(equation (3.16)), broken curve, with field firequency for A q =  0.5.

ionization will occur predominantly through chaotic orbits: for Q. > 12w, the onset of 
classical ionization is expected to occur through the mean-motion mechanism. Indeed, 
at Ü =  5w, Pch — 0.1 whereas Psud  — 0.67; for H =  15w, Pch — 7.89 and Psud — 2.01. 
By comparing the expressions for P c h  and PsuD^ given by equations (3.8) and (3.16) 
respectively, we see that as A q increases the value of r  at which Pch = Psud  also 
increases.

For an adiabatic switch, we use the values for P c h  and Pad^ equations (3.8) and 
(3.20) respectively, to delineate the values of the field frequency for which the onset of 
olaocical ionization wiU bo due to a eignifioant proportion of the orbits becoming chaotic 
and those for which the mean-motion mechanism will dominate. In figure 3.2 we show 
the theoretical curves given by Pch  (full curve) and Pad (broken curve) for A q = 0.5 and 
1 < r  < 27. For fl<,24w the threshold field strength for chaotic motion, Pch^ is much 
less than that required for mean-motion ionization. Pad- For example, when Q, = 15w, 
Pad — 620 and Pch  — 8. As increases, pen  increases exponentially until, at O 25w, 
Pad =  Pch- For Q. > 25w, we expect no chaotic ionization and, indeed, at Q =  30w, 
Pad — 2480 compared with Pch  — 14 950. By comparing the expressions for p en  and 
Pad^ given by equations (3.8) and (3.20) respectively, we see that as A q increases the 
value of r  at which Pch  =  Pad also increases.
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F igu re  3.2 Graph showing the dependence of Pch (equation (3.8)), full curve, and Pad (equa
tion (3.20)), b ro k en  curve, with field frequency for Aq — 0.5.

Thus, for field frequencies, u  < n<12w, we expect all classical ionization to be due 
to chaotic trajectories for both sudden and adiabatic switches. In the frequency range, 
12w <  fi < 24w, we expect all classical ionization to occur through chaotic orbits when 
the field switch is adiabatic but for suddenly switched fields we C3cpect classical ionization 
to occur through both the chaotic and mean-motion mechanisms. For very high field 
firequencies, Q > 24w, we expect all classical ionization to occur through the sudden 
and adiabatic mean-motion mechanisms. With this in m in d , we base our discussion 
of sections 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 upon these three different regions of field frequency and in 
each region we consider the effect of using both sudden and adiabatic switches. In the 
next section wo describe the numorioal methods used to obtain the classical and quantal 
ionization probabihties.

3.3 N um erical m ethods

In this section, the numerical methods used to obtain the classical and quantal ionization 
probabihties presented in the foUowing sections of this chapter are described. We rcstriet 
our discussion to the case A q =  l o f A s  =  0.5;.for fixed frequency ratio, r , and scaled field, 
P , the classical results are independent of A g .  Further results obtained by varying A q 

show the classical behaviour of this case to be typical. We note that the parameters Vq, 
a and fi may be varied by changing the value of As. In ah calculations and the remainder 
of this chapter we set a ^  =  1, so that the integer part of Ag is then the number
of bound states of the quantal system.
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3.3 .1  C la ss ic a l c a lc u la tio n s

The classical results given in this chapter were obtained either by numerically integrating 
the equations of motion in the acceleration gauge or by iterating the classical maps 
described in section 1.7 above; the accuracy of the maps is discussed in section 3.4 below.

The classical ionization probabihties were calculated using the Monte-Carlo method 
as described by Leopold and Percival (1979). We have assumed that the system was 
initiaUy on an unperturbed torus of the dipole gauge Hamiltonian, with action given 
by v4o, and that the initial value of the angle variable, ^o, was uniformly distributed 
in (0, 27t), but we used a stratified sample of either 200 or 1000 orbits. Each orbit was 
integrated for a time, Tm, or until the orbit satisfied the ionization conditions detailed 
below.

The osciUating field was switched on over Ma field periods or a time Ta = 27rMa/0, 
and lasted for Mm field periods or a time Tm- The field envelope function \{t)  was of 
the form,

' 0 , t < 0 , t > T m ,

=  0 < t < T . ,  (3.21)
1. T a < t < T „ - T a ,
sin^ 2̂ (Tin — t), Tm — Ta < t < Tm-» 

and we have assumed that ah results are independent of the form of \{ t)  for Ta sufficiently 
large. The value of Tm was chosen carefuhy; sufficiently large to show time for any 
chaotic Orbits to ionize, but smaU enough to keep eomputation time and numerical errors 
to a minimum. We consider two ways of switching the field on, suddenly (To =  0) or 
adiabatically (To >-0).

The main source of error is statistical, although this could be improved by integrating 
more orbits. If n» orbits from a sample of Ng ionize, then there is a 66% chance that the 
ionization probability hes in the range

Pi ±  y^Pi(l-Pi)/7V„ Pi =  m/N,,  (3.22)

and a 95% chance of it lying in twice this width. For Pi ~  0.5, the statistical uncertainty 
is about ±0.035 or ±7% when 200 orbits are used.

Numerical integration of Hamilton’s equations

The numerical solution of the equations of motion was carried out using a seventh-order 
Runge-Kutta^Fehiberg method (see for example Ledermann 1981 page 326). Ionization 
was said to have occurred once q{t) > qmax and e > 1.0. The value chosen for qmax 
depended upon both the value of Q and the field switch-on time. Ta. For field frequencies.
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Cl < 20w, surface-of-section plots (see for example Lichtenberg and Lieberman 1983), 
suggested a value of qmax =  5 should be used for all values of Ta, but for Q > 20w, these 
suggested that qmax =  5 for Ta =  0 and qmax =  15 for Ta > 0 should be used.

Iteration of the classical maps

The area-preserving classical map derived in section 1.7 above.

£k+i — ±-^(^j^fc+i) ^
2ttQ d T  .

was iterated with
r /2

t (E)  =
Ü

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)
n  V A  -  j  ' ^ JA i-2 Ç le '

which agrees with the expression used by Graham and Hohnerbach (1990, 1991) in their 
derivation of the Morse map. For the mean-motion map, T{r,E) was replaced with its 
mean-motion counterpart, T{r^£):

r(ë)f2

T{r,E)  =  27t
As ~ \JAg — 2CIE

_As — ^ A ^  — 2CIE ̂
(3.26)

where r{E) = Cl/\jA?g — 2CÎE and /q(x) and /i(x ) are modified Bessel functions of zero- 
and first-order respectively. Note that for small values of a, P{r,E) reduces to the 
expression (3.25) for T (r,^ ).

For both maps, the implicit equation (3.23) for was solved by supplying the 
initial estimate Ek+i — Ek to the NAG routine C05AJF. The modified Bessel functions,- 
Iq(x) and Ii(x) were calculated using the NAG routines S18AEF and S18AFF respectively. 
Ionization was said to have occurred once E > Aal2Cl. For the reasons given in chapter 1, 
we only consider the effect of a sudden switch when iterating the classical maps.

3.3.2 Q uantal calculations

The quantal results were obtained using the map described in section 2.7 with

Çl/2y/A^,-2e{N)il

T {N ) =
Cl
TTpAs

A  -  y x ;  -  2E{N)n

r ( l - A o )

As + V>^i-2E{N)Çl^

e x p (-r( l -  w4o)), 2E{N)Cl A^,

(3.27)

with n  =  tA s{1 — v4o) and 

E(0) =
A s A q { 2  — v 4 o )  

2r(l -  Xo) ’ E{N) =  E(0) +  NU. (3.28)
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Notice that if 2E(N)Q ~  A^, that is for states near the separatrix, then P{N )  is prac
tically independent of N  and the map is then similar to the quantum Kepler map with 
T {N )  replacing k (see Leopold and Richards 1990, equation 9) but with a different phase 
which, because the number of states is finite, remains bound in contradistinction to the 
quantum Kepler map.

The quantal operator, Û  of equation (2.68), page 61, was constructed by solving the 
coupled differential equations (2.72), see page 62, using the NAG routine D02CAF. The 
iterates of the wave function were thon obtained by finding the eigenvectors and values of 
Ù using the NAG routines F02AKF and F04ADF respectively. As with the classical maps, 
we only consider the effect of a sudden switch when using the quantal map.

3.4 A ccuracy o f th e classical map

In this section the ionization probabihties obtained by iterating the classical maps de
rived in section 1.7, one given by equations (3.23) and (3.24), the other based upon the 
approximate mean-motion Hamiltonian of equation (1.96), are compared with those ob
tained by exact numerical integration of Hamilton’s equations. All numerical integration 
was carried out as described in section 3.3 above.

For field frequencies Q < 12w, figure 3.1 suggests that all classicsd ionization takes 
place through chaotic orbits and that the mean motion mechanism plays httlc or no part 
in the dynamics, Thus^ it might,be expected that probabihties obtained by iterating the 
classical maps should be in good agreement with those obtained by numerical integration. 
In table 3.1 we show probabihties at fi =  5a; with varying field strength; ah three prob
abihties agree remarkably weU, even at high fields where P* — 0.9. Other comparisons, 
see for instance figure 3.8, suggest that the map is accurate down to fi =  2a;.

T abic  3.1 Comparison of classical ionization probabihties obtained by integrating Hamilton’s 
equations, using the arearpreserving map, P/”“̂ , and the mean-motion map, for
fi = 5a;, a sudden field switch and 1500 field osciUations. In each case, 1000 orbits were used 
with Aa  = 100 and A q = 0.5.

0.05 0.055 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16

0.06 0.11 0.23 0.41 ' 0.56 0.62 0.73 0.86 0.91 0.94
pmap 0.09 0.15 0.27 0.40 0.52 0.54 0.73 0.77 0.87 0.93
pmn 0.09 0.12 0.23 0.39 0.52 0.62 0.85 0.94 0.95 0.97

For field frequencies, fi > 12a;, figure 3,1 suggests that the mean motion Hamhtonian 
of equation (3.9) is the correct approximation. Table 3.2 shows similar results to table 3.1
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but at the higher frequency, fi =  15w. Here it can be seen that for P, < 0.3 the mean-map 
is a far better approximation than the map based upon the unperturbed motion, but for 
Pi > 0.5 there is little difference between the two. Other comparisons, see for instance

Table 3.2 Comparison of classical ionization probabilities obtained by integrating Hamilton’s 
equations, using the area-preserving map, P/”“ ,̂ and the mean-motion map, P/””, for 
fi =  15w, a sudden field switch and 2500 field oscillations. In each case, 200 orbits were used 
with Aa = 100 and Aq = 0.5.

, -9 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0

P t 0.02 0.10 0.19 0.27 0.55 0.78 0.90 0.93 0.95 0.97
pTTiap 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.79 0.89 0.96 0.97 0.99
pmn 0.03 0.13 0.19 0.27 0.54 0.76 0.87 0.91 0.95 0.94

figure 3,13 on page 88, also chow the mean map to be a far better approadmation at 
higher field frequencies.

The agreement ohown here between the ionization probabihtiec obtained by iterating 
the maps and numerically integrating Hamilton’s equations is not unexpected; Casati 
ct al (1988) have shown that the claesical Kepler map mimics the eicact dynamics fairly 
accurately whilst Graham and Hohnerbach (1990, 1991) compare results obtained by 
iterating the classical Morse map for the same parameter values studied in exact classical 
calculations by Walker and Preston (1977) and find good quantitative agreement.

From these comparisons we conclude that the classical map mimics the cjcaet dynam 
icc remarltably well, but that at high field frequencies and wealc fields it is necessary to 
use the niean motion Hamiltonian to define the unperturbed motien, This suggests that 
a quantal map based upon those classical maps should also be a good approximation to 
the exact quantal solution.

3.5 C lassically chaotic region

For field frequencies, fi < 13w, all classical ionization taltes place through chaotic orbits, 
Figure 3.3 shows the variation in P* with scaled field strength, P, when fi =  5a», for which 
Pch  — 0.097, and various values of switch-time. Ma, and field phase, 6: all ionization 
probabilities were calculated by exact numerical of the equations of motion as described 
in section 3.3 above. The similaritios between the four curares suggest that the ionization 
probabihties, Pi~, are almost independent of the field phase and not very Sensitive to the 
field switch-on time. Additionally, the relatively low value of P required for ionization
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F ig u re  3.3 Graph showing the dependence of the classical ionization probability, Pj, with P 
for varying field switch-on times and field phase for O = 5w, Aq = 0.5 and A,  — 100. The sudden 
switch, Ma = 0 with Mm = 1500, are shown by full circles {6 = 0) and asterisks (6 = 7r/2). The 
adiabatic switch. Ma = 500 with Mm = 2500, are shown by crosses (d = 0), and open circle 
(d = 7t /2). All ionization probabilities were obtained by numerical integration of Hamilton’s 
equations.

compared with J3sud — 0.67 means that all classical ionization taJses place through 
chaotic orbits.

In figure 3.4 we compare various ionization probabilities, obtained by iterating the 
classical and quantal maps, as functions of j3 for Q = 5w and the long time of 1500 field 
periods. The quantum mechanical probabilities shown in figure 3.4 are complicated to 
describe as these now depend upon As- We see that for As = 100 the classical (crosses) 
and quantal (full curve) are quite diflFerent, with the quantal probabilities approaching 
the classical probabilities with increasing As- The reason for this is quite simple. The 
approximate number of quasi-resonant levels is N q r  ~  As{l — Ao)/2r^ so that for As =  
100, N q r  ~  5, and this is a very small number of states. As iVg/j, that is As, increases 
we expect the quantal probabilities to approach the classical probabilities (which are 
independent of As for fixed -4o).

There are two main difierences between the classical and quantal probabilities shown 
in figure 3.4. First, we note that even at As = 1500 there are many oscillations in the 
quantal probabilities, though it is not known whether these are real or a consequence of 
using a map — for the quantum Kepler map, it has been shown (Leopold and Richards
1990) that similar oscillations are a property of the map and the mechanism producing 
these is also present in the Morse map. Second, the quantal probabilities are smaller than 
the classical probabilities: it is not immediately clear whether this is a real difference in 
the bound-state dynamics or duo to the difforont manner in which ionisation is treated
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F igu re  3.4 Graph showing the dependence of the ionization probability with 0  î o t  f t  = and 
Au =  0.5. Probabilities shown by the crosses were obtained from the classical map using 1000 
orbits with Aa =  100; those shown by the full, dotted and broken curves from the quantal map 
with Aa = 100, 500 and 1500 respectively. A sudden switch was used with Mm — 1500.

in the classical and quantal systems. On doubling the quantal decay rates probabilities 
are obtained which differ insignificantly from those in figure 3.4, which suggests that the 
bound-state dynamics is responsible for the differences.

The results shown in figure 3.4, for As =  500 and 1500 { N q r  = 25 and 75 respectively) 
suggest that for long interaction times the classical limit is well beyond physically realistic 
values of v4g. In figure 3.5 we show quantal probabilities for A s  =  3000 { N q r  =  150) and 
As = 5000 { N q r  =  250). At these high values of As there are fewer oscillations in the 
quantal probabilities and, for As =  5000, the agreement between classical and quantal 
probabilities is quite good. In particular, the local minimum observed in the classical 
probabilities at ~  0.08 is reproduced in both sets of quantal calculations. For P^0.12, 
the quantal probabilities for As = 5000 lie systematically above the classical. This is due 
to the value of —L, equation (2.69), being too small which leads to an unphysical loss 
of probability, or ‘ionization’, from the bottom of the basis. This also accounts for the 
apparent agreement between the classical and quantal probabilities for As = 3000 in this 
region. These results suggest that the quantal map is correct in the classical limit, albeit 
for unphysically largo ■\raluos of and juctifioo the use of the Gcmiclassical decay rates 
discussed in chapter 2, section 2.4.4 above.

In figure 3.6 we compare the classical and quantal bound-state populations in the ease 
Q =  5w, P = 0.08, As =  1500 after 1500 field periods for which =  0.5: superimposed 
on this is the classical ionization probability per iteration, given by-equation (1.93) on 
page 38, as a function of iV, which is seen to be significant only for JV^64. There are 
two points to notice in this comparison. First, the overall agreement between classical
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F igure  3.5 As for figure 3.4 with quantal probabilities for A, = 3000 and 5000 shown by the 
full and dotted eurs’̂es respoetivoly. Probabilities showni by the crosses were obtained from the 
classical map using 1000 orbits.
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F igu re  3.6 Comparison of classical (full curve) and quantal (full circles) bound state popula
tions for the case Ü = 5w, /? = 0.08, A q = 0.5 and A, = 1500 for a sudden switch with M m  = 1500. 
The broken curve represents the classical ionization probability, of equation (1.93). The clas
sical probabilities were obtained from the map using lüüüü orbits.
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and quantal probabilities is quite good; the large plateau centred on iV =  0 is due 
to the classical resonance island, though it is unclear why the quantal plateau should 
extend to larger values of N .  The lower edge of this island, at N  —10, marks the 
lower edge of both classical and quantal probabilities. Indeed we have found that the 
lower limit of the quantal basis can be estimated well by classical dynamics: as r passes 
through integer values, the value of L, see equation (2.69), page 61, changes dramatically 
according as the resonance island is above or below the initial state. The probabihties 
for 10 < iV < 50, that is the classically chaotic region, axe in broad agreement, with the 
quantal results oscillating about the less structured classical probabihties. However, for. 
TV > 50 the quantal probabihties are generally significantly smaller and it is precisely 
from this region that direct-ionization occurs, as can be seen firom the broken curve. This 
explains why the classical and quantal ionization probabihties differ in this model.

Ac the interaction time deoreacos, the field producing a given ionization probabihty 
increases so direct ionization occurs from a wider band of states. In figure 3.7 we show 
the equivalent of figure 3.4, but for only 100 field periods, and it is seen that at As = 1000 
there is good agreement between the classical and quantal probabihties, that the field 
producing 10% ionization is considerably larger and that the quantal probabihties have 
less structure.

0.6:

5 0 0
0£ Classical

P ,  0.4
100

10000.2

0.10 0.15 0.20 0 .2 5 0 .3 0

F ig u re  3.7 Graph ohowing the depûudûüco of tho ionization probabihty %ith 0 for Q ^  5w and 
Ao = 0.5. Probabihties shown by the crosses were obtained from the classical map using 1000 
orbits with A* = 100; those shown by the broken, dotted and full curvœ from the quantal map 
with As = 100, 500 and 1000 respectively. A sudden switch was used with Mm = 100.

Our numerical calculations show that the classical probabihties are insensitive to 
omoU variations in the apphed frequency. Tho quantal probabihties of the map, however, 
show a fairly erratic dependence upon fi- the reasons for this are given in Leopold and 
Richards (1990), and Casati nt ah (1990) suggcot that these fluctuations ought to bo aver
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aged over to obtain tho correct result. The efiFeot of such fluctuations is seen in figure 3.8 
where we show the threshold fields required to produce 10% ionization as a funetion of 
r  =  Çl/uj. The classical results eire shown by the crosses (numerical integration) and 
the broken curve (map) 5 those threshold fields both follow the chaotic boundary^ Pc Hi 
of equation (3.8), but are always lower. The data shown in figures 3.1 and 3.2 suggests 
that in the frequeney range 2u < Cl < Su classical ionization is dominated by chaotic, 
dynamics. In fact, the corresponding values of Ps u d  range from 0.27 at Q =  2a; to 1.07
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Figure 3.8 Graph showing the variation in the threshold fields, Pio, required to produce 10% 
ionization with ÎÎ and = 0.5. The thrcehcld fieldo ohown by the croGGOo were obtained by 
numerical integration of Hamilton-o cquationo, thooc by the broken curŝ e from the clascical map 
aud those by the dotted curve from the quantal map with A , =  100 A sudden switch was used 
with Mm = 1500 and 6 = 0. The full curve represents the theoretical values Pc h  ̂ equation (3.8).

at Q =  8a;, higher than any value needed for chaotic ionization.
The quantal threshold fields arc quite different: they are close to the olassical thresh 

old fields for Cl < 3u  but for larger frequencies they show very large fluctuations-, which 
arc not very surprising because the number of quasi resonant states is small; for instance 
at 6a;, =  4, so we should expect resonances and little resemblance to the clas
sical behaviour. It is a matter for future oalculationo to determine whether or not these 
fluctuations are real or an artifact of the map: the work of Leopold and Richards (1990,
1991) suggests that more exact calculations will remove at least some of these fluctua
tions.

3.5.1 Localization

The localization theory of Casati et al. (1987b, 1988) has been used to obtain estimates 
of the field strengths required for the onset of quantal ionization (see also section 2.7.2 
above). In this section we apply this theory to the periodically driven Morse oscilla-
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tor and compeure the theoretical field strength for the onset of quantal ionization, 
equation (3,30) below, with those obtained by iterating the quantal map.

The estimate of the field strength required for the onset, of quemtal ionization is 
obtained (see Casati et al 1987b, Casati et ai 1988) by setting the localization length, 
lÿ, equal, approximately, to the classical diffusion constant", and then equating Ẑ /2  to 
max(AA). For the driven Morse oscillator, is given by,

1 « 7r2/32 X2
exp[-2r(l -  Xo)|, (3.29)

see also Graham and Hohnerbach (1990, 1991): note that for the parameters of figure 3.6, 
~  (109/?)^. On setting I^J2 =  max(lV) = As{l — v4o)/2r, we obtain an approximate 

quantal ionization threshold, in the same spirit as Casati et al (1987b, 1988),

^ ^ ^ • ( 2r ( l - A ) » ) ^ x p K l ^ - A ) ]  ̂ (330)

In most cases we have considered tho oicponontial distribution given by equation (2.74) 
on page 64, that is P{N) = exp{—2N/l<f,), is a rather poor fit to that produced by
the Morse-map, and deteriorates as the interaction time increases. Despite this poor 
fit, the localization threshold^ Pu  sometimes agrees reasonably well with our numerical 
thresholds, Pn  ̂ and sometimes does not; for example at «4o =  0.5, O =  5w if ytg =  
500 then Pi =  0.19 and Pn  =  0.14, but for As = 100, Pi = 0.43 and Pn  =  0.21. 
This should be contrasted with the agreement obtained by Bayfield et al  (1989) for 
the hydrogen atom. Both of these comparisons are for short interaction times with 
Mm — 100 field periods: for longer times there is no agreement. We therefore conclude 
that the localization theory, as presented by Casati et al (1987b, 1988) provides a poor 
description of the quantum dynamics in the high frequency regime.

3.6 Interm ediate frequency region

At intermediate frequencies, 12w < Q < 20Uj the classical dynamics is more complicated. 
Here, ionization probabihties are more dependent upon the field switch on time and, for 
sudden switches, the field phase. When an adiabatic switch is used, all classical ionization 
is through chaotic orbits; for a sudden switch there is evidence, see figures 3.10 and 3.11, 
that ionization can occur through both chaotic and mean-motion mechanisms.

3.6.1 A diabatically sw itched fields

For an adiabatic switch, with Ma =  500 and Mm =  3500, the comparison between 
Pch  and the numerically calculated classical threshold fields required for 10% and 50%
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13 14 15 16 17 18
T =  Q / Ci)

F igure  3.9 Values of /3 required for 10% (crosses) and 50% (asterisks) ionization for 
12w < O, < 20n  with Ao = 0 5 and A/, = 100. The field was switched on adiabatically with 
Ma = 500, Mm = 1500 and 6 = 0. The full curve represents the theoretical values Pch  ̂ equa
tion (3.8).

ionization for 12w < f2 < 18w and 6 =  0 is shown in figure 3.9. Again, there is good 
agreement between the numerical thresholds and ^CH-, suggesting that chaotic ionization 
is prevalent in these cases, a view reinforced by considering the rele\'ant values of Pa d  ̂
which range from 396 at fi =  12w to 890 at fi =  18w.

3.6.2 Suddenly sw itched fields

For suddenly switched fields, with intermediate froqucnoioc, come orbits ionize because 
their initial tori cross the mean-motion separatrix, whilst others become unstable and 
ionize chaotically. This behaviour is shown by the surface-of-section plot, figure 3.10. 
Here fi =  15w and P =  11.5; we show one orbit, with 6q =  1.257T, ionizing via separatrix- 
crossing whilst a second orbit, with =  O.GOtt ionizes chaotically. The same behaviour, 
again at fi =  15w, is seen by examining jthe results shown in figure 3.11. The probabilities 
indicated by the crosses were obtained by integrating 200 orbits with 20 diflferent values 
of Oq and 10 different values of 6, all chosen as described above. The full curve shows the 
theoretical ionization probability, Psud, as calculated in equation (B.6) of appendix B. 
For p < Pch — 8, there is good agreement between the theoretical and numerically 
calculated probabilities which suggests that here there ought to be agreement between 
claccical and quantal ionization probabilitieo. In this region the claooioal map of equa 
tion (3.23) and (3.24) underestimates the ionization probability, see table 3.2, but the 
map based on the mean-motion, equation (1.96), provides a more accurate description. 

Ag P increaGCG, some clacGical chaotic ionization occurc and hence, for a given /?, the
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F ig u re  3.10 Surface-of-section plot for 0  = 15w, Ao = 0.5, Aa = 100, f3 =  11.5 and a sudden 
switch with 6 = 0. The orbit with initial angle variable 6q =  1.257T, shown by the crosses, 
ionizes through the mean-motion mechanism; that with 9q = O.GOtt, shown by the dots, ionizes 
chaotically:

y.Oi
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F ig u re  3.11 Graph showing tho dopondonco of the clancical ionization probability with P for 
Ct — 15w, Ao = 0.5 and Aa = 100 with various values of Ma, Mm and 6. The asterisks and open 
circles represent the ionization probabilities obtained using an adiabatic switch with Ma = 500 
and Mm = 3500 for 6 = 0 and 6 = tt/2  respectively. The crosses represent the ionization 
probabilities obtained using a sudden switch with Mm — 2500, averaged over the field phase. 
The full curve represents the theoretical probabilities, PsuDt as calculated In appendix B.
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computed ionization probability is higher than that given by the theoretical curve. In 
figure 3.11 we also show the computed classical ionization probabilities for an adiabatic 
switch of Ma = 500 with 6 =  0 and 6 = tt/2: both require higher values of p  for 10% 
ionization than a suddenly switched field, because all classical ionization occurs through 
chaotic orbits when the field is adiabatically switched.

In this case we should not expect classical and quantal ionization probabilities to agree 
except when Aa is huge, simply because the selection rule picking out the quasi-resonant 
states dramatically decreases the density of states. The classical dynamics does, however, 
suggest that the mean-motion Hamiltonian is the correct zero-order approximation to the 
dynamics and this ought to be taken into account in any approximate quantal description, 
especially as it leads to a reduction of the number of bound states.

3.7 M ean-m otion  region

At very high frequencies, O > 20w, numerical calculations suggest that the mean-motion 
apprmdmation provides a good description of the classical dynamics for both adiabatic 
and suddenly switched on fields. This is slightly lower than the theoretical values shown 
by figure 3.2 which suggest that, for adiabatic switches with 20w < O < 25w, Pch is still 
significantly loss than Pa d - figure 3.12 we chow the variation in the claooioal ionization 
probability, Pti with increasing P for Q = 30w and an adiabatic switch of Ma = 3000, 
Mm = 7000. Here, the theoretical threshold field is Pad — 2475, whereas Pch — 14950.

/.O-i

0 3-

0 .6 -

P i

0.4-

0 .2 -

AD

0.0
23 2521 22 24 26

-2

F igu re  3.12 Graph choking tho variation of the clacoical ionization probability with P for 
Q = 30w, A q — 0.5 and Aa = 100. An adiabatic switch was used with Mg = 3000, Mm = 7000 
(crosses) and Mm ~ 6000, M ^ — 13000 (full circles). In both cases the field phase, 6 = 0.

In theory, no classical ionization should take place for P < Pad and there should be 100% 
ionization for P > .Pa d - The discrepancy between the actual and theoretical dynamical
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behaviour is caused by switching the field on too quickly. In figure 3.12 we also show the 
classical ionization probabilities obtained for an adiabatic switch with Mo =  6000 and 
Mm =  13000 and these show better agreement with the theoretical behaviour. Whilst 
switching the field on over longer time intervals improves the agreement with theory, true 
adiabatic conditions are difficult to achiovo as the period of the classical motion increases 
towards infinity with increasing field amplitude, leading to a breakdown of adiabatic 
invariance.

At high field frequencies, the classical map, equations (3.23).and (3.24), greatly over
estimates the 10% ionization threshold, giving /?io — 37000. This is because the map 
is gauge invariant so ionization due to the mean-motion mechanism is absent. In this 
frequency range, the map based upon the mean-motion Hamiltonian (1.96) is a far bet
ter approximation. This is seen in figure 3.13 where probabilities with a sudden switch, 
n  — 30w and Mm 1000 are shown, and it will be noticed that the field strengths 
needed to ionize the system are considerably smaller than for an adiabatic switch. Here, 
the crosses show the results obtained from the numerical integration of 200 orbits con
sisting of 20 values of &nd 10 values of 6, chosen as before, and the asterisks show the 
results obtained using the mean-motion map; the full curve shows the theoretical prob
abilities, equation (B.6) of appendix B. Again, there is good agreement between

P i

1.0

O jB

0.6

0.4

OJZ

0.0
20 4 0 6 0 8 0 100

F igure  3.13 Graph showing tho variation of the claGGical ionization probability with fur 
fi = 30cv', w4o = 0.5 and v4g = 100. A sudden switch, averaged over the field phase-, was used with 
Mm ~  1000. The crosses depict results obtained by numerically integrating Hamilton's equations 
and the asterisks show results obtained by using the classical mean-motion map. The full curve 
shows the theoretical ionization probabihties, Psud^ as calculated in appendix B.

the theoretical and tho numerically calculated probabihtiec. In this limit the anolyoio of 
appendix C shows that the classical and quantal ionization probabihties are similar.

In the very high frequency region if Çl/u > Ag(l — Xo)/2 the quantal and classical



ionization mechanisms are fundamentally different, for the quantal description allows for 
direct single-photon transitions into the continuum, a process not allowed in classical 
dynamics. This mechanism is present in the quantal maps described in section 2.7, but 
the distortion due to the mean-motion clearly becomes important so only the map based 
on the mean-motion, equation (1.96), is accurate.

3.8 Conclusions

In this chapter we have studied the response of the Morse potential to a high frequency 
field. The analytic properties of the Morse potential mean that, for sufficiently high 
frequency fields, classical ionization can occur through regular orbits, in contradistinction 
to the driven Coulomb potential.

We have compared ionization probabihtieo obtained by iterating the classical area 
preserving map with those obtained by exact numerical integration and find that, for the 
driven Morse potential, the map mimics the exact dynamics remarkably well. Further, 
we have shown that the quantization of this map provides a very simple and efficient 
method of obtaining approjdmatc solutions to the time dependent Schrodinger equation.

We have also compared ionization probabihties obtained by iterating the classical and 
quantal maps. For the classical system we chow that there are three possible ionization 
mechanisms; chaotic ionization dominates for physically realistic fields and frequencies 
and for this there is no quantal counterpart for the quantum numbers of current interest 
as an approximate selection rule drastically reduces the density of states. We further- show 
that the localization theory proposed by Casati et al. (1987b, 1988) does not provide a 
correct description of the quantal evolution of the driven Morse potential.

The two other classical ionization mechanisms, which become significant at high- 
frequencies, do not involve chaotic orbits and have quantal analogues so classical and 
quantal ionization probabilities are similar, For suddenly switched high frequency fields 
ionization can occur simply by a momentum transfer due to a gauge change; in ap 
pendix C we show that classical and quantal probabihties for this mechanism are the 
same, apart from interference effects.

For an adiabatically switched high-frequency field the classical system can ionize by a 
process involving the adiabatic invariance of the mean motion which gradually ‘squeezes’ 
the phase curve into the unbounded region of phase space. Similar dynamics effects the 
quantal system, but in this case direct transitions into the continuum may bo possible 
from the eigenstates of the classical adiabatic Hamiltonian, and the squeezing now brings 
these states nearer to the continuum into which they may decay more easily; the com
bination of these two effects needs to be considered in detail, but it seems hkely that
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at these very high frequencies quantal ionization probabihties are larger than classical 
ionization probabihties.
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Chapter 4

Low freq uency  b eh aviou r I: th e  tu n n e llin g  

reg im e

4.1 Introduction

We now concentrate on the regime of low field frequency; for excited states of the hydrogen 
atom in a 9.9 GHz microwave field, this means that the scaled frequency, f2o;$0.03. Due 
to the availabihty of experimental data for the microwave ionization of hydrogen (see 
section 4.5 below) this chapter concentrates exclusively on this particular system.

Quantally, the dynamics can be described by the equations of motion (2.52), page 53, 
derived in chapter 2 using a basis of adiabatic states (see Tilso Richards 1987); for the 
purposes of this chapter it is convenient to recast these in the form given by Richards 
ei a/. (1989b),

p/n

where.

(4.1)

AE.P =  {E n { f) -E ^ { f ) ) (n o h f |^ ^ h e \  (4.2)

=  {n,f\z\p,f)iJ.e‘/ in o K f,  (4.3)

with Qo and Fq the scaled frequency and field strength respectively, (jJatino) the classical 
orbital frequency and t =  iieHlinoKf the rescaled time. The classical motion is best 
described by the adiabatic Hamiltonian (1.40) given on page 22 of chapter 1, provided 
the ionization probability per field period is small.,

In the scaled units used in equation (4.1), both M  and A F  are of order unity, so it is
clear that the most important parameters are the scaled frequency, Oo, and the coupUng
strength, Cs =  which determines how many states are needed .to describe the
quantal motion adoquatoly. By comparing the different theoretical models diocuoocd in 
this chapter with experimental data, see section 4.7 below, we can detcrinine the values
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of Cs for which the validity of each model holds: three different ionization mechajiisms 
are found to predominate.

1. For small values of the coupling strength, Cg<,0.12, transitions between adiabatic 
states can be neglected. In this case the system cah only ionize by tunnelling 
through the slowly moving barrier, formed by the interaction between the Coulomb 
potential and the oscillating field; this mechanism has no classical analogue.

2. For slightly larger values of the field strength, for which 0.12;<Cà^0.16, the potential 
barrier is lowered and classical ‘over-the-barrier’ escape can occur.

3. For Cg^O.16 transitions between adiabatic states become important. In this case 
an atom, in an initial state with principle quantum number no, can be excited to a 
level n > uq: ionization can then occur from level n either by tunnelling through, 
or by classical escape over, the slowly moving barrier.

In this chapter we are interested in the first mentioned situation where Cs and flo are 
both small so that transitions between states can be neglected; in this case equation (4.1) 
reduces to,

where uq labels the initial state. We compare and contrast numerical results obtained 
using this model both with those obtained using other theoretical models and with ex
perimental data.

The realization that a quantal particle could traverse a olaccicaUy impenetrable statie 
potential barrier arose early in the development of quantum mechanics. However, there 
has been continuing interest in, and some controversy over, quantum mechanical tun
nelling (see, for instance, the reviews by Hauge and Stpvneng 1989, and Olkhovsky and 
Recami 1992). Questions which have been raised include the definition of tunnelling 
times and how a non-stationary barrier is traversed.

Several theories based on the original work of Keldysh (1965), and later Faisal (1973) 
and Reiss (1980), have addressed the tunnelling ionization of atoms in an oscillating 
electric field (see also Perelomov et al. 1968, Delone and Krainov 1985, Ammosov et al. 
1986). The so-called Keldysh-Faisal-Reiss (KFR) theory has been used to apply tun
nelling interpretations to some intense-laser multiphoton ionization (LMPI) experiments, 
often with noble gas atoms and their ions (see, for example, Baldwin and Boreham 1981, 
Yergeaii et al. 1987, Chin çt ai 1988, Perry et al 1988, Augst et al 1989, Gibson 
et al 1990, Xiong and Chin 1991, Augst et al 1991). However, given %hat tunnelling 
rates increase exponentially with the field amplitude (see Landau and Lifshitz 1977, §77)
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and that, according Petite et al (1987) and Gibson et al (1990), the absolute determi
nation of relevant peak intensities greater than 10̂  ̂Wcm~^ in focussed laser beams is 
difficult even to within a factor of two, LMPI experiments have not provided sensitive 
tests of dynamic tunnelhng theory. Indeed, Augst et al (1989) even ascribed the term 
‘tunnelling ionization’ to LMPI experiments that were analysed with a model based on 
classical over-the-baxrier escape.

Recently, Sauer et al (1992) have used data from the microwave ionization of excited 
hydrogen atoms to make direct comparisons between experiment and theory. Microwave 
technology facilitates precise determination of the field amplitude and pulse shape (see 
Sauer et al 1991 and section 4.5 below), a major advantage over LMPI experiments. 
By comparing their experimental ionization probabihties with those obtained from the
oretical calculations, the authors were able to distinguish between tunnelhng ionization, 
classical escape over the slowly oscillating barrier and between one- and many-state dy
namical processes. They found that formulae based on the KFR-theory, often used to 
model laser tunnelhng ionization experiments, failed to describe their data, which were 
best reproduced by the new semiclassical model presented in section 4.3.2 below.

The objective of this chapter is to utihze approximate expressions for the complex part 
of the resonant energy, in order to evaluate the amphtudes, On, of equation (4.4), and 
hence obtain the probabihty of ionization due to tunnelhng. We use as a model the three- 
dimensional hydrogen atom which enables us to draw comparisons both with available 
data obtained from microwave experiments (see Sauer et al 1992) and other existing 
theories allowing us, for the first time, to give conditions where tunnelhng theories are 
valid.

In section 4.2, we give a brief description of the Schrodinger equation for the unper
turbed, three-dimensional hydrogen atom in parabolic coordinates. In section 4.3 the 
effect of a uniform static electric field on the unperturbed hydrogen atom is considered. 
We show how classical and quantal methods have been used to address the problem and 
provide a new semiclassical approximation for the ionization probabihty.

In section 4.4 the hydrogen atom in a slowly varying field is discussed. We show 
how the static tunneUing rates derived in section 4.3 can be used to obtain ionization 
probabihties in the presence of an oscihating field. We also provide a brief description of 
KFR and related theories.

In addition to models which involve tunnehng, an adiabatic model is also considered 
in section 4.4. This model assumes transitions to adjacent states of the adiabatic basis 
foUowed by classical over-the-baxrier escape and is complementary to tunnelhng.

In section 4.5 the microwave experiment is described and in section 4.6 we give de
tails of the numerical methods used to calculate the ionization probabihties which axe
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presented in section 4.7. Finally, in section 4.8, we present some conclusions.

4.2 The unperturbed hydrogen atom

The Schrodinger equation in cartesian coordinates (x ,y ,z)  for the unperturbed, three- 
dimensional hydrogen atom is,

= (4 5)

where fi is the reduced mass, e the electron charge, =  d^fdx^ d'^/dy^ 4- d^/dz^ is 
the Laplacian operator and where = x^ y"̂  z “̂. Owing to the 0(4) symmetry of
the fieldless hydrogen problem, equation (4.5) can be separated in many different coor
dinate systems: the solution of Schrodinger’s equation in terms of parabolic coordinates 
is particularly useful when invesligating problems where there is an axial symmetry, as 
when a static electric field is present. Moreover, separability of the Schrodinger equation 
in parabohc coordinates is maintained when the atom is placed in a static electric field; 
this situation is addressed in the next section.

The parabohc coordinates, (^,77, <̂ ), are connected with the cartesian coordinates, 
(x, 2/, z), by the relations,

^ = r + z, 7} = r - z ,  (f> = ta.n~^{y/x),

X = y/^cos(f), y = V^sin<^, z =  i ( f  -  rj), (4.6)

with r  =  ^(C +  ^)i and where 0 < 0 < 27t with ^ and 77 defined on the semi-infinite 
interval 0 < ^, 77 < 00. In these coordinates the Laplacian operator is,

1
( 4-77

and V  = —e^/r =  —2e^/(^ 4- 77). The Schrodinger equation (4.5) is then.

_ î l /  < r »
2/i [C +  77

In order to solve equation (4.8) a solution is sought in the form,

^ (( , 77, <t>) = exp(i77i0), (4.9)

where m  is the magnetic quantum number. Substituting equation (4.9) into equa
tion (4.8) and effecting the separation gives the following equations for x i and X2 i

=  0, .  _ (4.10)
d e  ^ r
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where /?i and ^  are the separation constants related by the constraint,
/

P i+  = 1. (4.12)

It should be noted that both Pi and P2 are functions of the energy.
In order to proceed, we restrict attention to the discrete energy spectrum, F  < 0, 

and introduce the dimensionless quantities,

I  / T  fjLe^
" = r V - 2 B ’ = ^  = (4.13)

In terms of these variables, equations (4.10) and (4.11) can be re-written in the form, 

dp-

where.
m  = - ^ ( N l  +  1 )-|-n/?i, 712 = - i ( |m |- I - 1) -l-n/?2. (4.15)

Examination of equation (4.14) shows that the functions, behave as exp(—p*/2) for 
Pt »  1 and as for p* 1, so solutions are sought of the form,

Xt(Pi) =  exp(-pi/2)p^l'”’'^^^/^Wi(pi), (4.16)

P i — 2^-1-(|77l| -1-1- P i ) -1-71»Wt =  0, (4.17)

where the functions Wi(pi) are the regular solutions of the equation,

^  +  ( H  + i - f t ) ^

which may be recognized as the equation for the confluent hypergeometric function (see 
Abramowitz and Stegun 1965, chapter 13); the solutions which are finite at the origin
eure,

Wi =  M (^rii, |t7i| 4-1, P i ) ,  (4.18)

where rii must be a non-negative integer. Thus, each stationary state of the discrete 
spectrum is determined in parabolio coordinates by three integers: the parabolic quantum 
numbers, rii and ri2, and the magnetic quantum number m. For a principle quantum 
number, n, we have,

71 =  71i 4- 712 4- 17711 4- 1. (4.19)

The wave function Wnmam of the discrete spectrum is then of the form,

^ninam —-'4nin2m/nim(p6 ^/nTl )/n2m(pO 7]/Tlh ) exp(i771</>), (4.20)

where An^mm is the normalization constant and the functions fmm  and /nam are defined 

by,
fpm(p) = M (-p , |t7i| 4-1, p) exp(-p/2)p(l"'l+^)/^, (p = 711, 712). (4.2l)

In the next section wo discuss the modifications to the unperturbed hydrogen atom, 
described by equation (4 5), in the presence of a static electric field,
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4.3 T he hydrogen atom  in a static electric field: th e Stark  
effect

The Schrodinger equation for a hydrogen atom in a uniform electric field F  parallel to 
the z-axis is,

/  \
(4.22)

where F  is the field strength.
As mentioned in the previous section, equation (4.22) is also separable in parabohc 

coordinates, defined by equation (4.6) above. Effecting the separation ^dth the product 
ansatz (4.9) gives the following equations for x i and %2 :

2 +   772-----  Xi — 0, (4.23)
p,e  ̂ w? - 1

!«■ ■ w e  ~ ~ a  

+  +  + »  -  0. ( « * )

where p\ and P2 are again related by constraint (4.12). These equations describe the 
properties of the hydrogen atom in the presence of a static electric field F: equation (4.23) 
is the radial Schrodinger equation for bound motion in a  ̂potential) shown schematically 
for > 1 in figure 4.1, page 101; equation (4.24) represents the motion in an 77-potential 
which diverges to —0 0  as 77 0 0 , see figure 4.2, page 101.

It is important to realize that the potential, V =  —e^/r 4- Fz, possesses a barrier 
whose height and width depend upon the external electric field. Classically, the pres
ence of the electric field has fittlo effect on the dynamicC) merely reducing the ionization 
threshold; ionization occurs when the energy of the electron exceeds the barrier maxi
mum. Quantally, the problem'is rather more subtle. In the field free case with F  < 0, 
both the and 77-potentials support bound states. However, in the presence of an elec
tric field, whilst the ^-potential still supports bound states, the energy spectrum of the 
77-motion is continuous; the electron tunnels through the potential barrier leaving the 
atom ionised. One way of roproconting this effect io to introduce a phenomenological 
decay rate into equation (4.22); the wave function, then represents a resonant state. 
Such states can bo characterized by a resonant energy and a width; as the resonant on 
ergj*̂  incrcacoc so does the corresponding width) with the result that the initially narrow 
resonance becomes wider as the classical saddle is approached. The energy, F (7i,F ), of 
the rosonant state corresponding to a bound level, n, of the unperturbed system is then 
complex and is written, .

E{n, F) =  Eji{n, F) -  r «  > 0, (4.25)
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where the real values E r  and Fij correspond to the position and width of the reso
nant state respectively. On relating Tr to the phenomenological decay term, of 
equation (4.4), Tr t̂i^F) = 2Sn{F)^ we see that the static field ionization probability, 
Pi^{n,F), of an initial level, n, is

P i \ n ,  F) =  1 -  |onp =  1 -  exp[PH(n, F)t/n], Ono = 1- (4.26)

When calculating the Stark energy, F , equations (4.23) and (4.24) are treated as 
one-dimensional Schrodinger equations with discrete bound states. One approach is to 
numerically integrate equations (4.23) and (4.24) and then use constraint (4.12) to ob
tain the energy F  as a function of the field strength, F  (see, for instance, Damburg 
and Kolosov 1983). In practice, this treatment is quite elaborate due to the particu
lar properties of the differential equation (4.24). The subsequent calculations are thus 
numerically too intensive for the application we have in mind here where the principle 
quantum number is large, n,>20. In addition, quantal perturbation theory, semiclassical 
approaches and classical methods have all been employed and we proceed by describing 
each of these three methods in turn.

4.3.1 Q uantal perturbation theory

The Stark effect furnished the first example for the application of quantal perturbation 
theory, carried out by Schrodinger (1926) who obtained the formula for the hnear Stark 
energy levels,

already known from the calculations of Schwarzschild (1916) and Epstein (1916) based 
on the old quantum theory. Since then, several authors have studied the series expansion 
for the Stark levels, the first two terms of which are given by equation (4.27). The 
derivation of higher order terms is non trivial and the continuous energy spectrum of the 
77-motion means that any perturbative approach will produce a series which is merely 
an asymptotic expansion: after a certain point in the series, which becomes later as the 
perturbation is reduced in magnitude, the terms increase rather than decrease and the 
series does not converge.

To overcome some of these difficulties, Damburg and Kolosov (1983) found it conve
nient to use a modified procedure. Using the transformation (^,.77) (p i,p 2) defined by
equation (4.13) and seeking solutions for x i  and X2 of the form given in equation (4.16), 
the authors were able to cast equation (4.17) in the form,

+  (|m| +  ^ (W  +  l))]W^i =  (-ly+HPi/mWi,  (i =  1, 2),

, (4.28)
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where,

^  ^  =  "A- (4.29)n^K^F’
The energy is then obtained from the separation constants,

F  = -^jp-(Ai +  A2)“ .̂ ' (4.30)

For F  oufficiontly email, 7  ̂ic a largo parameter and a solution of equation (4:28) is sought 
in the form of a power series expansion in 72.“ ,̂

Wi = J 2  w y ^ n - ‘, Xi = Y ,  Af’w " '. (4.31),
/=0 1=0

Thus Damburg and Kolosov (1983) obtain a series in F  for the Stark energy: to fifth 
order in Fq this is,

E q ^  — —-  + - ^ ( n i  — 712) — Y^^{17n^ — 3(ni — 712)  ̂— 9m^ +  19}
3F3

+  327̂ 3 ~ 712){23?%̂  — (tii — 712)  ̂+  11771̂  4- 39}

0 r c y 1 0 ' 7 « . 4  I O t i O O - . . 2  1 1 2 / . ,  \ 2{ 548771  ̂ +  3518271  ̂ -  1134771 (̂711 -  772)'1024774
4- 180677̂ (771 -  772)̂  — 340277̂ 777̂  4" 147(771 — 772)̂  — 549777̂

4- 5754(771 -  772)2 -  86227772 +  16211}
3  p 5

4- (^1  -  772){1056377  ̂4- 9070877  ̂4- 220777̂ (771 -  772)2

4“ 9877^(771 — 772)2 4* 77277̂ 777̂  — 21(771 — 772)̂  4* 725777̂

4- 780(771 -  ri2)2 +  830^2 4- 59293} +  0(Fq®), (4.32)

where Fq =  {nU)'^E/fie^ is the scaled energy and Fq is the scaled field strength.

Asymptotic formula for the resonance width

Standard perturbation theory only gives an expression for the real part of the energy 
eigenvalue. In order to obtain an expression for the imaginary part, Damburg and 
Kolosov (1983) used a uniform asymptotic approach, as described in appendix D, us
ing the Airy equation (see Abramowitz and Stegun 1965, chapter 10) as the comparison 
equation. In this way, the authors obtained an asymptotic formula for F^:

_  (4fl)^"^+’"+‘ exp(-2fl/3)
^  nW(.n2 +  m)!  ̂ ^

X ^1 — —— 3̂4772 4“ 34772777 4“ 46772 4“ 7777̂  4" 23777 4——  ̂ 4“ 0(Fq )^ ,

where

f  0
For ground state hydrogen (71 =  1, 77i =  772 =  777 =  0), the first term of equation (4.33) 
reduces to the form given by Landau and Lifshitz (1977, §77).
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Semiempirical formula for the resonance width

By analysing their numerical results and re-writing the multiplier 1—aFo-l-0(Fo ) of equa
tion (4.33) as exp(—oFq), Damburg and Kolosov (1983) obtained the following semiem
pirical formula îoi Vr ,

X exp —  —  j R  — —— ^ 3 4 t12 - f  34772777 -|- 46772 +  4- 23777 4— — ^ j

In section 4.7 we compare numerically calculated ionization probabilities, F^^^(77o,Fo), 
obtained using the Damburg and Kolosov (DK) formula (4.35) both with those obtained 
experimentally and those obtained numerically using the semiclassical model which we 
now derive.

4.3.2 A uniform  sem iclassical approach

The starting point for our semiclassical approach is the Hamiltonian,

1 o
H  =  ——p -------h zF. (4.36)

As before, the equations of motion associated with equation (4.36) are separable in 
parabolic coordinates defined in equation (4.6) above. Effecting the separation, we obtain 
the equations,

è ”' ( w  “ ^  f " f ’
where is a constant equal to the action of the «^motion, and where, as before. Pi 
and P2 are related by constraint (4.12). Replacing and prj with their quantal operator 
equivalents and carrying out the quantization of in the standard way,

I,f, =  mhy (4.39)

we obtain the following Schrodinger equations,

■ l ÿ  + ( f f w  “ S ' S ' )
It should be noted that with this method we do not retrieve exactly equations (4.23) 
and (4.24); the w? — 1 term has been replaced by 777̂ . This apparent anomaly was
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explained by Langer (1937) who noted that apphcation of standard WKB formulae to 
radial Schrodinger equations, such as equations (4.23) and (4.24) above, yields a solution 
which becomes infinite at the origin and so is not the desired wave function. However, 
by making the substitution, r =  iIj =  e !̂'^u(x)  ̂ where r and “0  represent the radial 
coordinate and wave function respectively. Langer noted that a Schrodinger equation is 
obtained to which WKB methods are directly apphcable. By Langer-transforming the 
basic equations (4.23) and (4.24), Gallas et al. (1982) obtained precisely equations (4.40) 
and (4.41); note that the main effect of the Langer transformation is to replace the m? — l  

term by m .̂ Thus, equations (4.40) and (4.41) are the correct equations to use for the 
semiclassical approximation.

Equations (4.40) and (4.41) are Schrodinger equations for motion in the potentials.

Schematic views of the potentials for rn? > 0 are given in figures 4.1 and 4.2. The negative 
paxts of the and 77-axes have no physical meaning but axe of considerable help in the 
mathematical formulation. As shown in figure 4.1, the motion along the ^-coordinate is 
confined for all values of the field strength; classically the particle is bound to oscillate 
between the turning points 0 < ^2 < Ci 3-nd quantization of the motion can be carried 
oiit in the standard way,

%
^  f '  V 'e/4 -  V({() =  (m ,+ 1/2)1V. (4.44)

The motion in the 77-coordinate, shown in figure 4.2, is much more complicated and the 
source of all difficulties in studying the Stark effect. For physically meaningful energies, 
that is those lower than the classical saddle energy, the classical motion near the nucleus 
is bounded between 0  < 771 < 772 whilst quantally the electron may tunnel through 
the barrier. Since it is necessary to explicitly include the barrier, uniform methods axe 
needed.

We need the wave functions at energies below the saddle energy, =  4V^"^, so there 
(ire three real turning points, 771(F) <  %(F) < 773(F), see figure 4.2. In appendix D we 
describe the general idea of using the comparison equation method to obtain a uniform 
approximation to the solution of the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation. For the 
system under consideration here, there axe two nearby turning points, 772(F) and 773(F) 
of figure 4.2, which coalesce as the energy, F, of the system approaches F^. It is necessary 
to include these two turning points explicitly in the comparison equation. In this cage,
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F igure  4.1 Potential, V̂ , for the ^-motion defined by equation (4.42).

r-max

E / 4

F igure  4.2 Potential, %,, for the ?y-motion defined by equation (4.43).
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an appropriate comparison function is,

=  —-4 4- cr^/4, (4.45)

where A  is positive for energies below the barrier top and negative for energies above the 
barrier. The comparison equation can then be written in the form,

+  (z^/4 — a)<̂  =  0, Œ = zVh^ A  =  ha, (4.46)

the solutions of which may be expressed in terms of parabolic cylinder functions; (f) — 
W {a,±z)  (see Abramowitz and Stegun 1965, equation (19.1.3)).

Here, we are only interested in systems with E  < this case, there are two close 
turning points, r)2 < rjs, and it is convenient to define A so that (7(772) =  — 2\/Â  and 
(7(773) =  2\/A  with,

A{E) = -  [  dri J-Qr){v), Qviv) =  2/z {E/4: -  Vr,(v)} • (4.4Ï)
^ "/TO

The wave function is then given by.

9 /. . \  1/4
X2 (v, E) = 4  +  m ( a . ,  - z )} ,  (4.48)

where we have, written z = a{T})jVh, a == A{E)/h  and where (7(77) is given by equa
tion (D .ll),

^ 7(72 - 4 A - A i n  j  y/Qrtiri'), a > 0, (4.49)

y/s^ -
V P f

| \ / s 2 -  4A -  Ain r  ^  s > 0, (4.50)

where s = —a.
In order to proceed further, we need to impose appropriate boundary conditions. Wo 

assume that the wave function is delta-function normalized in energy, {E'\E) = 6(E—E'), 
and that it has the asymptotic form, see Landau and Lifshitz (1977),

-  { i  £ ( . ,
where the phase shift, 6{E), determines the behaviour of the wave function.

At the left-hand turning point, 77 =  771(F), we can again use uniform methods, this 
time with the Airy equation (see Abramowitz and Stegun 1965, chapter 10) âs the com
parison equation, to obtain the following approidmation to the wave function in the inner 
region, 771(F) <  77 <  772(F), .
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where 7  is a constant to be determined.
Matching the asymptotic form of the solution, equation (4.48),' to the small-77 solution, 

equation (4.52), gives the following relations between a, ^  and 7 ,

71 sin0:1 =  ^ ^ 1/2 ,71 cos ay =  /3fc(a)’/^ , 71 =  7, (4.53)

with the phase oti{E) given by.

0:1 (F) =Irf +  i^ (a ), (4.54)

where, by analogy with equation (4.44) for the ^-motion, we have written

n J d77^F/4-V;,(77), (4.55)
'm

and where the functions $  and k are,

$(x) =  x(l -  ln|rc|) 4 -a rg r( l /2 -f  ix),  ̂ (4.56)

k{x) = \ / { y j l  + exp(27Tx) -f-expTTx}. (4.57)

The function $(x) is odd, positive for x > 0, and has a single maximum of $  % 0.15 at 
X 0.18. In appendix E w c give expreosionc to be used in the numerical evaluation of 
$(x) and also evaluate Ir̂  in terms of complete elliptic integrals.

Matching the solution (4.48) to the asymptotic form (4.51) for 77 773 gives,

6{E) =  j  +  &2(F), (4.58)

where,

72s in a 2 =  72 cos«2 =  (4.59)

On using equations (4.53), (4.58) and (4.59) we obtain the following expression for the 
phase shift:

k{EŸ  =  tan(6(F) -  tt/4 -  $ (a ) /2) cot 0:1 (F), (4.60)

with 0!i(F) given by equation (4.54).

Energy levels and resonance widths

Various definitions of resonant energies and widths exist, all of which yield numeri
cally similar results for narrow resonances. Damburg and Kolosov (1983) and Gallas 
ct al (1982) use the Breit Wigucr par.omctrination of the asymptotie phaoc ohift, S{E), 
(sec also Landau and Lifiahita 1977 §145) to determine the resonance paramotoro E r  and
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r ^ .  Here, we follow Richards (1987) and employ the maxima of the time-delay function 
(see also Connor and Smith 1981),

^ (4 G1)

The real part, E r , of the resonant energy are those energies at which the time-delay has
local maxima; the corresponding resonance widths are then defined by,

Tr  = 2£r  = (4.62)

On using equation (4.60) we find that the time delay is given by,

+  « -« 3)

For all levels below the barrier top, ai{E) and its derivative are well-behaved functions 
of E: for states well below E^, the tunnelling integral, A  of equation (4.47), is large so 
that k, equation (4.57) is small. Therefore, in this region the local maxima of r  are at 
the roots of a i(F )  =  (ri2 +  l/2)7r, that is.

Iff +  ^$(a) =  {ri2 +  1 /2 )7 t. (4.64)

The resonant energy is then found by solving equations (4.64) and (4.44) subject to 
constraint (4.12). The resonance width, is then, on using equation (4.63),

r i '"  =  2f« =  4 ( p ^  +  ^ )  , E  = E r , (4.65)

Sr  being the complex part of the energy.
In appendix E we show how to express the action integrals Ijj, I^, the tunnelling 

integral. A, and the resonance widths, F/j, in terms of complete eUiptic integrals.

Numerical considerations

Numerical calculation of the energ}  ̂ levels and resonance widths, whilst straightforward 
in principle, is far from trm al. Firstly wo have to solve equations (4A4) and (4,64) 
to obtain values for the energy levels, E, and one of the separation constants, say /?i^. 
Herein hes the problem: the integral, Irj of equation (4.64), is only defined for energies 
E  < E ^  and standard two dimensional root finding techniques invariably attempt to 
evaluate I-q for E  > E^,  particularly for substates with energies lying just below the 
olacsical saddle energ}", E^.  Whilst it is possible to mttend the definition of 7  ̂ to energies 
E  > E ^  (see Gallas ot al. 1082 for details) our chief interest hero io in states lying below

^Note th a t  th e  second separation constant, /3a, is then obtained using constrain t (4.12).
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the classical saddle. To this end we need an estimate, for each substate, of the critical 
field strength required to give E  ~  E ^  and for this we use the classical critical field, F^: 
the method used for calculating is given in the next section. Further details of our 
numerical approach for obtaining semiclassical approximations to the' energy levels and 
resonance widths are given in section 4.6 below.

4.3.3 The classical critical field

Banks and Leopold (1978a, 1978b) used an exact classical treatment based on the as
sumption of adiabatic invariance of the actions to find explicit expressions for the critical 
ionization energy, E ^ ,  and critical field, F^,  and to calculate Stark shifts for all values 
of the electric field up to F^. In their treatment of this problem, the authors separate 
the classical Hamiltonian (4.36) using a method similar in spirit to that described in 
section 4.3.2 above^ to obtain equations (4.37) and (4.38). Classically, the total energy, 
E ^ ,  must lie in the range,

4 max(V^'", VJ”‘”) < E ^  < 4 1 ^  < 0, (4.66)

where V( and are given by equations (4.42) and (4.43) respectively. For any value of 
=  4V̂  =  4Vt; in this region the equations E ^  = 4V̂  and E ^  =  4VÇj each have three 

real roots, ^i, ^3 and 771, 772,773 respectively (see also figures 4.1 and 4.2, page 101). The
classical critical ionization energy is defined by E ^  =  4 V .J^  which implies 772 =  773. The 
energy E ^  and the separation constants /?i, /?2, are related implicitly to. the actions /ç, 
Ir) and I<f, and the electric field F . By imposing the condition 772 =  773 in exact classical 
calculations relating and In to F , Pi, p2  ̂ F, and the six real roots. Banks and 
Leopold obtain expressions for the classical critical field, F ^ ,  and critical energy, F ^ , in 
terms of the functions, ^c(w, v) and £’y(w, v), which are scale invariant forms of the electric 
field and the energj^ respectively. These functions are dimonsionlccc and independent of 
the total action, I  =  7( 4- but dependent on the dimensionless ratios u =  In /I
and V =  I^ /I-  The critical field and critical energy are then written,

F f  = v), E f  =  «). (4.67)

The authors axe then able to obtain values of F ^  and F ^  and of Stark shifts by using 
a polynomial fit to the functions and Sc{u,v). Their results are in very good
agreement with quantal calculations of Stark shifts for strong fields obtained using the 
quantal asymptotic method of Damburg and Kolosov (1983) described in section 4.3.1 
above.

'B anks and Leopold (1978a, 1978b) use the coordinates 4 =  ( r  +  z )/2 , 77 =  (r  — z)/2 .
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4.4 The hydrogen atom  in a slowly varying electric field

We may begin to explore the tunnelling ionization probability in the presence of a slowly 
oscillating field by integrating the static tunnelhng rate for each substate, of equa
tion (4.35) or of equation (4.G5), over one oscillation of the external field to obtain 
a fractional loss of population per field period,

d rrH (n ,F o s in r), (4.68)

where we have written r  = ÇïqÎ, n  =  (n, ni, m) denotes the substate and where we allow 
for the oscillatory nature of the field by writing F  =  Fosinr. After iV field oscillations, 
the ionization probabihty for each substate is,

Ft(n, F q) =  1 -  exp[-A^W(n)]. (4.69)

The total ionization probabihty,-Ft(n,Fo) is then obtained by averaging equation (4.69) 
over the microcanonical distribution:

1  n —1 n —(m(—1

Pi{n,Fo) = ^  E  E  (4.70)
m = l —n n i = 0

In section 4.7 we compare ionization probabihties obtained using the semiclassical approx
imation, and the Damburg and Kolosov (1983) formula, , with experimental 
ionization probabihties, Wo also consider two other apprommations; the adiabatic
method, described in section 4.4.3, and the Keldysh-Faisal-Reiss theory described next.

4.4.1 K eldysh-Faisal-R eiss theory

A quantal theory often used to describe intense laser multiphoton ionization (LMPI) and 
above-threshold ionization (ATI) data is based on a theory due to Keldysh (1965). The 
Keldysh theory was the first attempt to describe ionization by an oscihating field for 
a range of frequencies from the tunnelhng hmit (7 1) to the multiphoton ionization
(MPI) hmit (7 ^  1) where the ‘Keldysh parameter’, 7 , is the ratio of the tunnelhng time 
to the external field period; for the hydrogen atom this is,

where tiq is the initial state and where fîo  and F q are the scaled frequency and field 
strength respectively. The double inequalities are consistent with Keldysh’s original 
presentation although one finds in the LMPI hterature 7  < 1 (rather thgpi 7  1) being
called the ‘tunnelhng regime’ (see, for instance, Augst et ai 1989).
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Since then, the Keldysh theory has been modified by severed authors, most notably 
Faisal (1973) and Reiss (1980) and is now known as the ‘Keldysh-Faisal-Reiss’ (KFR) 
theory.

In essence, the KFR theory assumes that a single matrix element connects the initial 
atomic bound state I’Fq) to an unbound (dressed) state, |^ /) .  The final state |^ / )  is 
assumed to be the Volkov state which is the exact solution of the Schrodinger equation 
for an unbound electron moving with momentum, p, in a time-varying electric field with 
no other potential present;

=  ( r |^ / )  =  Cexp
2/x

where C is a normalization constant and H a is the interaction Hamiltonian,

(4.72)

with A  the vector potential of the electric field, F{t),= {elc)dA/dt. Quantal first-order 
perturbation theory gives the ionization probabihty at time, t, as,

2

= | i  f  it'(<Ss\HA\^a)
fl Jo'0

which can be written,

(4.74)

(4.75)

where (r\p) =  exp (ip -r/fi). In the KFR theory, the initial state is chosen to be a single 
bound state, |^o) =  exp[iFot/^l|0)j where Eq is the energy of the eigenstate, |0). Note 
that the use of first-order perturbation theory assumes that coupling to intermediate 
states can be neglected and hence only the initial and final states appear in the formula
tion. Therefore, KFR-theory cannot provide a correct description of the quantal motion 
when other bound states play a significant role in the dynamics.

4.4.2 A m m osov-D elone-K ram ov theory

As mentioned in the previous section, one important approximation made by the KFR 
theory is to assume that the final state wave function is the Volkov state, equation (4.72), 
thereby neglecting the long-range effect of the Coulomb potential on the ionized electron. 
Consequently, for the hydrogen atom in a low firequency field, equation (4.75),
does not reduce to the correct formula for the probabihty of static field ionization (see 
Landau and Lifshitz 1977, §77) in the hmit Q —> 0. Perelomov et al. (1968) corrected 
this by using a final slate wave function which does include the effect of the Coulomb
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interaction on the ionized electron. However, analytic expressions for the tunnelling 
ionization probabihty in an alternating field were only obtained for a few specific states of 
the hydrogen atom. By starting from the expression obtained by Perelomov et al (1966) 
for the ionization probabihty for states of the hydrogen atom, Ammosov et ai (1986) 
derived an expression for the probabihty of ionization due to tunneUing for arbitrary 
states of complex atoms and atomic ions. For a particular substate of the hydrogen atom 
the Ammosov-Delone-Kramov (ADK) tunnelhng ionization probabihty is.

"  O ’- ’" - ' " [ - ( s - ) ] (4.76)

where n  =  (n ,/,m ) denotes the substate and Fq is the scaled field strength. Note that 
the result given by Ammosov et ai (1986) contains misprints and errors; equation (4.76) 
is our corrected version which agrees with the result obtained for hydrogen atoms by 
Delone and Krainov (1985, equation 9.24). The total ionization probabihty for a given 
initial principle quantum number, no, and scaled field strength, Fq, can be obtained by 
summing equation (4=76) over ah the substates of the microcanonical distribution, that 

is, .

. = É  (4.77)
^  Z=0 m = - l

4.4.3 A n adiabatic m odel

By way of contrast with the models described thus far, ah of which involve tunnelhng 
through the slowly moving barrier, we also consider an adiabatic model for which the 
ionization process consists of a rapid transition from an initial level, no, to the level 
no +  1, foUowed by classical over-the-barrier escape.

For a static electric field, the classical system ionizes if the field strength, F , is 
greater than the classical critical field, F^,  given by equation (4.67) in section 4.3.3 
above. Now consider 2in oscihating field. In the very low frequency hmit, we assume that 
the field io oscihating oufficiontly slowly for it to be conoidcrcd simply as a static field 
which changes sign: this ahowc us to apply results from static field theory: Now, from 
equations (4.37) and (4=38), page 99, we see that changing the direction of the static field, 
F  —» —F, simply interchanges the and 77-motions: this means that a field, F , has the 
same effect on the parabohc substate, n  = (n i,n 2, 7n), as a field, —F, on the substate, 
n  =  (9x2, 711, —77x); Thus we can assume that the adiabatic critical field of an atom in a
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substate n  =  (ni,Ti2,m) is equal to,

F ^ ‘̂ {n )  = ■^-^m in{$c(îi2,v ),$c(iti,-'y)}  where ui = — , U2 = — , v = — 
\JinF 7X n n

(4.78)
and 7t =  ni -t-n2 +  |m| +  1 is the principle quantum number. As mentioned in section 4.3.3 
above, the scale invariant form of the electric field, $c(^t,v), is dimensionless and inde
pendent of n, depending only upon the dimensionless ratios, u = TI2/TI and v =  m /n.  
Thus, F ^ ^ { n )  depends only upon the principle quantum number, n, through the 
term in the prefactor and so decreases rapidly with increasing n.

Presided the interaction time extends over many field oscillations, the classical system 
will ionize for F > By considering a microcanonical ensemble of initial conditions,
we obtain the adiabatic ionization probabihties denoted by the fuU curve in figure 4.3, 
where, for comparison we also show the static field ionization curve, note that 
because the adiabatic and the static field ionization probabihties axe both calculated 
classically, they depend only upon the scaled field, F q , and not upon u q  and F  separately. 
The two curves shown in figure 4.3 axe quite different with lying below the fuU 
curve throughout the range of F q  shown. Indeed, the adiabatic probabihty is unity for 
Fo^O.2 whereas < 1.0 for Fo<0.38; this is because, for a given parabohc substate, 
n  =  (ni,n2,r7x), F ^ ^ { n )  <  F ^ (n ). Indeed, if we consider the extremal Stark state, 
n  =  (0,n — 1,0), we find that n^F^{n)  ~  0.38 whereas n'^F^*®(n) ~  0.13.

As the couphng strength increases, Cg^O.12, transitions between adiabatic basis 
states become important and a simple classical model of the atom can no longer be 
apphed. Instead, we assume a crude model for the ionization process, consisting of a 
rapid transition from an initial level, txq, to the level, no +  1, foUowed by classical over- 
the-barrier escape. Further, we assume that this ionization mechanism can be approxi
mated by classical dynamics. It then foUows that the ionization probabihty, can be
obtained from the fuU curve of figure 4.3 simply by rescaling the field, F q —+ F q .

In section 4.7 we compare the ionization probabihties obtained numerically using 
p^DK  ̂ pSC p P ^  with those given by the adiabatic model, P ^ '^ ,  and those obtmned
experimentally, In the next section the experimental method is described.

4.5 T he experim ent

For completeness we now describe the method used to obtain the experimental data 
shown, for example, by the sohd hne of figure 4.4. All experiments were carried out by 
Professor Koch’s group at the State University of New York, Stony Brook.

The experimental apparatus has been described previously by Richéirds et al (1989b) 
and Koch et al (1989). Briefly, H''‘-Xe electron-t.ransfer collisions produce a 17keV beam
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F ig u re  4.3 Graph showing the dependence of the ionization curve, . (full curve) and the 
static field ionization curve, (broken curve) upon the scaled field strength, Fq.

of neutral hydrogen atoms. A fraction of about 10“ ® is in a particular parabolic state with 
initial quantum number, uq = 7 from which laser double-resonance excitation
takes place to an extremal parabolic state in an Tio-manifold between 24 and 32. After 
excitation to this substate the beam passes through a weak electric field which has no 
effect on no but does ‘scramble’ the substates. Prc%uous work using static field ionisation 
as a diagnostic tool just before the microwave cavity has shown that the atomic substate 
distribution entering the cavity corresponds classically to a microcanonical ensemble of 
initial orbits with fixed initial principle action, see van Leeuwen et al (1985). The initial 
phase of the microwave field is averaged over by the experiment.

The 4.96 cm long, 5.32 cm diameter cyhndrical microwave cavity resonates CW in the 
TMo2q mode at 9.908 GHz. The 0.63 cm thick end caps have 0.26 cm diameter holes on 
axis to pass the 0.09 cm diameter beam. The field distribution is calculated numerically 
after Halbach and Holsinger (1976). In the atom’s rest frame, the pulse, A(t), is turned 
on and off in 22 cycles (0.05 to 0.95), and remains constant (> 0.95) for 250 cycles.

In this experiment, ionization means true ionization plus eiccitation to bound states 
above an apparatus-determined cut-off n-value, Uc (see, for instance Richards et ai 
1989b, Koch et al 1989, Koch et al 1992). Experimental insensitivity to variations 
of Tie values in the range 75 < ric < 90 (in other words, far above no) along with cal
culations, justifies the assumption that true ionization completely dominates for the low 
frequencies of interest here.

The most important aspect of this oxporimont is that the frequency of the microwave 
cavity, Qc? is fixed and the scaled frequency, Qqj is changed only by varying the initial
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principle quantum number, no; the relation between the two frequencies is,

Qq =  flc/wafW) =  (f^c/GHz)(0.00533757no)®, Wa((n) =  /  {nh)^. (4.79)

Thus, the scaled frequency can only be sampled at discrete values.
All experimental data presented in section 4.7 below have the same relative 5% ab

solute amplitude uncertainty but the relative amplitude uncertainty between data for 
different values of no is even smaller.

4.6 N um erical m ethods

In this section the methods used to obtain the numerical results presented in section 4.7 
below are described. In all calculations and for the remainder of this chapter we use 
atomic units so that fjL = e = U = 1.

The DK-formula and semiclassical ionization probabilities were obtained by evalu
ating expressions (4.70) and (4.69) using equation (4.35), and Vr  =
equation (4.65), respectively. For each substate of the microcanonical ensemble, denoted 
by the quantum numbers (n,ni,77i), we first calculated the classical critical field, F^. 
For those states with F > F ^  we set Pj(n, Fq) =  1 because their ionization occurs on a 
time scale significantly less than the total interaction time. This gives ^  upper bound 
to the ionization probability and should be a good approximation for the pulse length 
of the microwave experiment considered here; for very short pulses, however, it would 
overestimate the ionisation probability. Other oubotatco wore treated as decoribod below.

For the quantal perturbation probabihties, F/^^(no,Fb)> denoted by the crosses in, 
for example, figure 4.4, numerical evaluation of the resonance widths was facihtated by 
replacing the factorials in the prefactor of (4.35) with the fourth-order Stirling’s for
mula (see Abramowitz and Stegun 1965, equation (6.1.37)). Numerical evaluation of the 
integral in equation (4.68) was then carried out using the NAG routine DOIAJF.

Numerical calculation of the semiclassical ionization probabihties, Pf^{nQ,Fo), de
noted by the asterisks in, for example, figure 4.4, was less straightforward as exact nu
merical evaluation the the integral in equation (4.68) proved to be too time consuming. 
Instead, we used a modified procédure to obtain an approsdmation to the integral. First 
we note that the resonance widths, can be written in thé form,

=  exp I -n o  (Aq 4- AiFq sin r  -I- A 2 FQ sin^ r  H ) | , (4.80)

where we have written r  =  0,Qt and where Ag, A\ and A2 are constants which are to be 
calculated for each substate. The integral may then be written as,

r ir /2

fù
f i r / 2  . 0  0  \

I  = 2exp(—noAg) J  du exp (^-noAiFocosu — noA2Fo cos u-\------j  . (4.81)
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The major contribution to this integral will come from close to n =  0, so we can approx
imate cos u by its Taylor expansion and extend the upper limit of the integral to oo. On 
neglecting terms 0{Fq) we obtain a Hnear approximation,

h i n  =  ‘̂ \ j ^2noAiFo +  M F q ) 1  . Ai < 0. (4.82)

Including the terms 0{Fq) gives the following quadratic approximation;

I q u a d  — +  Æ fb  +  (4.83)

In table 4.1 we compare semiclassical ionization probabilities calculated using the quad
ratic approximation (4.83), with those obtained by numerically calculating inte
gral (4.68) using the NAG routine DOIAJF, for tiq =  25 (fig =  0.02353) and a
range of Fg. We see that the agreement between the exact and approximate probabilities 
is remarkably good; the quadratic approximation (4.83) is thus used in the evaluation of 
all semiclassical ionization probabilities presented in the next section.

Table 4.1 Table comparing values for the semiclassical ionization probabilities obtained by 
numerical evaluation of integral (4.68) using the NAG routine D02AJF, F ”"”', with those ob
tained using the the quadratic fit, /,uod> equation (4.83), for no = 25 (flo = 0.02353) and 
0.11 < F q < 0.128.

Fo 0.110 0.112 0.114 0.116 0.118 0.120 0.122 0.124 0.126 0.128

p^x
papp

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.002
0.002

0.008
0.008

0.022
0.023

0.049
0.050

0.087
0.087

0.133
0.134

0.186
0.187

0.244
0.245

To obtain the semiclassical resonance widths, we begin by solving equations (4.44) 
and (4.64) coupled by constraint (4.12). Firstly, equation (4.64) was solved using the 
NAG routine C05ADF for 15 different values of the real part of the energy between Emin =  
4 max(VJJ"*” , and Emax =  4%j^^ to obtain 15 values of lh(E). The NAG routine
E02BEF was then used to fit a cubic spHne to these 15 points, thus giving an approximation 
to the function /%(F). Next, the real part of the resonant energy was obtained by solving 
equation (4.44), again using the NAG routine C05ADF, with the value of Pi{E) =  1—/%(F) 
obtained from the cubic spline fit using the NAG routine E02BBF. In each case, the action 
integrals, and were evaluated in terms of complete eUiptic integrals using the method 
described in appendix E; the Carlton symmetrized forms of the complete eUiptic integrals 
were calculated using the NAG routines S21BBF, S21BCF and S21BDF. Having obtained 
the real part of the resonant energy, the tunneUing integral, A(E)  of equation (4.47) was 
evaluated, as described in appendix E and finaUy the resonance width was obtained.
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The ADK ionization probabilities were obtained using formula (4.77). As for the 
calculation of the DK ionization probabilities, the factorials in the prefa^tor were replaced 
with the fourth-order Stirling’s formula.

4.7 Com parison o f theories w ith  experim ent

In figures 4.4 to 4.12 we compare experimentally obtained ionization probabilities (full 
curve) for the hydrogen atom (tzq =  2 4 ,.,.,  32 respectively) with those obtained using the 
semiclassical approximation of section 4.3.2 (asterisks), the Damburg and Kolosov (1983) 
quantal perturbation formula of section 4.3.1 (crosses), the adiabatic model described in 
section 4.4.3 (broken curve) together with those obtained from classical Monte-Carlo cal
culations (full squares). We exploit the precise calibration of the microwave amplitude to 
distinguish finely between the different theoretical ionization mechanisms and, in partic
ular, between models involving tunnelling and models involving classical over-the-barrier 
escape. All experimental data presented in this section have the same 5% absolute amph- 
tude uncertainty but the relative amplitude uncertainty between data for different values 
of no is even smaller.

Firstly, we note that the classical ionization probabilities, always underestimate 
with the discrepancy increasing with decreasing no. For the lower values of no, this 

discrepancy near the onset of ionization is quantitatively similar to that for classical 
versus tunneUing ionization in a static electric field. For example, the fields measured 
by Koch and Marian! (1981) that produce static ionization rates in the range T r  — 10®- 
10® s~^ for individual substates with no =  30,40 are from 8% to 17% smaller than the 
corresponding classical critical field, (see Banks and Leopold 1978b).

Ionization probabihties, i ^ * “, denoted by the broken curve in figures 4.4-4.12 and 
obtained using the adiabatic model described in section 4.4.3 above, agree fairly weU with 
experimental probabihties for tiq > 29 but less weU at lower no, with the agreement being 
rather poor for no <  26. The agreement for no > 31 is particularly good for a
trend which is repeated at lower values of no- Indeed, close inspection of figures 4.4-4.12 
shows that the disagreement, of both P ^ ^  and P /^^  with pf^^^ decreases with increasing 

' values of Fo which suggests a growing importance of dynamic couplings between bound 
states as Fo increases.

In contrast, ionization probabihties obtained using the semiclassical model, 
denoted by the asterisks, reproduce the experimental ionization cutvcg  remarkably weU 
for no < 29; the agreement of P^^^  with ionization prohabilitinfi obtained using the 
DK-formUla model, denoted by the crosses, is less impressive for this range of
no- In fact, for no < 27, one may clearly dictinguish between the semiclaooieal and the
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F ig u re  4.4 Comparison of experimental ionization probabilities (full curve) with those obtained 
numerically using the semiclassical model described in section 4.3,2 (asterisks), the DK formula, 
equation 4.35 (crosses) and the adiabatic model described in section 4.4.3 (broken curve) for 
no = 24 (fio ~  0.02083). Also shown are the classical ionization probabilities, (full circles).
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F igure  4.5 As for figure 4.4 with tiq = 25 (Hq ~  0.02353).
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DK-formula model calculations as the latter yields curves having a shape different from 
the experimental curves. This may be seen more clearly in figure 4.13 which shows the 
ionization curves for tiq =  27 but with Pi < 0.4 and Fq < 0.13 and where, for clarity, 
the adiabatic and classical probabilities have been omitted. Even allowing for the 5% 
absolute amplitude uncertainty, we see that a small global adjustment of the experimental 
amplitude does not change this trend. Both of these models involve tunnelling, but the 
DK-formula model is clearly inferior, see figures 4.4-4.9 and 4.13 in particular. This 
is in part due to the DK-formula, equation (4.33), overestimating experiments by 
Koch and Marian! (1981) with some |m| < 3 substates of tjo =  30,40 have shown the 
DK-formula to work reasonably well for near extremal substates (that is substates with 
n i =  n  — 1 or n i =  0) but to overestimate the resonance width for other substates by at 
least an order of magnitude.

The apparent agreement between the DK-formula model and experiment observed 
for higher values of tiq, see for example figure 4.11 for no =  31, is accidental. At higher 
values of Tio, Ho and hence the couphng strength, C, =  uqFoQo, increases; the initial 
level, no, is then significantly coupled to the adjacent (no 4- l)-level, with a consequent 
increase in ionization probabihty. Hence, at some value of no the experimental microwave 
ionization curve will he accidentaUy near the DK-formula curve.

Figure 4.14 compares the experimental Fcxpt(lO), shown by the fuU curve, with cal
culated Fo(lO) values, Fo(X) being the field amphtude at which X%  ionization occurs. 
The 3D classical Monte Carlo calculations, Fo^^(lO) denoted by the full squares, only 
slait to approach F ^ t( lO ) for the higher values of no. At the low end, not only is the 
^10% disagreement significant, but the trend is wrong: with decreasing-no the classical 
10% threshold field, Fo^^(lO), rises whereas F ^ t(lO ) gently falls.
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F ig u re  4.13 Comparison of experimental ionization probability (full curve) with those calcu
lated numerically using the semiclassical model, (asterisks) and the DK-formula, for 
Pi < 0.4 and Fq < 0.13 at no = 27 (flo = 0.0297).

The 10% threshold field, F ^ “ (10), of the adiabatic model, denoted by the open 
circles, are in close agreement with F^pt(lO) only for uq > 29 which shows that for the 
9.9 GHz field considered here, the ionization mechanism in this model is wrong for the 
lower no values.

In contrast, 10% threshold fields, F^^(IO), obtained using the semiclassical model 
and shown by the asterisks, agree best with f^zpt(lO) only for no < 29. Though close, 
the DK-formula threshold field, Fj^^(lO) denoted by the crosses, are less than F^zpt(lO) 
for 2i < no < 29. Note that both of these models produce 10% threshold fields which 
decrease monotonically with decreasing no whereas F^zpt(lO) peak mildly near no =  28.

Figures 4.4-4.13 together with figure 4.14 suggest strongly that for hydrogen atoms 
exposed to about 300 oscillations of a 9.9 GHz field tunnelling becomes the dominant 
ionization mechanism for Cg<,0.12, corresponding to tio < 28 or fio ^  0.033; at higher 
values of and eonsequently no and Do, coupled state ionization mechanisms become 
important. Notice, that for an initial principle quantum number, no =  28, the classical 
electron hits the moving barrier (2f2o)~^ =  15 times per half period of the oscillating 
field, which sets a time scale for tunnelling to become important.

We now proceed by describing the ionization probabihties, P ^ ^ ^ ,  obtained using 
the ADK formula given by equation (4.76) of section 4.4.2 above. Calculation of the 
10% threshold field, F^^^(IO ) using the ADK-formula yields values nearly a factor 
of two below Faxpt(^9) for no =  24-32. Since the tunnelling ionization rate depends 
exponentially on Fq) this produces a huge discrepancy in Pi. AltcrnatiYclyj evaluating 
p A D K  Fexpt(lO) values gives ionization probabihties above 0.97, far too high.
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F igu re  4.14 Comparison of the scaled 10% threshold fields, Fo(lO), calculated using classical 
Monte-Carlo methods (full squares), the DK-formula (crosse), the semiclassical model (aster
isks) and the adiabatic model (open circles) for 24 < no < 32. The full curve represents the 
experimental 10% threshold field, Fe*pt(10).

The main reason for the failure of the ADK-formula is simple. For no 1 and 
/ =  772 =  0, the ADK-tuhnelling rate formula, equation (4.76), can be written in the 
form.

7rno‘
exp {( s i  " " à )  ( t )  }] •

The field amplitude at which the exponential factor is zero is clearly important: for large 
no this ought to be the scaled classical critical field, no^2ÿ(no,ni,m ). In table 4.2 we

Table 4.2 Values of Fq at which the exponential factor in the ADK-formula, equation (4.84), 
is zero for various values of no-

no 20 50 100 500 1000 10000

Fo 0.0677 0.0661 0.0656 0.0652 0.0652 0.0651

give the Fo-vaiues at which the exponential fgætor in equation (4.84) is zero for various 
values of tiq. We see that the exponential factor in the ADK-formula has its zero at 
Fo 0.065 whereas gives a value of Fo 0.13. For no % 1 this leads to small errors 
but these increase dramatically with increasing no. In figure 4.15 we compare the three 
ionization probabilities (broken curve), (full curve) and (dotted curve)
for 7Zo =  1; the ionization curves produced by the three different models are similar. This 
should be contrasted with figure 4.16 which shows the same three curves as figure 4.15
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but at no =  5. Even at these relatively small values of no, the ionization probabilities 
obtained using the ADK-formula model are significantly lower than those obtained using 
either the DK-formula or the semiclassical model and this discrepancy increases with 
increasing no- Note that even at these low values of no, and show remarkable 
agreement.' Therefore the assertion (see Augst t t  1991, page 863) that the validity of 
the ADK formula improves with increasing principle quantum number is wrong.

4.8 Conclusions

In this chapter we have made direct comparisons between experimental ionization prob
abilities obtained for the microwave ionization of excited hydrogen atoms and those 
obtained numerically using different theoretical models. These comparisons clearly show 
that for Ca<0.12 or, equivalently, Tig<,28, Dq < 0.033, coupling between states can be 
neglected; ionization occurs when the electron tunnels through the slowly moving bar
rier. Moreover we find that KFR-type formulae, which are often used to interpret low- 
frequency LMPI data, fail to reproduce the experimental data presented here whereas 
ionization probabilities obtained using our new semiclassical model show remarkable 
agreement with those obtained experimentally for ?%o<29. Unfortunately, evaluation of 
the semiclassical ionization probabihties can only be achieved numerically and is far from 
straightforwaa’d, see the discussion in section 4.6 for a moacurc of the complexity involved. 
Clearly, it would bo advantageous if the semiclaocioal resonance energies and widths could 
be expressed as a formula: this, however, is a matter for future work and not considered 
in this thesis.

For Cs > 0.16 ( t i q  > 29) our study shows that couphng to other states becomes 
important and this must be incorporated into any theoretical model; this situation is 
considered in the next chapter where we use a two-state approximation to obtain a 
solution to equation (4.1) for no,>29.
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C hapter 5

Low  freq u en cy  behaviour II: reson an ces

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we discuss the effect of a low frequency periodic electric field on an 
excited hydrogen atom in the regime where the scaled frequency^ fioj hoc in the range 
0.05 '< fio Û 0.2. For this range of scaled frequency^ the experimental ionization curves 
show a great deal of otruoturo which is not reproduced by classical simulations of the 
ionization process.

By using a quantal one-dimensional model together with the adiabatic basis, see 
Richards (1987) and also section 2.5.1 above, Richards et al (1989b) were able to show 
that resonances between a few adiabatic states were responsible for various features in 
the experimental ionization cur\’̂os. Although the experiments were performed on three 
dimensional atoms the comparison gave fairly conclusive evidence that many of the ob 
served features can be understood using a one-dimensional model. Other calculations 
using an unperturbed basis have also boon published but, because of the very large num 
her of states involved^ it is not easy to obtain analytic estimates from such calculations. 
Breuer et al (1989) studied this problem using Floquet methods and an unperturbed 
basis and showed, numerically, that the resonances described in Richards et al (1989b) 
can be related to near degeneracies in the quasi encrgj^ spectrum^ a similar explanation 
is given in the earlier work of Bliimel and Smilansky (1987, 1990) who associated the res
onances vdth ‘unresolved clusters of many Floquet avoided crossings^; further discussion 
of these studies can be found in section 2.5.2 of chapter 2.

At first sight the results presented in chapter 4 (see also Sauer et al  1992) seem to 
contradict the theory presented by Richards . (1987) and Richards et al (1989b) which 
showed that there are resonances whenever l/fio  — where p is a large integer, see 
equation (5.13) below, and that at theee frequonciec the ionizatiorr probability ic on 
hanced. Thus, according to this theory we should expect to see an infinite series of 
resonances as Oq —̂ 0- However, in chapter 4, where we studied the lower frequency
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range, 0.02 < Ho < 0.05, we demonstrated that, for Ho <,0.03 and initial principal quan
tum number no < 28, the simple semiclassical theory, presented in section 4.3.2, sufficed 
to explain the experimental results but, more important, no resonance effects were ob
served, see, for example, the experimental curve denoted by the full line in figure 4.4 
on page 114 above (see also Sauer et al. 1992). The reason that these are not seen is 
simply that as fîo decreases the resonance width becomes very narrow and in any cxpcri 
ment which camples the frequency too coarsely they will not bo soon; in the eaiperimcnto 
described in chapter 4 only the discrete scaled frequencies f2o =  (0.011469no)^, with 
24 < no < 32, were sampled. ..

Richards et ai (1980b) showed numerically that the reconancc widths decrease with 
frequency, but the approximate theory of that paper gave only the positions of the res 
onances. In order to obtain resonance widths it is necessary to understand how the 
nolutions of Schrodinger’s equation depend upon the driving frequency^ so one needs ao 
curate solutions in a tractable form. In this chapter we provide such a solution of the 
two-state equations of motion which we uce to obtain approjdmations to the resonance 
widths as fio 0- In particular we show that the width of the resonance at f2o — P~^ is 
approximately C being a positive constant^ and that for the quantum num
bers and frequencies dealt with by Sauer et ai (1992) and chapter 4 above they are too 
narrow to be observed.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 is devoted to 
obtaining an accurate analytic solution to the two-state equation^ valid for low frequency 
perturbations. This is achieved by re-writing Schrodinger’s equation in terms of the 
Bloch equation and then transforming this into a form in which first order perturbation 
theory is valid. In section 5.3 wo use this appromination to obtain ejEprecciono for both the 
position and width of the resonances. Finally, in section 5.4, we present some conclusions.

5.2 A pproxim ate solution for th e tw o-state system

For the low field frequencies considered in this chapter, the classical motion is most 
conveniently described using the dipole gauge Hamiltonian (1.35), see page 21 above; for 
the one-dimensional hydrogen atom in the presence of a low frequency electric field we 
write this as,

1
Fr(z,p, t) =  ——p  T- zF  sin fit, z > 0. (5.1)

Note that here we have neglected both the field envelope, A(t), and the field phase, S; 
for a slowly switched sinusoidal field this approximation produces insignificant errors 
provided the driving frequency is small compared to the unperturbed frequency of the 
system and the system starts at i ~  0, that is when the perturbation is zero. When the
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scaled frequency is small the classical electron executes many oscillations of its Kepler 
orbit during each field period so it is appropriate to use the adiabatic basis defined by 
the conservative adiabatic Hamiltonian given by equation (1.40) on page 22, namely,

HAD{z,p^f) = — p^ — — — zf^ z > 0, (5.2)

where /  is a parameter. In section 1.4.1 we showed that the angle-action variables defined 
by this Hamiltonian define a new representation which becomes time-dependent if /  is 
replaced by FsinQt; then Hamiltonian (5.1) becomes, Leopold and Richards (1993a),

K ( e , I , t )  = Ha d{I, f )  + F ü f '  sin s6 cos ü t ,  f  = F  sin Üt, (5.3)

where

H A D { I , f )= H A D { z { e , I J ) ,p (0 , I , f ) , f )  with UAD{I,f) =  ^ ^  (5.4)

being the frequency of the conservative motion defined by the Hamiltonian (5.2), and 
where Q a(Ijf)  is the sth Fourier component of z (0 ,/ , / ) .  In the following we shall 
approximate these by their field free values,

or2 f/(^\
= (5.5)

As already noted in chapter 1, the advantage of this representation is that the perturba
tion is proportional to FCl rather than just P.

In this angle-action representation the eigenfunctions of Had  ̂ that is solutions of 
HAD\n,f) =  -S n(/)|n ,/) , have the form

(0|n,7) =  (27r)-i/^e‘"*, with E„{f) = H A o in h J ) .  (5.6)

For aU the numerical results presented in this chapter we use the expressions for £ '„(/) 
derived by Richards (1987), namely,

(ti-1 --)  E n(f)  =  (5-7)

( ^ “*■4 )  ~  ^2 ^  ^  0, (5.8)

where the coefficients, e^, are given in table 5.1 and where /? is a dimensionless parameter 
defining the field strength,

/  \  4

/  =  I 3 ) , —1 < /) < 1, c =  — — -—  =  0.60au : (5.9)
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Table 5.1 Values of the coefficients, e^, used in the energy level approximation, equations (5.7) 
and (5.8).

j 1 2 3 4 5

< 1,947 (-1) 1.474 (-2) 4.509 (-3) 2.061 (-3) 1.148 (-3)

7̂ 1.946 (-1) 1.410 (-2) 2.606 (-3) — —

our analysis suggests that the precise form chosen for E „ (/)  is of no significance. Using 
the adiabatic basis, equation (5.6), and the Hamiltonian (5.3) we can re-derive the equa
tions of motion for the time-dependent amplitudes, On(t) and On+i(t), see equations (2.52) 
on page 53 and also Richards (1987): in the low frequency limit only two adiabatic states 
are significantly coupled and these equations become,

=  A : ( r ) e x p |^ ^  d r£ :( / ) |a n ,  r  = Q.t (5.10)

— On =  —A:(r) exp ^  d r £ ( / ) |o n + i ,  (5.11)

where,

- A:W =  ^ c o s . = . - 0 , 3 2 5 ! f  cosr, £  =  ^  (5.12)

where f{ t)  = F s in r  and Qq is small. In section 5.3 below we shall need to know how 
the solutions of these equations depend upon the various system parameters, Ho, Fb and 
n  so here we note that €  is independent of Do, is a very slowly varying function,of n and 
only weakly dependent upon Fq. The main dependence upon n comes from k and upon 
flo from the large Qg  ̂ factor in the exponent; for small frequencies this is the cause of 
all complications.

The two-state approximation is clearly valid provided k is small, which is normally
the case when n is small as Fq < 0.13. If n is large then k may also be large but even
then a two-state approximation is valid provided Qq is sufficiently small because the rapid 
oscillations in the exponent prevent growth of 0^+1.

Richards et al (1989b) showed that the solution to these equations has resonances at 
the frequencies

Qo ~  (p a large integer), (5.13)

which is just the condition for the energy between adjacent unperturbed states to be an 
integer multiple of the photon energy . However, the approsdmation used to obtain the 
resonance positions gave their widths to be zero so in order to determine the widths of 
these resonances a more accurate solution to equations (5.10) and (5.11) is required.
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5.2.1 Sem iclassical approximations

Analytic approximations to the two-state equations which deal adequately with the high 
frequency oscillations are difficult to obtain. Semiclassical approximations to equations 
similar to these have been derived by Crothers and co-workers in the context of diabatie 
two-state collisions, see for instance Crothers and Hughes (1977) and Crothers (1976). 
This type of approximation begins by converting the two first-order equations into the. 
second-order equation

'  i l ;  +  '=(T)%+1 =  0. (5.14)

Since Og is small the Qg  ̂ term dominates except at those times at which k{r) ~  0, 
that is when the coupling is small. Uniform approximations^ to this equation fail for 
the current problem because the original equations are unitary and this endows special 
properties onto equation (5.14) which are not shared by any comparison equation which 
could be used as a basis for a uniform approximation. As a consequence all the uniform 
approximations we could find failed to satisfy unitarity.

5.2.2 B loch representation

In order to proceed we reformulate the equations of motion and then transform the new 
equations into a form in which the coupling is sufficiently weak for first-order perturbation 
theory to provide am accurate approximation. This procedure is carried out using the 
Pauli matrices, see for instance Lamdau and Lifshitz (1977, §55):

"^=1^1 0 j ’ 0 ) '  - i j '
having the commutator relations [<Jj,crfc] =  2kjfc/cr/, and making the aissociations

|n ,/ )  I  ̂ I amd |n - I-1 ,/)  f ^ ) .  (5.16)

Then, if only two states dominate, Hamiltonian (5.3) may be written in terms of these 
matrices:

K  =  \  (£„+ i(/) +  e „ (/))  i2 -  iAS(/)<73 -  m n n a i .  (5.17)

where I2 is the unit 2 x 2  matrix.
The motion produced by this Hamiltonian is most easily described in terms of the 

mean values of the Pauli matrices,

Sk{t) = (t|o-jfc|t), fc =  1, 2, 3 (5.18)

^Uniform approxim ations axe described in appendix D.
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with \t) being the wave function at time t:

|t) =  an+i|7i + l , / ) e x p | - ^ ^  + O n |n , / ) e x p |- ^ ^  d tF n ( t ) | .  (5.19)

In the Schrodinger representation the matrices, o'*, have no'explicit time dependence so 
the equations of motion for their mean values are

A: =  1, 2, 3. (5.20)

Using scaled units we can write these equations in the vector form

 ̂ 0 cos ij} — sin ̂  ^
— cos ̂ 0  0

 ̂ s in^  0 0 y

where
C(r) =  y/4:k^ +  {S/ÜqŸ  >  1 and ta n ^  =  <  1. (5.22)t \T )

These equations have the same form as those normally associated with a two state atom, 
see for example Allen and Eberly (1975, page 39), but because we start with an adiabatic 
basis all the coefficients of Sk are time-dependent and some are varying very rapidly so 
the usual approximations, for example the rotating wave approximation, cannot be used.

The components of s are related to the original amplitudes by introducing real vari
ables A, B, a  and ^  such that Onij) =  J3e‘̂  and an+i('r) =  Ae’“ to give

s i(r)  -t- is2(r) =  2AB expi -  P -  ^  ^  dr£^(r)^ , S3(r) =  -  A^. (5.23)

In particular the probabilities of being in the two states are

|onP = ^ (1 +  sa (r)) , |o„+i|^ =  A^ =  i  (1 -  s s ( r ) ) . (5.24)

Equation (5.21) provides a more graphic picture of the motion than the original 
equations of motion. Since sf +  82 +  ^3 — 1 the vector 8(t) moves on the unit sphere; 
instantaneously it is rotating rapidly, with angular speed ^(r) 1, about the slowly
moving vector,

M (r)  =  (0, sin -0, cos ip), (5.25)

which itself oscillates slowly about the z-axis with small amplitude, periodic oscillations 
in the Oyz-plane. Note that because ip =  O(flo), Af is almost parallel to the z-axis. The 
combined motion is sketched in figure 5.1.

It is clear that the motion would appear simpler if viewed from the slowly moving 
reference frame with the new z-axis along A f. Thus we define a new vector, x, by the
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Figure 5.1 Diagram showing the how the motion of s comprises the rapid rotations about 
Af, which itself is executing slow, periodic, small amplitude oscillations about the z-axis in the 
Oyz-plane.

equation x  =  Ri(r)s, where Ri is the time-dependent matrix

^1  0 0 ^
Ri =  0  cos Ip —sinip ,

^ 0  sin-0 cosip y

in which the equations of motion take the simpler form

(5.26)

dx
d r

0 C 0 ^
-C 0 -Ip
0  Ip 0  J

; dV»X, w h ere  ip — — .
d r

(5.27)

Since  ̂ =  O(fio &nd ^ =  0 {Q q) the dominant motion of x  is a rapid rotation about 
the new z-axis with angular speed this suggests a final transformation

 ̂ COS T} sin 77 0  ^
— sin 77 cos 77 0X =  R2 (r)-u7 with R2 =

\ 0 0
(5.28)

/

and where
7?(r) =  ^  d r ( ( r )  =  d r ^^2  4- 4f2§A:2. (5.29)

We shall see later that 77 is approximately the angle rotated by the original vector, a. 

This brings the equations of motion to the final form

/ \
d w
dr

= -0 a X-U7, a =  (cos 77, sin 77, 0 ), wq =  ±
0 ,

— sin -00 

 ̂ cos Ipo y
(5.30)
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where the sign for wq = w{0) depends upon which state is initially populated, the upper 
sign being correct when o„(0) =  1. The angle, ipo, is the initial value of ip and is given

V.o = - ta n -^ (o .6 5 ^ g ” t ) f ) .  (5.31)

Again w{r) is connected to wq by a rotation, but as ip = O(fio) the angle of rotation is
small. Moreover the vector a is rotating very rapidly about the z ædo 00 on average w
changes very little: we shall see later that for Ho 1 the angle of rotation is very 
small and, for a fixed r , decreases very rapidly as Og —̂ 0-

The vector, w, changes very little and so its motion can be approximated using first- 
order perturbation theory; so if m {r)  is the direction of the rotation connecting tn(r) to
WQ,

^w(r) m {r) 2^ -{Ic, la, 0)/^w  (5.32)

where
h  + u , =  r  dr  ^ (r)e ‘’’(’’>. (5.33)

Jo
On using the vector representation of a finite rotation, Goldstein (1980, page 165) we 
obtain the approximate solution to equation (5.30)

w {t)  = Wq cos -I- m (m  • wo)(l -  cos 0 ^ ) +  {wq x  rn) sin 0^,, (5.34)

which can also be written in the matrix form, w (t ) = \N{r)wQ. The advantage of writing 
the approximate solution of equation (5.30) in this form is that it preserves unitarity. 

Finally, we collect together all the rotations to relate the initial and final values of s,

a(r) = R(r)s(0), R(r) =  Ri(^)-'R2(»))W(r)Ri(^o). (5.35)

Note that the only approximation used in deriving this solution is the approximation of 
equation (5.32) for and m . Since Ri and W are close to the identity it is tempting 
to assume that a good approximation to s(r)  is obtained by a simple rotation about 
the z-axis due to R2. However, s(0) =  ztz, so this motion itself does not produce 
any transitions: these are caused by the small modulations due to Ri and W which are 
therefore vorjf important» It ic thic combination of the rapid rotations of R2 and the omall 
slow OGoillationc which caucoo difficultioc in finding accurate Golutiono and also accounts 
for their complicated behaviour.

On using equations (5.24) and (5.35) we obtain approximations for the probability, 
|onp. In figure 5.2 we compare this approximate solution for |onP, the full curve, with 
that obtained from the numerical integration of the original equations (5.10) and (5.11), 
the broken curve, for 0 < r  < 27t with n = 38, f2o =  0.1 and F q = 0.12. The l/fZo
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oscillations of |on(^)| are due to the rotations caused by R2; the other more complicated 
variations are produced by Ri and W. At lower frequencies the approximation is even 
better; for instance at f2o =  0.01, where there are 100 oscillations, these differences are 
at worst 2 X 10“ .̂

ia.r
1.0

0.9 -

0.8 -

r/Tt
0.7

050.0 1.0 ' 1.5 2.0

F igu re  5.2 Graphs showing |onP as a function of r  in the case n =  38, f2o = 0.1 and F q  = 0.121. 
The sohd line depicts the approximate solution given by equation (5.35), the dotted line is the 
exact result obtained by solving equations (5.10) and (5.11) numerically.

5.3 M ean probabilities and resonance w idths

The equations of motion (5.21) for s(r) are linear and have 27r-periodic coefficients and 
so Floquet’s theory can be used to infer that there exists a matrix U relating solutions 
at the times r  and r  +  27t. Thus, we can obtain the long-time behaviour of the system 
from a knowledge of the solutions at r  =  27t:

s (r  +  27t) =  Us(r) and s (r  -f 2N tt) =  U ^s(r), for all r. (5.36)

Further, since s  is confined to lie on the surface of a unit sphere, U represents a rotation 
through an angle, 0 , in the direction of a unit vector, n . On setting r  =  0, so U =  R(27t), 
and using the vector lepreseuiation in equation (5.34) we obtain the following expression 
for s after N  field periods,

s(2iV7r) =  s(0) cos 4- n(s(0) • n )( l — cosiV$) + (a(0) x n) s i n (5.37)

where $  and n  are the angle and direction of thé rotation defined by R(27r).
Now suppose that the system is initially in the lower state. In ,/) ; so that, from 

equation (5.24), s(0) =  (0,0,1); the probability of being in the lower state at time
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r  =  2N7T is then

P{n,N)  =  i  (1 +  s(2JV7t) • z)

=  è  ( l  +  ™i) +  ^  ( l  -  « 3 )  cos «3 =  n  • z. (5.38)

The mean probability of staying in the initial state over M  field periods is defined to

be
1

If 0  is an integer multiple of 2tt then P{n) = 1; otherwise, if M  is sufficiently large the 

second term is small and we have

p(n) =  1 (̂ 1 +  n |)  , 0  f  27TP, M  large, (5.40)

so when ng =  0, P(n) =  P(n +  1) =  The continuum enters the equations of motion 
via decay terms with decay from the upper state being much faster than that from the 
lower state, see Richards (1987, equation (3.27)). In Richards et ai (1989b) it was shown 
that the inclusion of decay, other than destroying unitarity, does not significantly alter 
the relative values of P(n) and P(n +  1), so that when 713 =  0 the ionization probability 
is enhanced, see for instance figure 5 of Richards et al (1989b) which shows how peaks 
in the ionization probability coincide with the resonance positions computed assuming

no decay.__________________________________________________________
In figures 5.3 and 5.4 we compare the exact and approximate values of P{n). The

approximate values, depicted by the solid line, are obtained using equation (5.35) to find
ns, while the exact solution is obtained using the Floquet methods described by Richards
et ai (1989b), see also section 2.3.3 of chapter 2 above. In figure 5.3 we show results in
the vicinity of =  0.09 and see that the approximation predicts the position and width
of the resonance quite accurately. In figure 5.4 we continue figure 5.3 to lower frequencies
and observe that the exact and approximate results are barely distinguishable. We also
note that, apart from the regular array of ever narrowing resonances, P(n) has a rather
erratic behaviour in between resonances: for instance at Qo -  0.0515 and 0.062, P{n) ~  1
while at Qq -  0.07 it is smaller. From equation (5.40) it is clear that all these features
are a consequence of the dependence of 713 upon Üq, so we now turn to a more detailed
analysis of the behaviour of the approximate solution upon Qq.
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F igure  5.3 Graphs showing P{n) as a function of CIq in the case n = 38 and F q  = 0.121. The 
solid line depicts the approximate solution given by equations (5.35) and (5.40), the dotted line 
is the exact result obtained by solving equations (5.10) and (5.11) numerically.
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F igure  5.4 As in figure 5.3, but showing P(n) over a different frequency range: the solid line 
depicts the approximate solution and the dotted line is the exact result.
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5.3.1 Frequency dependence o f the solution

The angle of the rotation, connecting s(0) to s (27t), equation (5.37), is given by the 
relation

2 cos $  +  1 =  Tr(R) =  Tr(R2W)

= (1  +  cos $tu) cos 7/ +  cos $10

-2 m z  sin77 sin +  47713 sin^($u,/2) sin^(77/ 2 ). (5.41)

This relation is exact, but if the approximation defined in equation (5.32) is used then
7713 =  0 and the last two terms are zero: henceforth we shall normally assume that
7 7 1 3 .=  0 .

The direction, n, is more difficult to obtain and can only be found by considering 
the action of R on two linearly independent vectors. Consider the vectors =  Ra*, 
k =  1, 2, 3, with ak the unit vectors along the axes. Then from equation (5.37) we 
obtain

Rkj =  Xj ■ ak — 6kjC0 S ^ +  nkTij{l — c o s ^ ) e k j i n i s i n ^ ,  (5.42)

so
277,3 sin $  =  R \2  — R 2I’ (5.43)

Thus, provided sin 0  ^  0,773 =  0 when R 21 — R n  =  0 or, on using approximation (5.32) 
so that 7713 =  0 ,

2 0 0 3 (77/ 2 ) I sin(7;/2) [(1 +  cos $u,) cos +  îTii sin $ 1 0  sin V']

— 7772 sin sin ̂  0 0 3 (77/ 2 ) j  =  0, (5.44)

where -0 =  ^(0) since r =  27t. We now consider the roots of this equation.
One solution is 003(77/ 2 ) =  0 making 77 an odd multiple of tt; from equation (5.41) we 

see that this gives cos$ =  —1 so that <& =  t t .  In this case we cannot use equation (5.43) 
to find 773, but instead we have

77 a  a(0) +  a(2!7r) giving T13 =  y  , (cos 77 — -1 ) , (5.45)

where, for cos 77 =  — 1 and 7773 =  0 ,

R 33 =  cos 2'if) cos +  7771 sin 2 sin -  27772 sin (0 ^ /2 ) sin ^

~  1 2^  ̂+  2777i%̂ $u, -  (5.46)

Some typical values of 7/; and $u, are shown in figure 5.5, for the case n =  38,
Fo =  0 .1 2 1 , as a function of Oo. Since both '0 and are smedl we see that 773 ~  1 when
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F igu re  5.5 Graphs showing some values of equation (5.31) and equation (5.32) as a 
function of Qq in the case n = 38 and Fo = 0.121.

COST] —1: indeed, for very small fZg, |$ u ,| ^  a  f2o so in this limit TI3 ~  1 — 1*0̂  and
P(n) =  1 — O(f2o) when cos 77 =  — 1, that is in between resonances.

The other solution is given by the roots of the equation

7712 cos(7y/2) sin sin 7p
am{r]/2) = (5.47)(1 +  cos COS ijj + m i sin sin ijj '

The left hand side of this equation varies between ±1 as 7; changes from tt to Stt, that is 
as Qo changes by a quantity Og, see equation (5.49) below. On the other hand the right 
hand side is always very small so the roots must be near 7/ =  2^p, for some large integer 
p, but to determine the corrections, upon which the behaviour at resonance depend, we 
need an estimate of In the integral (5.33), from which is obtained, the function 
ip is O(f2o) and 27r-perodic whereas the exponent is monotonie increasing from zero to 
about 27r/f2o ^  1- A good approximation to this integral is obtained by ignoring the 
term 0(Qq) in the phase integrand to give the slightly simpler integral

= d r ^ ( r ) e x p ( ^ ^  dr£:(r)^  . (5.48)

When 77 =  dr £ { t )  =  27rp, that is fig — 1/p, we can change variables to express the
integral (5.48) in the form dy where f(y )  is a 27r-periodic, analytic function
of y. In this case 7(0g) decreases faster than any power of p, that is |/ | < fig ^  for any 
N  > 0. For other values of fig, I  is larger as there is incomplete cancellation of the 
oscillations. However, we need an estimate of I  near the points where 77 =  27rp, so we 
shall assume that /(fio) does not change suflSciently rapidly near here to invalidate this 
assumption; we demonstrate numerically that this is true in figure 5.*6. :

In appendix F we show that near a resonance =  |/ | decreases as exp(—C/Og), 
for some positive constant C. In order to illustrate this behaviour we consider a rather
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Figure  5.6 Graphs showing the variation of various functions near the resonance at 
fio — 0.011544688470691 as a function of x = (fîo — 0.011544688470691)^  ̂ for n = 38 and 
Fo = 0.121.

extreme case, the resonance at Hg ~  0.011544688470691, having a width of ~  10“ ^̂ . 
In figure 5.6 we show graphs of F(n), ng, and sin(?;/2) over the width of the resonance 
for n =  38 and Fq =  0.121.

These numerical results are representative of all cases we have considered and show 
clearly that changes httle over the width of the resonance.

We have shown that the positions of the resonances are at the roots of equation (5.47) 
and we see from the above analysis that rj — 27rp = exp{—CQQ^)). In this case
COST) 1 and from equation (5.41) we see that 0  ~  and that equation (5.43) is
applicable which confirms that the solution of equation (5.47) gives the zeros of 713 and 
hence the positions of the minimum of. F(n), equation (5.40), as shown in figures 5.3 
and 5.4. By comparing the graphs in figure 5.5 with those in figures 5.3 and 5.4 we see 
that this is true for all Qg < 0.1; we have not considered larger frequencies.

5 .3 .2  R e so n a n c e  w id th s

Finally we are in a position to determine the width of the minima of P{n) as a function 
of Hg, which is determined by the rate at which ng passes through zero as fig changes. 
Suppose that is a resonance frequency, miQr) = 0; then for a nearby frequency, 
fig =  fir +  6flg, we have dng =  n'^{Q,r)6Qo. The derivative of ng at a resonance is 
obtained by differentiating equation (5.43) to give =  (dTy/dflg)/$«,, but from the 
definition of 77, equation (5.29), we have

27Tdr ■ I -
i-g Jo

dr)
dflg - à i > '

(5.49)
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so that
-  27rdflo

Thus on using the above estimate for $w(flo) we see that the width of the resonance 
decreases as This very rapid decrease in resonance widths with decreasing
frequency is the main reason why none were seen in Sauer et al. (1992); for example at 
n =  28, Fq =  0.123, typical of the parameters considered in Sauer et ai (1992), there is 
a resonance at fig =  0.033236 with a width 50g =  2 x 10“ ®, whereas the experiment was 
at a scaled frequency fig =  0.03307 while at n =  24, fig = 0.02083, the nearest resonance 
is at fig = 0.0206 having a width 6flg ~  10“®.

5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have studied the behaviour of a one-dimensional hydrogen atom in 
the presence of a low frequency, harmonic electric field in the limit as the field frequency 
tends to zero. For the small scaled frequencies fig p“ ,̂ p being a large integer, there 
are resonances at which the ionization probabihty is enhanced and we have shown that 
the width of each resonance is of order flg^  ̂exp(—C/flg). Our analysis is based upon the 
two-state approximation to the coupled equations of motion but, since an adiabatic basis 
is used, this is a good approximation at low frequencies. In order to find the resonance 
widths we have found a new, accurate solution to these equations. The rapid decrease 
in the width as fig —+ 0 explains why low frequency resonances were not found in the 
experiments reported in Sauer et ai (1992).

The relationship of this one-dimensional model to a real three-dimensional atom re
mains an open question. However, it should be noted that a number of quite subtle 
features seen in experimental results can be explained by this one-dimensional model. 
For instance, the threshold fields for ionization in both one- and three-dimensional atoms 
agree remarkably well, provided the scaled field is not too large, while the positions of 
the resonances near fig =  1/3, 1/2 aind 1, for example, agree well, as does the classical 
behaviour near them. Finally, we note that the one-dimensional model provides accurate 
positions of, and qualitatively accurate behaviour near, the low frequency resonances, see 
Richards et a i (1989b). Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that the result obtained 
here will be similar to the true resonance width of the three-dimensional atom. However, 
it is not clear how the equivalent analysis for these atoms should proceed without making 
further approximations.
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A ppendix  A

G auge invariance o f  th e  reson ance overlap  

co n d itio n

In this appendix we show that, each of the three Hamiltonians (1.27), (1.33) and (1.37), 
derived in section 1.7, yield identical expressions for the critical field strength , Fch  of 
equation (1.65) given on page 28 and derived using the Chirikov (1979) resonance overlap 
condition, above which a significant proportion of orbits become unstable.

The dipole gauge

For convenience, we start with the dipole gauge Hamiltonian, equation (1.33), which we 
write in the form,

Hd{quPi,t) =  H o ( q \ , p i )  ^ q iF s m n t ,  (A.l)

HoiQiiPi) =  +  ^ (9 1 ), (A .2)

where, for convenience, we have set X{t) =  1 and 6 =  0.
As in section 1.5 we express Hamiltonian (A.l) in terms of the angle-action variables,

(0,1), of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, Hq:

H d { 0 ,  / ,  t) = Hq(I) + q i { 6 , 1) sin Qt. (A.3)

The variable, q i ( 0 , I ) ,  is a 2?r-periodic function of 6  and hence may be expressed as the
Fourier series

? i (9 ,/ )=  f ;  (A.4)
s = —00

where
= Q . =  <?l. =  |<3,|exp(-i7,). (A.5)

Substituting equation (A.4) into Hamiltonian (A.3) gives

Hd((9,/,t) =  Ho(/) + |  (A.6)
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Resonances occur when s =  ± r  so that r6 = fit, that is at fl^= ru. On ignoring the 
rapidly varying terms, an approximation to Hamiltonian (A.6) in the vicinity of the 
resonance at fl =  rw is, on using equation (A.5),

c:i Hq(I) -  F \Q r(I)\sm (rB -0 .t + 'yr)‘ (A.7)

The momentum gauge

The momentum gauge Hamiltonian, equation (1.27), is

P, t) = Ho{q, p) +  ^  cos fit, (A.8)

where the conjugate variables, (q,p) and (91,Pi) are related by equation (1.34);

F
p = Pi -  — cos fit, (7 =  <71* (A,9)

The crucial point here is that the dependency of H q upon (92,P2) is given by equa
tion (A.2) with (gi,pi) replacing (gi,pi); we can therefore use the same angle-action
variables to write Hamiltonian (A.8) as

Hm{0, / ,  t) =  Hq(I) +  -^P {0 ,1) cos fit. (A.IO)

Now, from Hamilton’s equations for the unperturbed motion, we have

q(0, T) = qi{0,1) =  (A .ll)op fl

so that

p(6,I) =  fjLqi(6,I) = -ifjLw(I) ^  sQa{I)e~"^^, where Ô =  = w(7). (A.12)
f l= —00

On using equation (A.12), Hamiltonian (A.IO) becomes,

/ , t) =  Ho{I) -  f ;  (A.13)
s = —00

Thus, in the vicinity of the resonance at ÿ =  ± r  we obtain an approximation to Jfm‘

Hm{e, / ,  t) -  Ho{I) -  F |g , ( / ) |  sin(r<9 -  fit 4- 7r). (A.14)

The acceleration gauge

The acceleration gauge Hamiltonian, equation (1.37), is
1 F

Ha{q2 ,P2 ,t) = — P2 + V{q2 -  6(t)), 6(t) =  ^  sin fit, (A.15)
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where,
F  F

P2 =  Pi -  ^  cos ü t  and 92 =  9i -  sin ÇIL , (A.16)

For high frequencies, an approximation to Hamiltonian (A. 15) is given by equation (1.72) 
given on page 29:

F dV
Ha(q2,P2,t) ~  Ho{q2,P2) +  ^ ^ s i n Q t — . (A.17)

Again the dependency of Hq upon (92,^2) is given by equation (A.2) with (q2 -,P2 ) re
placing (qi,pi) and so again we can i^e the same angle-action variables to re-write Ha 
as

F dV
Ha{&, 7, t) Hq{I) -H ^ ~2 siu 1). (A.18)

On considering the unperturbed motion we see that the equations of motion are, .

and so we have

— {8,i) = - M 2 {e,i) = M i f  E  s'^Qs{r)e-'‘\  (A.20)
("«z . = - 0 0

where again we have used 6 = dH o/d l = w(f). Substituting equation (A.20) into 
equation (A. 18) gives,

H ç (e ,I ,t)~ H o { I)  + ^ ^ ^ -  Ê (A.21)
'  ̂ s = —00

amd so, in the vicinity of the resonance at s =  ± r  an approximation to Ha is

H a{9,I,t) ^ H o ( I ) - F \Q r iI ) \s m (r 9 -Q t- \ - jr ) ,  (A.22)

where Cl ~  rw.
Thus the approximate Hamiltonians, equations (A.7), (A. 14) and (A.22) take the 

same form in each of the three gauges and the gauge-invariance of the overlap criterion, 
equation (1.65), follows. A similar analysis can be used to prove the gauge invariance of 
the classical map, equations (1.91) and (1.92).
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A ppendix  B

S u d d en  ion ization: c lassica l

In this appendix, we outline the calculation of the classical ionization probabilities for 
the Morse potential, described by equation (3.1), when the oscillating field is switched 
on suddenly. In section 1.6, we obtained the following expression for the value of the 
momentum, pi, at which the initial unperturbed torus intersects the separatrix of the 
mean-motion Hamiltonian,

-  2p i^co s6  4- 6 c±2fi(E^ -  Ed). (B.l)

In terms of the variables A$ and A q, introduced in section 3.2, 2fj,E^ =  a^Ag and 
2fiEd = a^A‘̂Ao{2 -  Ao), which gives,

. Pi = aAa{l -  Ao)Vj (B.2)

4 r { l -A o fP c o s S  ’  ̂ ^

and where we have written 0  =  ^ ,ra ^ ( l  — Ao)/fJi and F = a^A^P/2p.
We now find the values of the angle variables, ^1,2, at which the intersection takes 

place by using equations (3.3) and (3.4) to write pi in terms of the action-angle variables. 
Substituting the resulting expression into equation (B.3) gives.

Rearranging this and using equation (3.5) to rewrite e in terms of Ao gives,
\

^ =  P- (B-5)

The difference, \6i — 0^/2# is then the ionization probability which can be averaged over 
the field phase to give our final expression:

ysuD (^ ,A o ,r) = ̂ l  d5 cos- ‘ . (B.C)

This is used to compute the theoretical ionization probability curves shown in figures 3.11 
and 3.12.
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A ppendix  C

S u d d en  ion ization: quantal

Here we show how the quantal-sudden ionization probabihty is related to the classical 
sudden probability of equation (B.6), derived in appendix B, and that in the classical limit 
they are identical. We assume that for times t < 0 the dipole Hamiltonian, equation (1.33) 
with F  =  0, describes the system, and for t > 0 that the Hamiltonian of equation (1.37) 
is a good approximation. At t =  0 there is a transition in momentum,

P 2 =  P i  -  (F /fi) cos <5, (C.l)

so that the wave functions 'if}± immediately before and after t = 0 are related by,
f  .Fqcos6\

= +  (C.2)

where iJj are the eigenstates of H  and the initial state, is an eigenstate of Hd- Then,
assuming that the continuum wave functions are delta-function normalized in energy the 
ionization amphtude is,

a(E) =  J  dqTp*{E,q)ipn{q)e^P ' (C 3)

Since the quantum numbers are large we use the WKB approximations.

Z L  - (C.4)

where a*. A: =  1, 2 are the inner turning points. Then the transition amplitude is, on 
ignoring the rapidly varying terms,

* ' «  =  -

( i  £  dx { p { B ,  x )  -  p ( B n , x ) )  + v (£ )  -  ^ )  , (C.6)X COS I -
'as
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where as =  m ax(ai,<12) and b is the outer turning point.
This integral may be evaluated using the stationary phase approximation with the 

stationary phase points at the real roots, qi and Ç2, of,

Ap{q) =  p{E, q) -  p(En, q) = . (C.7)

Remembering that p{q) > 0 and that we see that for each sign of equation (C.7)
only one part of the cosine in equation (C.6) contributes and so we have,

^  exp { i  dx Ap(x) +  ^{E) -  f +  i T }
V 2îr ^  ^p {E , gk)p{E„, %)|Ap'(%)|

where the Maslov indices are a\ = 1 and 02 =  —1. The classical limit is obtained by
ignoring the interference terms, and on using the relation,

p{E,q)p{En,q)^p’(q) = fJLV\q)Ap(q), (C.9)

where we assume a  small so that V{q^a) ~  V(g), we see that.

However, the classical probability is just,

p^(E) = -^\e'j{E)-e[{E)\,  (c.ii)

where 9k axe the two roots of pE{9) =  p{En^q{9))Ap and since,

the equality of the classical and quantal ionization probabihties in the sudden limit
follows.
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A ppendix  D

U n iform  ap p roxim ation s

For one-dimensional systems it is often possible to use uniform methods to obtain asymp
totic approximations to the solutions of Schrodinger’s equation. The essence of uniform 
approximations is that similar equations have similar solutions, two equations being sim
ilar if their order, type and number of turning points are the same. A rigorous exposition 
of this theory is given by Cherry (1950); here we concentrate on the elementary case 
needed for this application. The approximate theory starts with the Schrodinger equa
tion which we assume can be written in the form:

0  +  =  0, (D.l)

where Q(x) is some sufficiently well behaved function of x. For our application, this 
equation derives from the Hamiltonian,

ff(P,Q) =P^/2M + V(q), (D.2)

in which case,
Q(x) = 2 p (E -V .(x )) , (D.3)

where E  is the particle energy, // its mass and V  the potential energy. Let,

^ ^(5o(o‘)^ =  0, (D.4)

be a comparison equation such that Qo(cr) and Q(rc), equation (D.l), have similar turning 
point structure over the z-range of interest. We should then expect the solutions 'ip(x) 
and <̂ (o-), of equations (D.l) and (D.4) respectively, to be approximately related by a
coordinate stretch and a rescaling; this can be expressed by writing,

^  . (D.5)

where / ( a )  and a{x) remain to be determined; naturally, both / ,  a and their inverses
must be continuous. The function i t { x )  can be thought of as a non linear, invertible,
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scaling of coordinates and /(cr) the associated rescaling of the wave function. The forms 
of the primitive WKB expressions, namely,

^(x) =  Q~^^ {̂x)exp( î J  dx'yjQ {x)^  , (D.6)

(f>{a) = Qo exp ^i y  d a '^ Q o ^ ^  , . (D.7)
'aro

suggest a solution with,
1/4

(1) 8)

and a(x) imphcitly defined by,

/  da‘jQ o{a ')  = f  à x 'jQ {x ') . (D.9)
■ J<tq Jxq

The coordinate sealing, a, is obtained by substituting equation (D.5) into (D.l) and 
using (D.4) to give,

t ££ ( s  ( I ) + I S )  *(■»-«• ( S ) i  "  -  «■

which can be satisfied to 0{h^) by choosing a to satisfy,

Q o (< r ) (^ )  = Q ( i) .  (D .ll)

For / (a )  to be well behaved, <t{x ) must be chosen so that the zeros of Q{x) and Qo(cr) 
coincide and are of the same type. Note that with /  defined by equation (D.9), we have

/(or)^—  =  1, (D.12)

and the first term of-equation (D.IO) is zero.
Equations (D .ll), (D.8), (D.5) and (D.4) are the important equations for the appli

cation of this method. In practice, it is essential that Qo{cr) can be chosen so that the 
solution to equation (D.4), <f>{o’), can be represented in terms of standard functions with 
known properties.
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A p p en d ix  E

E va lu a tion  o f  action  and tu n n e llin g  in tegra ls

In this appendix we obtain analytic expressions for the integrals I-q and A  given by 
equations (4.44), (4.55) and (4.47) respectively of section 4.3.2, together with the quan
tal correction function, $(x), equation (4.56) and the resonance widths, uf equa
tion (4.65). The expressions derived in this appendix are used to numerically evaluate of 
these functions.

E .l  Evaluation o f the action integral

The action integral of the ^-motion is given by equation (4.44),

h i  . /_ f3  4- -4-2ft 4

Following the notation of G alias et al (1982), we write this in the form,

'< -  #  ( - 4 ” m i

where.

2 t 2 \  - 1 / 2

F   ̂ fj,F J

The turning points, ^i, ^2, axe the non-negative roots of the cubic equation,

- ( ' +  ( ) ( (  ^  -  ( 3) =’ 0- (E.4)
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and, as shown in figure-4.1 on page 101, are ordered (3 < 0 < ^2 < Equation (E.2) 
can be simplified by using the identity,

which is obtained after a trivial integration by parts. From this identity it follows that. 

Combining equations (E.2) and (E.6) and eliminating gives,

m i

The integrals, can be evaluated analytically in terms of complete eUiptic integrals 
(see Abramowitz and St.egim 1965, chapter 17), yielding,

=  S{teK(fcj) +  ( îi-6 )E (fc { )) . (E.8)

where p | =  4/(^i -  ^3), kj = (^1 -  ^2)/(Ci ~ 5 )  E, K  and II. axe standard complete 
eUiptic integrals of the first, second and third kinds respectively.

E.2 Evaluation o f the action integral

For energies E  < E ^, the action integral of the motion, of equation (4.55), may be 
evaluated in a similar fashion,

4  =  à n ^ jE H -V ^ ir i) , (E.9)

\ / ^  ( ^  Ki) _  ,(0) _
2% \ZF  ̂ 3F  ̂ fj,F  ̂

where the integrals, are defined by,

^  L  V ( v - v i ) ( m ~ v ) ( n 7 -  VŸ
with the roots, 0 < 771 < 772 < 773, obtained from,

3 2E 2 4ê )02
V +  - y v  +  —p - 'n  -  - y y  = (v ~  'ni)im -  v){m -  77). (E .ii)

As before, the I^^'s can be expressed in terms of complete eUiptic integrals:

4") =  ■ s,K(fc^), 4 - 1) =  ^ n ( ( %  -  % )/% , ft,),
771 ..

/(I) =  p,,(773K(^)-(773 -  77i )E(A:„)), (E.12)

where = 4/(773 -  771) and =  (77% -  7}i)/(7}s ?7l).
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E.3 E valuation o f the tunnelling integral A [ E )

The tunnelhng integral, A{E) of equation (4.47), can also be evciluated in terms of com
plete elliptic integrals using the method outhned in this appendix:

A{E) = ^  r < i v J v ^ i v ) - E / 4 ,  (E.13)
7T Jrf2

=  ( i ) _ 8 e ^  (0) ^  (_iA
2% ^ 3E 3F iiF ) '

where % ate again the roots of equation (E .ll) and where the A")'s are defined

by,

=  P drj y, - w - V, (E.14)
''V2 . y  \V \ -  v ) \n 2  -  p A vz -  v )

and may be written in the form,

=  5aK(*:a ), x M ) =  ^ n ( ( % - % ) /% ,f tA ) ,
773

4̂(̂ ) =  ^a(t7iK(A;a) +  (773-77i)E(A:a)), (E.15)

where g \ = 4/(773 -  771) and k \  = (773 -  772)/(773 -  771). In evaluating A(E), the branches
for the integrals are chosen so that A{E) > 0 for E  < E ^ .

E.4 Evaluation o f the quantal correction function 0 (z)

The function $(x) given by equation (4.56),

$(x) =  x (l -  In |x|) 4- a rg r ( l /2  -I- ix), (E.16)

is odd, positive for x > 0, has a single maximum of 0  % 0.15 at x =  0.18. For x 1 it
has the asymptotic expansion,

$(x) =  l/24x + 7/2880x"^ +  31/40320x^ -f 0 (x “ ^), (E.17)

which is accurate to 0.3% for x > 1 and 0.04% for x > 2. For small x, the formula 
given by Abramowitz and Stegun (1965, equation (6.1.27)) may be used to evaluate 
a rg F (l/2  4- ix) but more rapid convergence is obtained by rewriting it in the form,

00 / I I  \
a rg r ( l /2  4-ix) =  x^F(l/2)-H ^  4 -- z j  -  tan“  ̂Zj j

+  2^'^C(3) -  -ya;^((5), Zj =  (E.18)

where ((rn) is the Riemann Zeta function (Abramowitz and Stegun 1965, chapter 23) 
and ^(x ) =  r(x ) /F (x ) .
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E.5 Evaluation o f the resonance w idths

A semiclassical expression for the resonance widths is given by equation (4.65). Dif
ferentiating the function Fi{E), equation (4.60), with respect to Ê, gives the following 
expression for

with.

Since, at resonance d l^ /dE  =  0, it follows that,

'■ t  («"I

so that,

^  =  +  (E.22)

where the i^ ^ ’s and 7^^’s are defined by equations (E.3) and (E.IO) respectively. Substi
tuting expression (E.22) into equation (E.19) gives our final semiclassical approximation
to the resonance widths:

Numerical determination of therefore only requires the determination of A{E) since 
all the and are automatically obtained during the calculation of the energy 
eigenvalue, E r .
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A p p en dix  F

A sy m p to tic  form  for resonance w id th s

In this appendix we derive the asymptotic form of the integral, defined in equation (5.48), 

/■ =  jT d r ^ e x p ^ i ^ ^ ^ ,  ^(r) =  ^  d r f ( r ) ,  (F.l)

as a function of fîo as ► 0 at those values of fîo for which the exponent, and hence 
the integrand, / ( r ) ,  is 27r-periodic. Since g  =  € { t ) >  0 for all real values of r  there are 
no real stationary phase points. However, the exponent is stationary at Ts the complex 
roots of S { t ) = 0  and because of the periodicity Tg +  27t is also a root: it is important to 
note that these roots are independent of f2o-

Prom the definition of -0, equation (5:22), we see that the integral can be written in 
the form

so that near the stationary phase points the integrand has poles, as shown in figure F .l.

t ^ + 2t t

t . + 2 t t

Re(r)
-o

2t t

F ig u re  F . l  Diagram showing the relative positions of the contour u^ed to evaluate the inte
gral (F.l), the poles, r±, the stationary phase points, t,, and the stationary'path, the dashed 
line, used to approximate the integral.

Choose the stationary phase point, r^, so that 9f(p(Tg)) > 0 and consider the contour 
C joining the points r  =  0, 27t, r , -I- 27t and r, as shown schematically in figure F .l. Then
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because the integrand is periodic the integrals along B C  and D A  cancel to give,

I = f  d r / ( r )  = 27rii?(r_) + /  d z /(z ) , (F.3)
Jo J d c

R{t^)  being the residue at r_ , which is given by,

=  ( - |  +  0 ( f i o ) ) e x p ( - i ^ ) .  (F.5)

In order to evaluate the integral along DC  we need to expand about both D and C 
choosing the direction along the path of steepest descent at both ends, but because the 
integrand is periodic both contributions are obtained by expanding about D, as shown 
by the dashed line in figure F .l.

Near D we set r  = Tg + z and using the definition (5.22) to expand ^ ( r )  we obtain, 
using an obvious notation,

. ta n ^  =  (kg +  7 z +  0{z^)) , 7  =  À, -  k g - ^ ,  (F.6)

so that near the stationary point.

We use this last approximation because the poles of this function diflFer from those of the
exact function only by O(fîo)- Now put z = where x  is real and P = \  — \  arg(^g),
so for the integral along D C  we obtain,

/PC -  exp i ( ^  +  § 1 )  £  dx exp ( - I g î )  . (F.8)

In order to evaluate this integral consider the Fourier transform of the product,

I roo

<'•>

where e C  1 and a  are real and positive and %(u) > Oj we need the value of F{0). The 
Fourier transform of each function in the integrgind is readily obtained, so we can express 
F{y) as the convolution integral,

F(y) = J  exp(-|u |ae -  e{y -  u f / ^ a ) .  (F.IO)

On setting y = 0 and expanding the first, more slowly decaying, exponential we find that,

f(0 )  =  ^ \ / f - / Ç  +  O (l), (F .ll)
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and thus

Idc 2ikse exp(ip(Ts)/no). (F.12)

On combining this with equations (F.3) and (F.5) we see that

^(^^o) =  ^  d T ^ ( r ) e x p ( ^ ^  d r£ ( r )^  ~  -2 ik s ^ ^ ^ ^ e x p i(g (T s ) /D o  -  P) (F.13)

so that at the resonant frequencies |/ | decreases as exp(—C/Q q) for some real con
stant C.
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